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Abstract
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is defined by the neurodegeneration of upper and
lower motor neurons of the corticospinal tract, resulting in progressive, terminal and
incurable decline in movement, speech and swallowing functions. Although motor neuron
degeneration provides a unifying characteristic for this diagnosis, individual patients
experience extensively heterogeneous motor and non-motor symptoms and progression
rates. This not only results in distressing uncertainty for those diagnosed, but introduces
unpredictable variation to patient cohorts in clinical trials, diminishing the power of these
trials to detect therapeutic effects of novel drug candidates.
Extensive imaging, psychology and physiology research to date has illustrated that ALS
symptoms and progression rates are driven not only by the motor neurons, but by broader
cortical network dysfunction and atrophy. Quantification of the spatiotemporal patterns
of cortical network dysfunction in ALS and their relationships to disease symptoms may
therefore provide a basis for subcategorising patients early in disease. These physiological
measurements can then be clinically implemented to facilitate more specific prediction of
individual prognoses. In addition, such measures could substantially improve clinical trial
design by enabling stratification of cohorts and more objective, quantitative measurement
of drug effects based on fundamental ALS pathophysiology.
In this project, threshold tracking transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and
electroencephalography (EEG) were implemented to interrogate ALS-related cortical
network pathology. Threshold tracking TMS with electromyography was used to
investigate corticospinal tract function and the effects of ALS on intracortical and
interhemispheric motor networks which regulate the upper motor neurons. In addition to
attempting to reproduce previous reports of GABAAergic decline as a biomarker of ALS,
the effects of ALS on indices associated with the glutamatergic and GABABergic
interneuronal and corpus callosal function in motor networks were investigated by paired
pulse paradigms. Single pulse TMS was also used to investigate the latency of signal
transmission from cortex to muscle, while peripheral nerve stimulation was applied to
quantify lower motor neuron impairment. To interrogate the nature and location of
cognitive, sensory and motor cortical dysfunction, EEG was recorded in ALS patients
during performance of auditory oddball and sustained attention to response tasks. Crosssectional and longitudinal EEG signal analyses, in addition to source analysis, were
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applied to characterise changes in cortical activation using event related potentials, as
well as cortical communication using event related spectral perturbations.
This work has revealed that ALS drives dynamic patterns of hypo- and hyper- activation
and synchronisation in both motor and non-motor cortical circuitry. Namely, TMS and
EEG studies indicate that the motor cortex is initially hyperactive in ALS, even during
non-motor tasks, potentially due to loss of inhibitory interneuronal function, and that this
hyperactivity wanes with disease progression. Similar patterns of early hyperactivity were
observed in the dorsolateral prefrontal and posterior parietal cortices, in addition to
impaired event related beta oscillation desynchronization being recorded over these areas,
suggesting that GABAergic interneuronal decline also occurs in frontoparietal cognitive
networks early in disease. By contrast, other sensory and cognitive areas, including the
temporal and inferior frontal cortex are initially suppressed, becoming hyperactive later
in the disease. Temporal regions also display alpha and beta band hypersynchrony during
auditory sensation, which may reflect excessive bottom-up suppression, accounting for
observed reduction in auditory cortex activation early in disease. Many of these cortical
networking abnormalities correlated with impairments in associated disease symptoms,
including cognitive, behavioural and motor decline at the time of recording or in future,
as well as survival times.
These findings highlight the ability of threshold tracking TMS and EEG to objectively
capture

the pathology underpinning ALS’ heterogenous symptoms. These measures

might now be further developed to define clinically-relevant, network-based
subphenotypes of ALS and to improve clinical trial design.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Context

This research project was formulated in the context of increasing recognition that ALS
drives pathology beyond the corticospinal tract, limitations in existing biomarkers of ALS
and advancements in electrophysiological technology. This context is outlined here.
1.1.1. ALS as a motor and non-motor disease.
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is the most common form of motor neuron disease,
and is progressive, incurable and terminal1. Half of patients do not survive past 30 months
after symptom onset2. The incidence rate of ALS in Ireland (2.6 per 100,0003) is
approximately half that of multiple sclerosis (~5 per 100,0004). However, the much
poorer prognosis of ALS results in a much more limited living patient population at any
one time5.
The underlying cause of ALS is unknown in 80-90% of cases (referred to as ‘sporadic
ALS’)6, while inherited ‘familial ALS’ accounts for approximately 10-20% of cases7,8.
Sufferers of the disease experience progressive motor impairment manifesting from the
degeneration of both bulbar and spinal upper motor neurons (UMNs) and lower motor
neurons (LMNs). Typically symptom onset is focal with deficits spreading contiguously
across upper and lower motor neurons9. Degeneration of UMN controlling limb function
can manifest as symptoms such as slowing of muscle contraction, weakness, spasticity
and abrupt deep tendon reflexes, while degeneration of LMNs in these pathways can
produce weakness, fasciculation and wasting of muscle10. Degeneration of UMNs
involved in bulbar motor function can result in spastic dysarthria, while bulbar LMN
degeneration can produce tongue weakening, wasting, fasciculation and flaccid
dysarthria11. Respiratory failure or related respiratory infection due to degeneration of
motor neurons innervating the diaphragm are the most common cause of death in
ALS12,13.
ALS was originally described in the 19th Century by Charcot as a disease specific to the
corticospinal tract with no cognitive impact14. Evidence of cognitive impairment in ALS
began to be published in the early twentieth century15 however widespread recognition of
extra-motor, cognitive impairments as a major symptomatic category in ALS was delayed
until the late twentieth century16 for numerous reasons, including lack of investigation of
such symptoms by physicians due to wide acceptance of a pure motor pathology, in
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addition to the motor symptoms themselves masking the presence of such cognitive
symptoms. For example, the deterioration of speech resulting from bulbar motor neuron
degeneration can easily mask impairments in language expression14.

It is now established that there is a substantial overlap between ALS and frontotemporal
dementia (FTD), which results from atrophy of the frontal and temporal lobes17
(particularly behavioural variant-FTD, bvFTD, attributed primarily to frontal lobe
degeneration18). Approximately 15% of ALS patients fulfil the criteria for FTD diagnosis
(ALS-FTD)19. This degeneration results in cognitive and behavioural impairments which
can vary depending on the networks affected. Symptoms of FTD include changes in
executive function (such as planning and organising), in behaviour (such as disinhibition,
stereotyped behaviours and apathy) and in personality as well as deterioration of language
skills (such as anomia, stuttering, alexia and grammatical errors) although episodic
memory is usually preserved. Patients typically are unaware of these deficits14.
While the majority of ALS patients do not meet the criteria for FTD, it is now established
that behavioural and/or cognitive symptoms are present in approximately half of ALS
patients. These behavioural symptoms include apathy (38% to 56%), disinhibition (18 to
46.1%)20–22, mood changes (most commonly lability and irritability) (33-63%),
compulsive, ritualistic or stereotyped behaviour (19 to >50%)23, socially disinhibited
behaviour (13%), selfishness (69%) and increased aggression (13%)24. Cognitive
symptoms include executive dysfunction (34 to 45.7%) and impairments in attention
(32%), memory and orientation (>60%)20–22,25,26. Strong and colleagues proposed the
classification of patients who present with these symptoms (but only partially meet FTD
criteria) as behaviourally impaired (ALSbi) and cognitively impaired (ALSci)
respectively16.
Smaller numbers of ALS patients have also been found to reach the criteria for
semantic dementia and progressive non-fluent aphasia (PNFA) type FTD, in which
language is affected27. Language functions are largely attributed to several regions of the
temporal lobe as well as the inferior frontal lobe28. Semantic dementia is associated with
atrophy of the middle, inferior, and medial anterior temporal lobe while PNFA is
associated with atrophy near the sylvian fissure including the inferior frontal and superior
temporal regions, usually predominantly in the left hemisphere in both subtypes29,30.
PNFA symptoms include language errors such impaired grammar and speech fluidity,
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loss of reading and writing skills, anomia, phonemic paraphasia and oral apraxia, while
semantic dementia is characterised by impaired understanding of words, faces and other
sensory input as well as speech that is empty of meaning, although fluency and grammar
is preserved14,31. Some symptoms of language impairment have also been identified in
ALS patients in the absence of semantic dementia or PFNA, resembling the existence of
a sub-threshold, language variant FTD-like syndrome in some ALS patients. These
include semantic deficits and decreased verbal fluency32, although verbal fluency deficits
may also be the result of impaired response generation, and therefore can also be a
manifestation of executive dysfunction33. Language impairment has also been identified
in writing tasks in order to overcome the obstacle of dysarthria in measuring change in
language functions34.
This overlap between FTD and ALS indicates non-motor frontal and temporal pathology
occurs in ALS. However, pathology in other cortical regions is also indicated by ALS’
non-motor symptoms. For example, many executive functions are attributed to cortical
networks with parietal nodes, such as the central executive network, which may play a
role in ALSci and ALSbi. Further, additional non-motor symptoms observed in some
ALS patients include sensory symptoms such as numbness or tingling, found to occur in
32% of patients35, indicating that the primary somatosensory cortex of the parietal lobe
may also be impacted.
1.1.2. ALS is a multistep process underpinned by genetic and environmental
factors
The risk of developing ALS is established to be affected by both genetic and
environmental risk factors (for systematic review and meta-analysis of environmental risk
factors for ALS see Wang et al., 2017). A complex combination of these factors,
accumulating over time, is considered to bring those who develop ALS to a threshold at
which pathology begins36. However, this multistep process is shortened by the presence
of certain genetic mutations, such as in C9orf72, SOD1 and TARDBP genes37. Different
genetic mutations associated with ALS also are known to contribute towards variation in
ALS phenotype, such as age of onset, site of onset and emergence of cognitive
impairment (although many of the underpinning mechanisms by which these genes affect
ALS phenotype remain to be established)38.
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1.1.2.1. The C9orf72 repeat expansion is a driver of ALS and its cognitive and
behavioural symptoms

Mutations in a large number of genes have been associated with ALS across the genetic
ALS literature (for review see Mathis et al., 2019). However, among the most common
and well-established genetic mutations associated with the Irish ALS population, is the
expansion of GGGGCC hexanucleotide repeats in the C9orf72 gene39. Hexanucleotide
repeat expansion in the first intron of the C9orf72 gene (named as an abbreviation of
“Chromosome 9 Open Reading Frame 72”) was first associated with ALS and FTD in
2011 by two independent groups40,41. Typically, more than 30 repeats of this sequence
are considered pathogenic, although intermediate repeat numbers (24-30) are also
significantly more prevalent in ALS patient cohorts relative to controls42. Expansions of
29 or more repeats are found in 41% of familial and 5% of sporadic ALS patients in the
Irish population43. The exact mechanism by which this C9orf72 repeat expansion drives
ALS and FTD pathology remains uncertain. Loss of normal C9orf72 protein function,
sequestration of toxic, bidirectionally transcribed repeat-containing RNAs and toxic
dipeptide repeat protein production resulting from this mutation are, however, considered
to contribute towards ALS pathogenesis44.
This mutation in C9orf72 not only draws another connection between ALS and
FTD pathology, but is associated with ALSci and ALSbi - Those carrying this expansion
showing significantly greater prevalence of cognitive and behavioural symptoms
compared to those without this expansion. The pathological C9orf72 repeat expansion is
also associated with earlier age of symptom onset, shorter survival time and significantly
greater grey matter atrophy in the right inferior frontal gyrus, right superior frontal gyrus,
left anterior cingulate gyrus, and the right precentral gyrus45. It is, therefore, likely that
those with ALS underpinned by this repeat expansion experience a more homogenous
pattern of underpinning cortical network pathology than the overall ALS population,
forming a cortical network disruption-based subphenotype of ALS.
1.1.3. Cellular and molecular level disruption in ALS
A myriad of processes that are essential for normal neuronal function have been
established to be disrupted in ALS. These include protein folding and management of
misfolded proteins46, mitochondrial function and free radical neutralisation47,
intracellular transport (including endoplasmic reticulum48, lysosome49 and intracellular
trafficking protein50 function) and RNA metabolism47. The therapeutic mechanism of the
only drug approved for ALS in Europe, Riluzole, is unclear, although enhancement of
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gamma aminobutyric acid (GABA) function, anti-glutamatergic effects and/or blockage
of voltage-gated Ca2+ and Na+ channels have been proposed51.
One of the most unifying intracellular abnormalities across ALS patients is the presence
of intraneuronal deposits containing TAR DNA binding protein 43 (TDP-43) in 97% of
ALS patients and 45% of FTD patients52–54. TDP-43 is an RNA-binding protein which
shuttles between the cell nucleus and cytoplasm55, with TDP-43 proteinopathy considered
a combination of both gain and loss of function effects56. Inclusions containing fused in
sarcoma (FUS), another RNA-binding protein, are found in many of the ALS and FTD
patients that do not have such TDP-43-containing deposits52. These findings, alongside
the association of TARDBP and FUS mutations with ALS57, indicate that disrupted RNA
metabolism is particularly pertinent to the onset of ALS pathology, and is an important
mechanistic link between ALS and FTD pathology.
One theory which attempts to explain the heterogeneity of ALS symptoms and their
severity is that this diagnosis includes multiple different diseases58. The prevalence of
RNA binding proteinopathy across ALS patients forms a primary argument against this.
However, variation in the location of TDP-43 (or other) proteinopathy within the cortex
may explain this heterogeneity. This is supported by a recent study which identified that
TDP-43 inclusions in the cortical regions associated with executive, language and fluency
domains were predicted with 100% specificity by performance in the specific tasks of
these domains within the Edinburgh Cognitive and Behavioural ALS Screen (ECAS)59.
1.1.4. Biomarkers of ALS and their limitations
Biomarkers are quantifiable changes in an individual’s biology that can be used to identify
the presence or characteristics of a disease. Biomarkers can be used for diagnosis (to
identify that a disease is present) or prognosis (to measure how a disease will progress or
is progressing)60.
1.1.4.1. Diagnostic biomarkers

Although the TDP-43 deposits identified in post-mortem tissue form a largely unifying
characteristic of ALS, attempts to measure TDP-43 disruption in CSF or blood have so
far failed to identify a fluid biomarker that can be used for diagnosis of living patients61.
Diagnosis of ALS therefore remains predominantly contingent on the expertise of
experienced neurologists, limiting early and accurate diagnosis to those with access to
such experts62. According to the El Escorial revised criteria, evidence of lower motor
neuron LMN degeneration (“LMN signs”) captured by needle electromyography (EMG),
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such as fasciculations, can be used to confirm probable diagnosis of ALS alongside the
presence of clinically identified symptoms of UMN degeneration (“UMN signs”)63. An
objective, quantifiable biomarker of UMN degeneration remains to be identified however,
and is urgently required given observations that LMN signs can obscure the clinical
identification of UMN signs64.
Neurofilament light chain (NFL), a cytoskeleton protein which normally occurs within
the axons of neurons, is found to be significantly elevated in the cerebrospinal fluid and
blood of ALS patients. This provides an aid for diagnosis in the context of other indicators
of ALS, however this change is not specific to ALS. This is because increased NFL in
blood or cerebrospinal fluid is a marker of axonal damage, rather than disease specific
pathobiology65, and is therefore observed in other neurodegenerations such as FTD,
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease and multiple sclerosis (MS)66. Increased NFL does tend to be
greater in the CSF of ALS compared to other neurodegenerative diseases66,67 but does not
assist in deciphering ALS subphenotypes68 (e.g. those differing in the specific
combination and severity of motor, cognitive and behavioural symptoms experienced).
Additionally, the invasive nature of lumbar puncture cannot be overlooked in the
development of biomarkers for routine use in clinic or for pharmaceutical testing, due to
associated side effects and potential for infection69.
Threshold tracking transcranial magnetic stimulation (TT-TMS) of the primary motor
cortex has been reported to sensitively capture hyperexcitability of UMNs in ALS early
in disease, unlike ALS mimic diseases70,71 (discussed in detail in chapter 2). It therefore
has also garnered international attention as a potential diagnostic biomarker of UMN
degeneration in ALS which could facilitate earlier and more objective diagnosis 72.
Independent replication of these findings is now required, in addition to examination of
how ALS affects other potentially useful TT-TMS measures of motor cortical function.
1.1.4.2. Prognostic biomarkers

ALS patient prognoses are highly variable and unpredictable, although prognostic
predictions can be slightly improved based on site of symptom onset, genetic risk factors,
age at onset and gender. While these characteristics are of proven epidemiological
significance73, substantial prognostic heterogeneity remains unexplained by existing ALS
prognostic biomarkers. Such unknowns not only cause substantial distress to patients and
their caregivers74, but also limit the ability to design clinical trials capable of
demonstrating therapeutic effects of drug candidates. Currently, clinical trials depend
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primarily on survival and change in ALS functional rating scale revised (ALSFRS-R)
scores as outcome measures. However, the subjective nature of ALSFRS-R scoring and
its specificity to motor symptoms limits the sensitivity of this measure to disease
progression75. Further, survival times and ALSFRS-R decline within individuals have
proven difficult to predict76,77. As a result, it can be challenging to identify significant
therapeutic effects on a patient group or subgroup amidst disease heterogeneity within
and between treatment groups. Attempts to avoid this effect on statistical power include
reducing patient cohort variation through use of restrictive clinical trial recruitment
criteria, substantially limiting patient access to and biasing any findings of these studies78.
These issues could be overcome by the development of novel, objective and quantitative
prognostic biomarkers of ALS.
A measurement, or combination of measurements, which captures more specific
information about each individual’s central nervous system dysfunction could overcome
these limitations and improve understanding, explanation and prediction of the variation
between individual ALS patient experiences. Structural magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) provides high spatial resolution, and can therefore pinpoint precise locations of
central tissue atrophy. However, the tissue atrophy detected by volumetric MRI measures
is likely to occur after an earlier stage of pre-clinical molecular, cellular and functional
pathology79. These structural measures also show little progressive change from symptom
onset in ALS80 and have been found to be independent of disease progression rate81.
While longitudinal MRI research has provided important insight into extension of ALS
pathology to extra motor regions, the link between these changes and symptomatic
cognitive and behavioural manifestations remains unclear. A similar phenomenon is
established for MS, referred to as the “clinico-radiological paradox”, wherein there is a
mismatch between the number and volume of white matter lesions and concurrent disease
symptoms82. As it is considered that this mismatch may be accounted for by differences
in cognitive reserve and insensitivity to subtle widespread changes, it has been proposed
that changes in cortical function, as opposed to structure, will align better with clinical
change83. This highlights the potential application of electrophysiology for developing
prognostic biomarkers of ALS.
1.1.5. The Advantages of EEG and TMS for Measuring Cortical Function
The mechanistic and physiological basis of the electrophysiological measures employed
for this project, their advantages relative to alternative methods of measuring cortical
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function and their use to date in quantifying ALS are discussed in detail in chapter 2.
However, to provide a brief contextual introduction to the characteristics of state-of-theart electroencephalography (EEG) and TMS in association with EMG which render them
most suitable for this protect, their advantages can be summarised as follows:
1.1.5.1. Cost

A complete apparatus of high density EEG hardware and software can be purchased for
less than 20,000 euro, while that required for threshold tracking TMS with EMG can be
purchased for approximately 50,000 euro. Running costs to employ both methodologies
are minimal (tens of euro), limited to low cost (<100 euro) consumables (such as pregelled electrode pads and conductive gel), approximately annual replacement of
electrodes (<1,500 euro) /cables (<100 euro)/electrode montage caps (<500 euro) due to
wear and tear and mains electricity power for amplifiers, stimulators and data recording
computers (costs cited are those of the experimental setups of this project). By contrast,
other imaging methods such as MRI, computed tomography (CT) or positron emission
tomography (PET), as well as magnetoencephalography (MEG), require apparatus
costing millions of euro, with single recording sessions costing hundreds to thousands of
euro84–88.
1.1.5.2. Non-invasive

As oppose to fluid biomarkers or needle-based electrophysiology, surface EEG and TMS
do not require breach of the skin, reducing discomfort and infection risk to the participant
and therefore improving their applicability in clinical research and pharmacological
testing.
1.1.5.3. Upright, relaxed patient stance

A substantial limitation to the use of imaging scanners, such as those employed for
functional MRI (fMRI) or PET, is that they require participants to lie flat for a single
continuous period without moving. This is unsustainable for many ALS patients with
respiratory system decline or excess salivation89. In addition, the enclosed nature of
scanners is distressing to those who are claustrophobic90. By contrast, EEG and TMS can
be performed while the participant sits upright in a chair in an open room. Further, while
movement during EEG or TMS can introduce artefact to the EEG/TMS-associated EMG
signal, if experiments are designed with sufficient trial repetition, short spans of
contaminated signal can be identified and removed during post-session processing by an
experienced data analyst/suitable algorithm91,92. Therefore, data recording does not need
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to be terminated and restarted if the participant cannot continuously remain still and
relaxed.
1.1.5.4. Directly measuring neurons/muscle

EEG and EMG directly capture electrical signals resulting from functioning of groups of
cortical neurons and muscle fibres respectively. They do not, therefore, rely on inferences
of activity based on secondary measures such as glucose metabolism or blood
oxygenation changes, as is the case for PET and fMRI respectively. These factors may
themselves be affected by disease or aging, affecting their relationship to neuronal
activity93–95 and thus any inference of neuronal activity or connectivity change.
1.1.5.5. Excellent temporal resolution

As a result of directly measuring the electrical signals produced during muscle fibre
contraction or neuronal signalling, EMG and EEG have excellent temporal resolution,
capturing activity at millisecond-by-millisecond scale, as oppose to the second/tens of
second scale resolution of fMRI/PET respectively96. As a result, changes in
neuronal/muscular activity can be precisely associated in time with the delivery of a
stimulus or performance of a task. For example, the millisecond-level speed of
descending signal delivery from cortex to target muscle following magnetic stimulation
can be detected with EMG97. Alternatively, the successive activation of cortical network
nodes can be deciphered in time using EEG during sensory stimulation or task
performance98. The impact of disease on ascending or descending neural network
signalling can therefore also be sensitively interrogated with these methods.
1.1.5.6. Improving spatial resolution

Despite the aforementioned advantages of EEG, this method has often been dismissed in
favour of other functional imaging methods in light of its relatively poor spatial
resolution (centimetre level, mapped on the scalp) compared to that of fMRI (millimetre
level throughout the brain tissue)96. Advancements in source localisation algorithms have
substantially improved the spatial resolution of EEG, so that it can be mapped onto the
brain tissue at sub-centimetre resolution depending on the analytical pipeline (see chapter
2)99. The spatial focality of TMS of the cortex has also been refined with improvements
in coil design100, and can currently provide peak stimulation intensities of approximately
1cm2 area96.
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1.2.

Thesis Outline

This thesis is composed of 8 chapters. The next chapter, chapter 2, includes a literature
review of the physiological basis of the methodologies employed in this project and the
current state-of-the-art in electrophysiological interrogation of network impairment in
neurodegenerative disease. This is followed by a detailed review of the existing literature
regarding cortical network dysfunction in ALS. Chapter 3 describes the aims and
objectives of this thesis. Chapter 4 details the hardware, software and general
methodologies and analyses employed in this project and the rationale for their use.
Details of experiment-specific patient cohorts, analyses and results, as well as a
discussion of those results specifically are described in two EEG-based results chapters,
5-6, and TMS-based results chapter 7. Each results chapter contains multiple
studies/analyses. This is followed by a discussion chapter 8, which discusses the overall
findings of the project, the novel insights gained, any limitations identified and future
work that is planned.
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2. Literature Review
Published Work List
An abbreviated version of section 2.1 has now been published in the peer-reviewed
journal NeuroImage: Clinical101 as:
McMackin R, Bede P, Pender N, et al. Neurophysiological markers of network
dysfunction in neurodegenerative diseases. NeuroImage: Clinical 2019;22:101706.
The text, figures (1-3) and table (table 1) from this publication are contained in full within
section 2.1.

Figure 2.4 has also been published in a separate review paper in the peer-reviewed Journal
of Neurology, Neurosurgery and Psychiatry 102 as:
McMackin R, Muthuraman M, Groppa S, et al. Measuring network disruption in
neurodegenerative diseases: New approaches using signal analysis. J Neurol Neurosurg
Psychiatry 2019;90(9):1011–1020.
Table 2.1 has also been published in the peer-reviewed journal NeuroImage: Clinical103
as:
McMackin R, Dukic S, Broderick M, et al. Dysfunction of attention switching networks
in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. NeuroImage: Clinical 2019;22:101707.
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2.1.
Measuring Network Disruption in Neurodegenerative Diseases:
New Approaches Using Signal Analysis

2.1.1. Introduction
Modern clinical imaging, pathological104 and genomic105 data, support the evolving
notion that neurodegenerative syndromes are best understood in terms of disrupted brain
networking. Quantitative MRI and PET provide compelling evidence of widespread
network changes in neurodegenerations including Alzheimer's disease (AD)106,
Parkinson's disease (PD)107, ALS108 and frontotemporal dementia (FTD)109. New
therapeutic approaches based on network modulation are already in use for Parkinson's107
and Alzheimer's Disease106.
Notwithstanding, characterizing changes in brain networking in a clinical setting remains
a challenge. Structural MRI can show changes in grey and white matter integrity110 and
fMRI detects resting and activated states of metabolic activity. Neither modality can
directly measure neuronal activity, however. Furthermore, as fMRI measurements can be
confounded by vascular pathology and are limited by the requirements of the technology
(including the need for the patient to remain supine)111, the use of fMRI is limited in the
neurodegenerations. There remains an urgent and unmet need for user-friendly, noninvasive technologies that can rapidly and reliably detect network alteration with high
temporal and spatial resolution.
Here is a review of the biology of non-invasive electrophysiology-based measurements
and outline of the current state of the art in measurement of network dysfunction in the
neurodegenerations. The future potential of emerging electrophysiology-based
technologies in providing enhanced temporal resolution, and in using source localization
that improves spatial resolution to complement structural and functional imaging is
explored.
2.1.2. Methods
2.1.2.1. Electroencephalography and Magnetoencephalography

Quantitative EEG (qEEG) and MEG are increasingly recognized as useful non-invasive
methods to measure cortical neurophysiological activity.
MEG and EEG capture and digitise neuroelectromagnetic reflections of the synchronous
generation of excitatory and inhibitory post-synaptic potentials in populations of
underlying neurons. Both MEG and EEG have excellent temporal resolution but, until
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recently, limited spatial resolution. Several methods, collectively referred to as source
localisation methods, have now been developed that enhance the spatial resolution of both
EEG and MEG to that of using fMRI112. This now allows for visualisation of brain activity
at low cost, with high levels of both spatial and temporal resolution.
The physiologic basis of MEG and EEG differ. MEG sensors measure the magnetic field
generated by the electrical flows in neuronal populations while EEG sensors measure the
simultaneously-generated perpendicular electric field that passes through the space
between the activity source and sensors113. Due to volume conduction, EEG sensors also
capture electrical currents propagated between the source and sensor in the conductive
human head medium. This effect of volume conduction in EEG may make MEG a more
reliable measure for deeper sources. However, it must be noted that the potential
advantage of MEG is reduced by the need for expensive superconductive systems114 that
significantly increase costs, limiting MEG's day-to-day application in clinical settings.

EEG and MEG both generate waveform data, where the x-axis represents time and the yaxis represents amplitude of electrical activity (Box 1). Quantitative M/EEG involves the
digitisation of these signals and quantitative analysis of their characteristics. These
analyses can be performed in time and frequency domains. Time domain analysis is the
study of how brain activity changes over time115 (for example at what time the intensity
of neural activity peaks when performing a cognitive or motor task). Frequency domain
analysis involves the use of Fourier transformation to decompose the recording into a
combination of waves of different frequencies (Fig. 2.1).
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Amplitude – The size of the electrical charge in the cerebrospinal fluid produced by
the summation of neuroelectric activity such as excitatory and inhibitory post synaptic
potentials in cerebral cortical neurons, typically in microvolts (μV)116.
Power – A measure of the intensity of neuronal activity, proportional to the amplitude
squared116.
Frequency – The number of times a cycle of a wave repeats per unit time, measured in
hertz (Hz)116.
Frequency bands – Continuous ranges of frequencies for which measurements are
grouped.
Oscillation – Continuous, periodic neuronal activity, typically generated by feedback
loops in neuronal networks117.
Event-related potential (ERP) – Electrical potential observed at the time that an event
occurs, such as performing a motor or cognitive task or sensory stimulus118.
Event-related (de)synchronisation (ERD/ERS) – Relative decrease or increase in the
intensity of oscillatory activity in a frequency band, caused by an event such as
performing a motor or cognitive task or sensory stimulus119.
Sensor-level –Digitised M/EEG data analysed with respect to the position of the
sensors on the scalp, providing poor spatial resolution.
Source-level – Digitised M/EEG data analysed using source localisation methods to
determine the location of contributing sources in the brain, providing spatial resolution
comparable to fMRI112.
Box 1. Electrical and physiological characteristics defined in the context of EEG
measurements.

Figure 2.1. The transformation of a digitised EEG signal into a frequency power spectrum.

This figure has been published in my paper McMackin et al 2019a (figure 1), please see
appendix 2.1.
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Typically, quantitative M/EEG signal frequencies are grouped into delta (0.5–3 Hz), theta
(3–7 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), beta (14–30 Hz), and gamma (>30 Hz) frequency bands120.
Oscillations in these different frequency bands have been attributed to different neuronal
populations and brain activities117 (Box 1). This allows for investigation of brain activity
in terms of the power of oscillating network activity at different frequencies, referred to
as spectral EEG121. Synchronous or time-correlated oscillations in different brain areas
can also be used to infer functional connectivity between them122. The frequencies of
these bands are generally negatively correlated to their amplitude (i.e. lower frequency
M\EEG oscillations tend to have higher amplitude). Since amplitude is a reflection of the
number of neurons contributing to a signal, lower frequency oscillations are attributed to
synchronous activity of larger numbers of neurons119.
These time and frequency domain network characteristics can be examined at rest
(“resting-state”) to investigate the resting activity of the brain (Fig. 2.2). M/EEG
measures can also be captured during tasks such as cognition, sensation or movement, to
measure the activity of brain regions contributing to the generation of the engaged
function(s) (Fig. 2.2)123,124. As tasks are underpinned by integration of various distinct
neural networks, the corresponding neural signatures can be marked in the frequency
domain, known as event related (de)synchronisation, and/or the time domain, known as
event related potentials (ERPs) (Box 1). Source localisation methods can subsequently be
applied to identify the origin of these of the network components and any changes to their
performance in disease. Each of these approaches allows for the study of different aspects
of neural network function and can be combined to provide a well-rounded insight into
the effects of disease pathology on brain network function.
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Figure 2.2. EEG signal processing avenues for resting-state and task-based paradigms, the
quantitative measures obtained and sample interpretations in neurodegenerative disease.

This figure has been published in my paper McMackin et al 2019a (figure 2), please see
appendix 2.1.
Event related potentials
ERPs are calculated by averaging EEG signals time locked to a stimulus or response
across many trials of a task. This analysis assumes that cortical signals related to the task
occur at a consistent time and phase relative to the task cues, and therefore will be
maintained during averaging while task-irrelevant, background signal will be removed.
The high temporal resolution of EEG means that the sequential engagement of cortical
regions as a stimulus is processed, interpreted and a response is generated/inhibited can
be individually quantified by characterising different peaks within the ERP. Early peaks
are generated by sensory networks, followed by later peaks generated by cognitive
processing domains125 and motor control networks126.
Despite their common use for the study of cortical function, there are still two hypotheses
about what happens within cortical networks to produce ERPs. One hypothesis is that
ERPs reflect the summation of independent cortical activity in numerous sources evoked
by the task. The alternative hypothesis is that tasks may cause phase resetting of ongoing
oscillations in cortical networks, such that the averaging of synchronised oscillations over
trials generates the ERP. However, these two options cannot yet be definitively
experimentally dissected127, and both phase resetting and incoming cortical signals may
contribute. It is also likely that this contribution varies between ERPs associated with
different paradigms. Nonetheless, measurement of the sizes (maximum amplitudes, areas
etc.) and latencies of the peaks within an ERP provide measures of the activation of
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cortical networks required to perform a task, and therefore any disease-related
abnormalities within these networks125.
Event related spectral perturbations
While ERPs capture valuable time and phase locked changes in signal amplitude, the
assumption that non-phase locked signals are task-irrelevant is inaccurate. Averaging
across trials discards information on task-related, non-phase locked changes in the
amplitude of oscillations at specific frequencies. These oscillations reflect the flow of
signals within and between brain regions as network nodes communicate. Therefore
valuable information regarding task related changes to ongoing network communication
may be lost128. This information can, however, be captured by “time-frequency” analysis,
where task related changes in the power of each frequency band are calculated across the
time window of interest. This can be achieved by first quantifying the power for each
frequency of interest at each time point per signal epoch (segment of EEG data time
locked to a stimulus/task performance) before averaging these power values across trials.
The resulting average power value for each point in the time-frequency landscape is then
referenced to mean baseline power for that frequency. Deviations from baseline power
upon stimulation or task performance are referred to as event related spectral
perturbations (ERSP), with a relative decrease referred to as event related
desynchronization (ERD), and relative increase referred to as event related
synchronization (ERS)119.
In motor cortical circuitry, decrease in alpha and beta band power has been associated
with motor planning. This begins in the contralateral sensorimotor region approximately
two seconds before movement begins and becomes bilateral immediately preceding onset
of movement. This ERD has been interpreted as an electrophysiological representation of
the thalamo-cortical system increasing activity of cortical areas involved in the
production of a movement. Within the first second after movement ends, beta oscillations
are found to be induced in the primary motor cortex (while alpha oscillations remain
desynchronised). This synchrony is most prominent over the contralateral sensorimotor
cortex, peaking at approximately 1s after movement termination. This beta ERS is
attributed to a shift of the primary motor cortex from activation to an inactive state119,129.
ERSP related to cognitive tasks are less frequently studied, and therefore their
physiological underpinnings are less clear. However, important task related oscillatory
changes uncaptured by ERPs have been observed for tasks of memory130, emotional
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intelligence131 and attention132. Cognitive task-induced ERD in slower alpha (8-10Hz)
has been associated with attention while faster alpha (10-12Hz) ERD is associated with
memory133. Such oscillations may provide valuable measures of disruption to cognitive
network communication in disease and aid in discrimination of diseases or their
subphenotypes134.
Source localisation of M/EEG
While M/EEG directly measures neuronal function, has excellent temporal resolution
and, in the case of EEG, is far more economical than other functional imaging methods,
these advantages have often been considered to be negated by M/EEG’s poor spatial
resolution, limiting the ability to attribute findings to specific cortical regions. This is now
surmountable, however, with the use of source localisation algorithms. These methods
employ different physiological assumptions and mathematical models to solving the
“inverse problem”. That is, there is no unique solution to the level of activity in each
cortical source which could lead to the generation of the signals collected by each
electrode during M/EEG. This is because there are orders of magnitude more sources of
electrical activity in the brain than the number of electrodes that can be used to record
cortical data. These source localisation methods require a source model, which outlines
the location and number of activity sources and a head model, which describes the volume
of the head, its composite tissues and the tissues’ electrical conductivities, and their
position relative to the electrodes. The algorithm employed then determines a “forward
model”, that is, the activity expected in each electrode given activity in each source, based
on the method’s physiological assumptions. This model is inverted and employed for
“inverse modelling” of the M/EEG signals recorded to determine the most probable
cortical source activity pattern which produced this signal135. This provides much higher
spatial resolution to the data and the ability to interrogate activity in specific cortical
sources during a task or at rest.
The earliest source localisation was achieved by dipole fitting. In this method, the inverse
problem is tackled through assumption that only a small number of cortical sources
produce a signal. By specifying a small number of electrical dipoles, including their
positions and orientations, as the sources (i.e. the source model), the inverse problem is
overcome, as the number of electrodes is now much greater than the number of sources.
The combination of activity in these dipoles which maximally explains the signal variance
can thus provide a model of their individual activity136,137. If the sources of a signal have
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not been previously determined, iterative searches employing increasing numbers of
dipoles, as well as changes in dipole location, can be employed to clarify the sources.
Minimisation of residual variance (the signal variance unexplained by the model) is
employed to maximise model accuracy138.
Many mathematical models have subsequently been developed to facilitate “scanning” of
the entire grey matter volume for sources of the EEG signal135. Two such commonly
employed models are linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV)139 and exact low
resolution electrical tomography (eLORETA)140. LCMV is a beamforming method,
whereby a spatial filter is generated which passes the source activity from each voxel in
the brain tissue of the head model while attenuating activity from other sources by
minimising the power for the filter’s output, using a linear constraint. This method is
attractive as it does not require a priori knowledge of underlying sources, employing a
grid of all voxels in the brain tissue as a source model. It also has higher spatial resolution
than LORETA methods. Its spatial filter is, however, dependent on a covariance matrix
generated from the M/EEG data provided, such that localisation may be biased by
correlation between the signals from simultaneously active sources. This bias has,
however, been found only to occur in cases of extremely high correlation between
signals141. The LORETA methods, by contrast, are based on the physiological assumption
that the most probable pattern of cortical activity is that in which neighbouring dipoles
have similar activity. This is mathematically expressed by minimising the Laplacian of
the weighted sources, thus overcoming the inverse problem by choosing the most
“smooth” spatial distribution of source activity. LORETA methods, like LCMV, do not
require a priori knowledge of the source locations, but provide lower spatial resolution.
Further, in some cases the assumption of correlation between neighbouring source
activity may be inaccurate, such as at the interhemispheric and sylvian fissures142. While
these mathematical models have been found to identify comparable source activity
patterns, the aforementioned advantages and limitations (table 2.1) determine the specific
methods best suited for different datasets or analytic pathways.
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Table 2.1. Limitations and advantages of different source localisation methods. This
table has been published in my paper McMackin et al 2019b (table 1), please see appendix
2.2.
Method
Dipole fitting LCMV eLORETA
Excellent
No limitation
Yes
No

Spatial resolution
Temporally correlated source detection
Prior knowledge required
Full brain map estimate
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Good
Limited
No
Yes

Low
No limitation
No
Grey-matter

2.1.2.2. Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS)

TMS is the external application of a magnetic field to cortical neurons of interest,
generating an electrical field around them. This electrical field will produce a charge
across the membranes of the neurons in this area of the cortex, which will induce neuronal
firing (e.g. the propagation of an action potential along the axon) if of sufficient
magnitude143. Using an electromagnetic coil placed on the scalp this magnetic field can
be delivered in focal pulses to the cortical area of interest. Therefore TMS has the major
advantage of providing a method to stimulate the cortex that is both non-invasive and
focal, unlike transcranial direct current stimulation144.
TMS, coupled with surface EMG of muscles of interest can measure pyramidal (i.e.
corticobulbar and corticospinal) tract function, anterior horn LMN function and muscle
activation (Fig. 2.3). By applying single stimulating pulses to the primary motor cortex,
several commonly-used measures can be estimated, including: amplitude of the motor
evoked potential (MEP, the EMG response to a stimulating pulse), the resting motor
threshold (the minimum stimulation required to induce a standard motor evoked potential
amplitude in 50% of electromyographic responses), cortical silent period (the period of
interruption of voluntary muscle activity following stimulation of the contralateral motor
cortical regions)145, ipsilateral silent period (iSP, the period of interruption of voluntary
muscle activity following stimulation of the ipsilateral motor cortical regions146) and
central motor conduction time (motor evoked potential latency less peripheral conduction
time, measured by applying a TMS pulse at spinal level to the lower motor neurons
innervating the target muscle)145.

Figure 2.3. Schematic of a single-pulse TMS procedure and the quantitative
characteristics of the resulting motor evoked potential. This figure has been published in

my paper McMackin et al 2019a (figure 3), please see appendix 2.1.
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Figure 2.4. Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) can provide: (A) single-pulse
measures, (B) paired-pulse measures and (C) dual-coil paired pulse measures with
(D) threshold tracking can quantify network connectivity changes in the motor
system. CON – Controls. This figure has been published in my paper McMackin et al
2019c (figure 3), please see appendix 2.3.
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Epidural spinal recording for the study of TMS measure physiology
Evidence regarding the physiological basis of single and paired-pulse TMS is often
derived from spinal electrophysiology measurements, specifically of the direct (D-waves)
and indirect (I-waves) volleys recorded descending along the spinal cord via the axons of
upper motor neurons. Upon sufficient cortical (electrical or magnetic) stimulation, an
initial D-wave descends through the spinal cord due to direct activation of the layer 5
pyramidal UMNs of the motor cortex. This is followed by an I1-wave attributed to the
activation of those layer 2 and 3 cells which monosynaptically activate the UMNs.
Thereafter, a number of late I-waves are observed, which show distinct properties from
the I1-wave147–149. A number of theories on the source of late I-waves exist, including the
repetitive reactivation of the UMNs by one looping circuit, input from a variety of
excitatory circuits and/or activation of distal dendrites of monosynaptic excitatory UMN
regulators148,150.
Specific TMS coil orientations differentially affect descending volley
components
Variation of the orientation of the TMS coil, and therefore direction of the induced
magnetic field, relative to the gyrus of interest, influences which cells are activated by the
stimuli. In vitro studies indicate that those cortical axons which are bent, with the induced
current directed along the axon towards the bend, have the lowest thresholds for excitation
and that increasing axonal bend angle from 0 to 90º decreases this threshold151. Most
TMS-based studies of the precentral gyrus position the figure-of-eight shaped coil over
the hotspot of the target muscle with the coil handle pointing towards the back of the
head, at a 45º angle away from the nasion-to-inion midline. Electrical current flows in a
clockwise direction through the left wing of the coil, and in a counter-clockwise direction
through the right wing. As a result, the current generated in the underlying gyrus flows
from posterior to anterior (referred to from here onward as posteroanterior (PA) coil
orientation)152. This coil orientation is typically recommended and implemented153 as
stimulation of the hotspot with this orientation evokes a motor response from target
muscles at lower stimulation intensities than when the coil handle is oriented
perpendicular to the nasion-to-inion midline (referred to from here onward as
lateromedial (LM) coil orientation) or rotated 180º from PA orientation (referred to from
here onward as anteroposterior (AP) coil orientation154–156.
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While use of PA orientation may facilitate use of lower stimulation intensities, epidural
recordings following TMS with different coil orientations indicate that changing the angle
of the coil can facilitate interrogation of different components of motor cortical networks.
Application of single, monophasic TMS pulses with a PA coil orientation at ascending
intensities is found to initially induce I1-waves, followed by late I-waves at higher
stimulus intensities, with a D-wave only appearing at greater stimulus intensities147,
indicative that perithreshold PA stimulation acts via layer 2 and 3 cell monosynaptic
excitation of the motor cortex, with direct activation of the deeper UMNs only occurring
at high intensity stimulation. By contrast, ascending stimulation with LM coil orientation
is found to initially produce D-waves which occur later than the D-waves elicited by
electrical stimulation, which may reflect more proximal activation of the UMNs, such as
at the axon initial region147. AP oriented stimulation further differs from LM and PA
stimulation by preferentially engaging late I-waves149.
Paired pulse TMS
Paired-pulse TMS provides the use of a conditioning stimulus (CS) at different intervals
(typically) in advance of the test stimulus (TS) from either the same coil or a separate coil
placed above another cortical region. The conditioning stimulus is applied at an intensity
and location that will activate intracortical or interhemispheric network components
which regulate motor cortex excitability. By precisely timing the interval between the CS
and TS (the interstimulus interval, ISI) the CS will alter excitability of the cortex at the
arrival of the TS, resulting in a change in the frequency or amplitude of descending action
potential volleys via the spinal cord, ultimately dampening or heightening the amplitude
of the associated MEP relative to when no CS is delivered. This can be used to study
changes in inhibitory and excitatory circuits modulating motor cortical function. These
measures include changes in short- and long-interval intracortical inhibition, intracortical
facilitation, short- and long-interhemispheric inhibition and interhemispheric facilitation
(Fig. 2.4). Each of these measures is used to interrogate regulatory inputs to the
corticospinal tract157.
Short intracortical inhibition

Short intracortical inhibition (SICI), refers to the depression in amplitude of the MEP
response to a suprathreshold test stimulus when preceded by 1-6ms by a subthreshold
(typically 70% of resting motor threshold) CS delivered via the same coil. Typically two
peaks in level of inhibition are observed across this ISI range, at 1ms and 2.5-3ms158.
While any inhibition across this range is referred to as SICI, it is now acknowledged that
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these two peaks in inhibition reflect, at least in part, different underlying physiology159.
SICI with a 2.5ms ISI (hereafter referred to as SICI2.5ms) is elicited at lower CS intensities
and is inhibited to a greater magnitude by voluntary activity compared to when a 1ms ISI
is employed158 (hereafter referred to as SICI1ms). Pharmacological studies have
demonstrated that SICI2.5ms is dependent on α2 and α3 subunit-containing GABAA
receptors160,161. GABAA receptors are ionotrophic, facilitating rapid GABA-ergic
inhibition via chloride ion influx to neurons, which in turn elevates neuronal membrane
potential162. By contrast, pharmacological studies have provided less clarity regarding the
mechanism of SICI1ms. It was proposed that this shorter interval inhibition was the result
of delivery of the TS during the refractory period of excitatory interneurons stimulated
by the CS158. This is unlikely however, as increasing TS intensity increases the amount
of inhibition163, rather than decreasing or not affecting it, as this theory would predict.
Magnetic resonance spectroscopy suggests instead that SICI1ms reflects extrasynaptic
GABA tone164.
It is found that across the ISI range, SICI depresses the late I-waves, not the D- or I1waves165, indicating that these inhibitory effects results from activation of inhibitory
intracortical networks which indirectly regulate UMNs. Correspondingly, use of AP coil
orientation, which preferentially affects late-I waves, has been found to elicit SICI3ms of
greater magnitude166. This is in keeping with inhibition via GABAA receptors, whose
agonists are also found to depress late I-waves167. The specific presynaptic, GABAergic
cells engaged remain unclear, however, as layer 5 pyramidal neurons receive inhibitory
input from a range of interneurons, including from parvalbumin-expressing interneurons
at the soma and from somatostatin-expressing and neurogliaform interneurons at the
distal dendrites148.
Long intracortical inhibition

Long intracortical inhibition (LICI) is the depression in amplitude of the MEP elicited by
a suprathreshold test stimulus when preceded by 50-200ms by a suprathreshold (typically
120% of resting motor threshold) CS delivered via the same coil156,168,169. Like SICI, LICI
is found to depress late I-waves and not the I1-wave in epidural recordings167,170, and is
greater with AP, compared to PA, stimulation156. There is, however, extensive evidence
that the circuitry and neurochemistry which generates inhibition at these longer ISIs is
different from that which generates SICI. Pharmacological studies have identified
GABAB receptors as primary vectors of LICI, while GABAA agonists (benzodiazepines)
do not modulate this form of inhibition160. The GABAB receptors are metabotrophic,
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dampening neuronal excitability by modulating intracellular signalling, a mechanism that
is of slower onset and more prolonged duration than GABAA signalling171. Accordingly,
the duration of inhibitory post-synaptic potentials generated by GABAB receptors169,172
are comparable to the ISIs at which LICI is achieved.
While the same presynaptic cells could generate both GABAAergic and GABABergic
inhibition post-synaptically, interaction studies have provided evidence of connected, but
differing, underlying circuitry. Namely, SICI is found to be reduced in the presence of
LICI173, as oppose to the additive or non-interactive effect that would be expected if
engaging the same cells in both cases. Epidural recording has demonstrated this is not due
to saturation of the circuitry and is mediated via reduction in late I-waves174. These
findings instead suggest that LICI inhibits SICI-producing inhibitory cells via presynaptic
GABAB receptors. Further, the fact that LICI is achieved by suprathreshold conditioning
and decreases at higher TS intensities, while SICI requires a subthreshold CS and
increases with higher TS intensities163,173, indicates that different, higher-threshold
inhibitory cells generate LICI. In line with this evidence, the degree of SICI and LICI do
not significantly correlate within individuals156,173. The specific GABAergic cells whose
function is reflected by LICI are also unclear. However, neurogliaform cells have
numerous characteristics which align their activation with the characteristics of LICI,
reviewed extensively by Di Lazzaro, Rothwell and Capogna148.
Intracortical facilitation

Intracortical facilitation (ICF), refers to the increase in amplitude of the MEP response to
a suprathreshold test stimulus when preceded by 7-25ms by a subthreshold (typically 70%
of resting motor threshold) CS delivered via the same coil170,175,176. Pharmacological
studies of ICF have implicated glutamatergic activity via its metabotrophic NMDA
receptor. GABAA receptor agonism is also found to reduce ICF, suggesting that at these
ISIs some SICI also occurs, counteracting ICF somewhat. Consistently, greater CS
intensity is found to increase ICF and diminish SICI175,176, while the reverse trends are
found in the case of TS intensity163. In addition, ICF and SICI show similar influence by
pharmacological modulation neurotransmitter systems, supporting the hypothesis that
SICI contributes to the net facilitatory effect labelled as ICF160.
SICI and ICF do diverge in many of their characteristics, however. ICF is maximal
when PA coil orientation is used176, while SICI is greater with AP coil orientation156.
Further, the physiology basis of ICF is much less clear than that of SICI. ICF was
determined to be a phenomenon of cortical origin as it did not affect H-reflexes and was
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found to facilitate late I-waves when an ISI of 25ms was used. This is not found, however,
for the more commonly employed 10-15ms ISI, suggesting that ICF reflects spinal
excitability increase. This theory, however, has been contradicted by findings that such a
cortical CS does not facilitate an electrical TS delivered to the cervical spinal cord159. An
alternative hypothesis is that ICF alters the composition, but not amplitude, of descending
volleys, resulting in a larger MEP177. Together these findings indicate that while ICF is
observed in overlap with SICI, the two phenomena have distinct physiological
underpinnings. Based on pharmacological studies, ICF has been employed as a measure
of intracortical, glutamatergic motor network function178,179. However, ICF’s vague
pharmacological and physiological foundation, as well as poor to modest test-retest
reliability180–182 limits its utility and interpretability in the study of neurodegenerative
diseases.
Interhemispheric inhibition

Interhemispheric inhibition (IHI) is the depression in mean MEP amplitude elicited by a
suprathreshold contralateral TS when the TS is preceded by a suprathreshold (typically
120% of resting motor threshold) ipsilateral CS by 8-10ms (short IHI, SIHI) or 40-50ms
(long IHI, LIHI). This CS is delivered via a different coil to the ipsilateral motor cortex,
at the hotspot for evoking responses the target muscle of the other hand183–186. As callosal
fibres are largely glutamatergic187,188, both SIHI and LIHI (as well as iSP) are considered
to reflect glutamatergic transmission via the corpus callosum onto test hemisphere
inhibitory interneurons which reduce UMN excitability upon TS arrival159. Epidural
recordings have demonstrated that late I-waves are reduced by SIHI184,189, however such
studies have not been performed in the case of LIHI.
Differences in the physiological foundation of long and short IHI are apparent
from numerous differences in their characteristics. LIHI correlates significantly with iSP
duration and can be elicited by a range of CS intensities, while SIHI does not correlate
with iSP and requires higher CS intensities158,186. LIHI also has an additive effect with
SICI190, while SIHI inhibits SICI163. However, neither SIHI nor LIHI are affected by the
GABAA agonist midazolam191, indicative that SICI-generating intracortical networks are
unlikely to be responsible for SIHI or LIHI.
Both types of IHI are suppressed by SICI or LICI but not ICF in the conditioned
hemisphere192 and are unaffected by conditioning coil orientation186, indicating that the
same or similar interhemispheric cells are engaged by SIHI and LIHI, but different targets
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are activated in the test hemisphere. Correspondingly, only LIHI is found to be enhanced
by the GABAB agonist baclofen, while the pharmacology of SIHI remains less clear.
SIHI decreases with target muscle activation, while LIHI183 and LICI168 do not. Further,
LICI and LIHI are strongly correlated within individuals190. LICI and LIHI also both
decrease with increasing TS intensity190 (although so too does SIHI193). GABABergic
cells which generate LICI have therefore been proposed to be engaged by LIHI following
callosal transmission192. A recent study of the interaction of LICI and LIHI identified
mutual inhibitory effects. LICI was, however, also found to convert LIHI to facilitation
in one condition190, demonstrating that their interaction is not solely explained by
inhibitory saturation or competition. Further, LICI and LIHI differ in their interactions
with SICI173,190 which suggests overlapping, but not identical test hemisphere circuitry.
Threshold tracking
As illustrated in Fig. 2.4D (left), paired-pulse TMS measures of inhibition and facilitation
are typically quantified by calculating the mean peak-to-peak MEP amplitude following
delivery of the CS and TS as a percentage of the mean peak-to-peak MEP amplitude
following delivery of the TS alone. If the CS has an inhibitory effect, this will be below
100%, if it has a facilitatory effect, this will be above 100%. This methodology is
susceptible to type-I and type-II error as substantial variation in MEP amplitude occurs
with consecutive stimuli of the same intensity. This is due at least in part to spontaneous
fluctuations in the resting threshold of neurons194. Recognition of such potential
variability lead to the development of threshold tracking-TMS, in which the stimulation
intensity is varied in order to obtain a specific target MEP peak-to-peak amplitude158,194
(Fig. 2.4D right). In this approach, the level of inhibition or facilitation achieved is
quantified as the TS intensity required to obtain the desired MEP amplitude (to within a
specified degree of error) when preceded by a CS as a percentage of the TS intensity
required to obtain this response amplitude when unconditioned. In this case, if the CS has
an inhibitory effect the percentage is greater than 100, while if the effect is facilitatory,
the percentage is less than 100.
A direct comparison of threshold tracking TMS compared to fixed-intensity TMS found
that threshold tracking-elicited SICI had excellent intraday and adequate-to-excellent
inter-day reproducibility, while that elicited by the classic paradigm performed poorly
and poorly-to-adequately respectively195. However, as discussed further in section 4.2.2,
use of appropriate, statistically accurate criteria for determining the minimum intensity
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which will reliably evoke a response of the desired amplitude is important for generating
such robust output measures.
2.1.3. Network Dysfunction in Neurodegeneration
2.1.3.1. Resting state studies

“Resting state” EEG and MEG are used to explore brain activity and functional
connectivity in the absence of specific tasks, although it must be acknowledged that the
brain is continuously active with ongoing processing of both endogenous and exogenous
information196. Neurodegenerative conditions exhibit changes in resting state that
correlate with underlying pathogenic processes, and there is emerging evidence that
resting state EEG has considerable discriminatory value in neurodegeneration.
For example, in ALS, resting state EEG can identify changes in the sensorimotor cortex,
as exemplified by the presence of decreased alpha-band power108,197,198. By contrast,
broadband gamma power is increased over the motor cortex in PD, a finding that also
differentiates PD from dystonia and essential tremor. This difference has been attributed
to PD-related changes in the spiking of pyramidal cells199 and may aid in differential
diagnosis. Increase in basal ganglia-cortical beta power is also consistently identified in
PD112,200,201. The pathological effect of such excessive oscillations has been established
using deep brain stimulation, with 5–20 Hz stimulation, but not 30-50 Hz stimulation,
exacerbating bradykinesia200.
Resting state EEG can also detect changes in brain connectivity. In ALS, resting state
studies have identified increased connectivity throughout the cortex including increased
median absolute coherence in theta and gamma band frequencies over prefrontal areas,
accompanied by decreased gamma band synchrony for some prefrontal electrodes 108.
Cortical gamma band oscillations have been linked to higher cognitive functions such as
intermodal selective attention and perception117, therefore potentially providing a
quantitative measure for detecting early cognitive impairment in ALS. In PD, decreased
frontoparietal connectivity coherence in alpha band is also associated with early executive
impairment202, suggesting that deterioration of frontoparietal attention networks
contributes to executive dysfunction in PD.
Numerous studies have highlighted the utility of combining such resting state EEG
activity and connectivity measures for differential diagnosis of neurodegenerations,
particularly the dementias203. For example, using temporal high beta, parietal theta and
alpha and high beta power, a stepwise discrimination function can distinguish AD and
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FTD patients with 84.6% accuracy and is highly accurate in separating controls (100%)
from FTD patients (84.6%)204. With increase in computational power, this methodology
has been enhanced, with training support vector machine classifiers using 25 EEG
parameters capable of deciphering AD, PD, dementia with Lewy bodies and bvFTD with
100% specificity and sensitivity205.
Such multidimensional biomarkers may also be enhanced by the addition of imaging
and/or psychological task parameters to capture differences between broad, overlapping
network pathologies. This has been demonstrated by logistic regression models
combining cognitive task performance with delta and theta oscillatory activity which
provide 93.3% accuracy when distinguishing AD from FTD206.
EEG measures can also quantify responses to drug therapies, for example in PD patients
L-DOPA is found to induce widespread reduction in cortical delta and alpha activity,
considered to reflect an excitatory effect of dopamine neuromodulation207, in addition to
suppressing elevated beta oscillations in correlation with motor improvement208. Such
measures therefore have potential to provide objective, quantitative measures of drug
effects on neurodegenerative pathology, enhancing the power of clinical trials. This
potential has already been harnessed as a dose-finding pharmacodynamic biomarker in
rodents, wherein dose-dependent increase in gamma band power in rats was used to
estimate therapeutically relevant concentrations of a potential antidepressant drug in
humans. This effect translated to similar increases in human resting-state EEG upon drug
delivery209.
Longitudinal resting-state M/EEG studies have been performed for a number of
neurodegenerative conditions, but they are few in number. In AD, relative alpha and beta
power is decreased, while relative theta and delta power increased longitudinally210, with
changes in relative theta power capable of distinguishing between different stages of
dementia. This pattern is consistent across populations211,212, demonstrating a global
slowing in brain network signalling in AD.
Longitudinal increase in beta power has also been observed in PD, correlating with
decline in Rey Auditory-Verbal Learning Test performance213. PD patients also show
early impairment in brain network local efficiency as well as network decentralization
which progress over time214.
In ALS a single longitudinal resting-state study has been reported revealing widespread,
progressive increase in median coherence in theta and low gamma band frequencies108.
This suggests that abnormal functional connectivity worsens throughout ALS pathology.
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Network activity may increase at disease onset and decline thereafter, and accordingly
future studies will also require correlation with time from disease onset, and clinical stage
of disease.
These studies demonstrate the ability of resting-state EEG to characterize and quantify
neurodegenerations and their progression (see table 2.2). In all cases, to attribute the
recorded changes to specific networks, source localisation will be required. Moreover,
future longitudinal studies will require extensive validation across large groups of wellphenotyped patients.
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Table 2.2. Neurophysiological biomarkers for and therapies in neurodegeneration.
CT – Clinical trial. DLB – Dementia with Lewy Bodies, AD - Alzheimer's disease, PD –
Parkinson's disease, FTD – Frontotemporal dementia, MMN – Mismatch Negativity,
rTMS – Repetitive TMS, DBS – Deep brain stimulation, SICI – Short Interval IntraCortical Inhibition, UPDRS - Unified Parkinson's disease Rating Scale, ADAS-cog Alzheimer's Disease Assessment Scale-Cog.
Technology
Method
Clinical
Example
application Disease Biomarker/ Reference/
Symptom Clinical Trial
ID
203–205
EEG/MEG Resting state Differential FTD,
Multiple
diagnosis
AD,
PDD,
CT
DLB
Beta power 207,208
outcome
measure
PD
TMS

Paired pulse

Diagnostic
biomarker

ALS

SICI

215,216

NCT02450552,
NCT02781454

CT
outcome
measure
rTMS

To leg area
of
motor cortex

Therapy

MS

Spasticity

217,218

PD

Freezing of
gait

219,220

Refractory
depression

221

Language,
memory,
executive
function

222,223

To leg area
of
motor cortex
To
dorsolateral
prefrontal
cortex or
motor cortex
To
dorsolateral
prefrontal
cortex

FTD,
AD

36

NCT02850159

NCT02621424

DBS

To basal
ganglia

Therapy

To nucleus
basalis

PD

UPDRS
score,
mobility,
activities of
daily living,
emotion,
stigma,
discomfort

224

AD

ADAS-cog

225

Source Localization of Resting State Measures
Source-level studies using quantitative EEG can correlate pathological neuroelectric
signals with anatomic locations. For example, in AD increases in delta band activity are
localised to orbitofrontal and temporal cortices, while FTD patients differ, exhibiting
decreases in low alpha band activity in these areas226. By contrast, reduced alpha activity
in occipital sources and widespread increase in delta sources is revealed by source
localisation in PD with and without cognitive impairment207.
Source localisation can also be used to enhance the spatial resolution of connectivity
measures. For example, localised lagged linear connectivity in alpha band has been found
to discriminate AD, dementia with Lewy bodies and PD dementia from controls with
areas under the ROC curves of 0.84, 0.78 and 0.75 respectively. Source localisation of
EEG resting state connectivity in ALS patients has also revealed increased functional
connectivity between the posterior parietal cortices and between the posterior parietal and
motor cortices, dorsolateral, dorsomedial and ventrolateral prefrontal cortices. Source
analysis also reveals increases in general connectivity of the anterior and posterior
cingulate cortices, frontoinsular cortex, anterior insular cortex and dorsomedial and
ventrolateral prefrontal cortices to other brain areas in ALS227. Source localised EEG
measures therefore provide objective evidence that ALS and FTD have overlapping
pathologies228, with cognitive networks disrupted in FTD, such as the frontoparietal
attention networks229, also dysfunctioning in ALS, while central and parietal activity
known to be abnormal in ALS108, is found to distinguish FTD from AD226.
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2.1.3.2. Activation Studies

Event-related M/EEG
Network performance can also be quantified by measuring frequency or time domain
characteristics of M/EEG signals generated by the performance of motor124, sensory230 or
cognitive118 tasks designed to activate target neural networks.
Motor tasks
M/EEG can provide quantitative measures of motor network performance during
movement. Movement-related alpha and beta ERD is used to quantitatively measure
motor cortex dysfunction in disease. For example, in MS, latency of this ERD correlates
with structural MRI T1 lesion volume and T2 lesion load231, while in PD, ERD begins
closer to movement onset232, particularly in the affected hemisphere233. This difference is
partially corrected by L-DOPA234.
Change in post-movement ERS has also been documented in MS, PD and ALS, providing
additional quantitative measurement of motor cortex dysfunction. In MS, the latency of
the ERS peak is significantly later and correlates to longer information processing
speeds235, while in both ALS236 and PD237 post-movement ERS is reduced, even during
dopaminergic treatment238. In ALS, negative correlations between this ERS and measures
of structural (subcortical frontal apparent diffusion coefficient) and functional (MEP to
compound muscle action potential ratio) corticospinal tract integrity have also been
reported236. Decrease in post-movement ERS may therefore represent a measure of
impaired inhibition or excess activity of upper motor neurons.
The time domain characteristics

of M/EEG can provide

additional

neurophysiological correlates of motor tasks, known as movement related potentials
(MRPs)118. There are three major MRPs elicited during motor anticipation. These are the
Bereitschaftspotential (BP, also known as the ‘readiness potential’239), the contingent
negative variation (CNV), and the stimulus-preceding negativity, all long-latency
negative potentials. These ERPs are distinguished based on the protocol used to generate
the ERP240. CNV consists of an early, frontocentral wave and a late, centroparietal
wave241 and it is argued that late component of CNV is at least partially composed of the
stimulus-preceding negativity and/or BP

242,243

. Source localisation has attributed the

early BP to the supplementary motor area (SMA)239, followed by activity in the premotor
cortices and then the contralateral premotor and primary motor cortices124. The contingent
negative variation (CNV) has been localised in part to the premotor cortex and SMA243;
however, the CNV also represents prefrontal network activity in the orbitofrontal, mesial
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and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices, unlike the BP244, therefore capturing additional
cognitive network components.
In PD, BP peak amplitude is not affected in patients compared with controls, although the
early part of the of the waveform is attenuated245. Decrease in peak amplitude does,
however, correlate with increasing disease severity246. This may reflect inadequate
activation of the SMA by the basal ganglia245 or SMA pathology in PD. Comparable
findings in ALS, wherein BP amplitude is inversely correlated with spasticity247,
demonstrate an overlap in the network pathology of these two neurodegenerations in the
basal ganglia and/or the SMA. Such clinical correlation also points to a utility of these
measures as prognostic biomarkers.
Mean amplitude of CNV is increased in ALS248, decreased in PD249 and MS250,251 and
unaffected in AD252. Furthermore, decrease in CNV amplitude over the parietal cortex in
MS correlates with neuropsychological test performance250. This suggests that CNV also
captures parietal network components pertaining to movement preparation and planning.
Localisation analyses have yet to identify the source(s) causing the disease-related
abnormalities in MRPs. Such analyses are likely to reveal which cognitive and motor
network components contribute to MRP changes in each of these neurodegenerations,
highlighting any network overlap and potentially providing distinguishing biomarkers.
Sensory tasks
Somatosensory ERPs, commonly referred to as SEP or SSEP, can provide information
about the involvement of primary somatosensory cortex and its inputs in
neurodegenerative diseases. For example, dysfunction of thalamocortical neurons of the
ascending somatosensory tracts can be shown in ALS and Huntington’s disease (HD).
N20, an ERP generated by median nerve stimulation, is attributed to the initial primary
somatosensory cortex in somatosensation253. N20 has increased latency in HD254 and
ALS255 patients, indicating pathological delay in transmission of stimuli to the cortex. In
ALS, N20 latency increase occurs in the presence of normal peripheral conduction time,
while in HD P15 latency (attributed to the brainstem230) is normal 256, indicating that these
impairments represent dysfunction of thalamocortical neurons of the ascending
somatosensory tracts in ALS and HD pathology.
Cognitive tasks
EEG can act as a powerful, inexpensive tool in understanding the changes in the activity
of cognitive networks, where the utility of single and paired pulse TMS is limited by lack
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of a quantitative readout measure upon stimulation of these cortical areas. Functional
imaging studies are also limited by the use of blood oxygen level as a proxy for neural
activity with poor temporal resolution, limiting dissection of sensory, cognitive and other
networks engaged by complex tasks. By contrast, EEG can be used to measure changes
in these networks with millisecond-by-millisecond resolution during task performance118.
Cognitive ERPs can be elicited during specific tasks which engage the functions of
interest, providing a quantitative measure of the underlying network function with
excellent temporal-resolution. These ERPs, which require little/no participation, can
overcome the obstacles of measuring cognitive function using interactive tasks in
motor/speech impaired patients. They may also provide a more direct, quantitative
measure

of

pathological

dysfunction

compared

to

performance

during

neuropsychological tests, which have numerous limitations (as reviewed by Cullen et
al.257).
A variety of different cognitive ERPs and ERP subcomponents have been used to
objectively assess performance of different cognitive tasks in neurodegeneration. The use
of an auditory oddball paradigm, where a “standard” tone is played at regular intervals,
occasionally replaced by a different “deviant” tone, has frequently been used to elicit such
ERPs in the study of attention. This paradigm, as well as others, can stimulate ERPs which
not only reflect auditory stimulation and sensory processing but also overt (captured by
the P3 peak) or covert (captured by the mismatch negativity) attention to the changing
stimulus. The neural networks and functions associated with frequently employed
cognitive evoked potentials are summarised in table 2.3.
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Table 2.3. Event related potentials, the electrode locations where they are best
recorded, their associated functions and their cortical sources. STG – Superior
temporal gyrus. IFG – Inferior frontal gyrus. SMA – Supplementary motor area. PMC –
Premotor cortex. M1 – Primary motor cortex. MMN – Mismatch negativity. CNV –
Contingent negative variation, BP – Bereitschaftspotential, Nd – Negative difference, PN
– Processing negativity
ERP

Timing

Cognitive
+90N1
200ms258

Sensor
space
peak
locations
Cz258

P2

+100250ms258

Cz261

Nd

+180360ms261

Fz, Cz, F3,
F4, C3,
C4261
Fz, F3,
F4263

+~200ms258
N2a/
MMN

P3
(P3a+
P3b)

PN

+250700ms258,261

+50500ms270,271

Movement-related
CNV Interval
between
warning
and cue
stimuli273

Fz, Cz,
Pz268

1st
component
– Cz. 2nd
component
– Fz272

Cz, Fz248

Role

Cortical
sources

Change in
ALS

Speech and sound
perception259,
sensation seeking258
Speech and sound
perception259,
sensation seeking258
Selective attention261

STG posterior
to the P2 STG
source260
STG anterior
to the N1 STG
source260

↓Amplitude10,
↑latency11

Involuntary attention
switching, sensory
memory,
discrimination263
Inhibition of activity
to allow transmission
of stimulus
information from
frontal (P3a) to
temporal-parietal
(P3b)
cortex268
Selective attention.
1st component –
Matching tone to
internal template. 2nd
component –
Updating the internal
template272

Bilateral STG
and IFG, left
ACC264–266

↑Average
delay267

Fronto-parietal
networks
(ambiguous)264

↑Latency269,
↓amplitude248

First
component –
Primary
auditory
cortex. Second
component –
Deep frontal
cortex.
(ambiguous)272

↓Amplitude,
correlation of
↓amplitude
with
impairment of
motor
function272

Planning of
voluntary
movement274.
Arousal,
attention258,273

Premotor
cortex243,
prefrontal
cortex244,275

↑Mean
amplitude248
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↑Latency262

↓Amplitude or
absent261

,268

BP

1s or more
prior to
muscle
activity
onset276

Cz, greater
over
hemispher
e
contralater
al to
movement

Planning of
voluntary
movement276

276

Early –
SMA239. Late PMC,
contralateral
M1124

↓Amplitude in
Cz in patients
with
pronounced
spasticity,
inverse
correlation of
amplitude and
spasticity247

P3 is a positive peak seen in the average ERP 200-500 ms after attended ‘deviant’ stimuli
are delivered in an oddball paradigm. It has been associated with inhibition of cortical
networks to facilitate delivery of attention stimuli in the aftermath of an alerting signal268,
and therefore can be used to quantify attention network impairment in neurodegenerative
disease. For example, as P3 latency is longer for more complex stimulus evaluation and
decision making tasks268, P3 latency is used to test the speed of attentional processes. P3
latency is increased in mild cognitive impairment (MCI)277, AD278, ALS269 and PD279 and
is predicted by lesion load in MS280. P3 has been shown to be delayed or absent in 100%
of a small group of cognitively impaired ALS patients281 and is inversely correlated to
performance in cognitive tasks globally, as well as specifically for language and attention
in AD282.
Mismatch negativity (MMN, also referred to as N2a) is another cognitive ERP generated
by oddball paradigms, however unlike P3, MMN has the advantage that it does not require
active patient participation. MMN is a negative peak at approximately 200 ms poststimulus seen when the average ERP following a standard stimulus is subtracted from the
average response to deviant stimuli. MMN is a physiological measure of working sensory
memory, involuntary attention switching and sensory accuracy, therefore capturing both
cognitive and sensory networks123 (see chapter 5 for more extensive review of literature
regarding what physiology the MMN reflects).
MMN shows increased average delay correlating to response-inhibition task performance
in ALS1, while in both PD and MS MMN is reduced in cognitively impaired patients
compared to those without cognitive impairment 283,284 Reduced MMN amplitude is also
reported in MCI and AD (as reviewed by Horvath et al.).285. Such cognitive correlations
to MMN impairment point to the potential of MMN as an additional quantitative measure
of network dysfunction in neurodegeneration.
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Few longitudinal studies of change in cognitive ERPs have been published, although in
AD the P3 latency has repeatedly been shown to increase over time

286

, with latency

increase being more substantial in those with greater cognitive decline.287
Source analysis of MMN and P3 can distinguish different degenerations with similar
sensor-level ERP changes and provide more information about neurodegenerative
pathology. To date however, few studies have utilised source analysis to determine the
exact location of the networks producing such abnormalities, and the spatial resolution of
existing findings remains to be definitively established.
2.1.3.3. Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation

It has been demonstrated that change in TMS excitability is a feature of feature of ALS,
PD and HD, although the excitable characteristics of these conditions differ. For example,
resting motor threshold (RMT), a TMS-based measure of upper motor neuron
excitability, is lower in ALS288,289 and AD290 but not PD291 or HD292. Conversely, PD
patients show greater MEP amplitudes at low stimulus intensity293 and an inverse
correlation between motor impairment and RMT294. Additionally, HD, AD, PD and ALS
each exhibit less SICI compared to controls288–292,295. This suggests that reduced
inhibitory input to upper motor neurons contributes to corticospinal tract
hyperexcitability. SICI may also capture dysfunction of dopaminergic circuitry.
Dopaminergic drugs can increase SICI, while anti-dopaminergic drugs decrease SICI160.
Furthermore, in PD, dopaminergic drugs and basal ganglia deep brain stimulation can
partially rectify reduced SICI291,295. In AD, SICI decrease correlates with cognitive
decline, and can be partially counteracted by donepezil290, also suggesting some
cholinergic input to the SICI-generating circuitry. These observations point to the
potential utility of TMS-based biomarkers of early neurodegeneration (see table 2.2).
2.1.4. Therapeutic Approaches using Network Modulation
2.1.4.1. Electrical and Magnetic Stimulation

Given the extensive literature of network dysfunction across the neurodegenerations, the
neurophysiological modulation of these abnormalities presents a potential therapeutic
target for these disorders (see table 2.2). In addition to the utility of deep brain stimulation
in artificially maintaining basal ganglia function in PD, it is now known to have a separate
therapeutic effect on the disease, improving motor function and emotional well-being
compared to medication alone224. In a small study of AD patients, stimulation of the
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nucleus basalis of Meynert stabilised or improved cognition over a year225, illustrating
the potential utility of deep brain stimulation in other brain network disorders.
TMS can also be used to deliver trains of magnetic stimuli to any part of the cortex,
typically at least once per second, in order to alter network activity. This is known as
repetitive TMS (rTMS) and has recently been approved as a therapy for treatmentresistant depression296. RTMS has now been found to have therapeutic effects in a number
of neurodegenerative diseases. Such effects include reduction of spasticity in MS 217,218,
improved cognition and functionality in FTD222, improved cognition and reduced
cognitive decline in AD223 and reduced freezing of gait in PD220. Furthermore, six out of
seven studies investigating the effects of rTMS on refractory depression in PD identified
significant improvement221. Larger meta analyses have indicated that low frequency TMS
in PD patients significantly reduces motor symptoms compared to sham297, and that rTMS
has a small, but significant positive effect on working memory297 .
Some such effects are already being brought towards clinical practice. For example,
rTMS is currently being investigated as a network modulating therapy for dementia in
MCI or AD (NCT02621424) and spasticity in MS (NCT02747914, NCT01106365). A
completed trial of rTMS in PD (NCT03219892) has also identified a significant
therapeutic effect on freezing of gait as well as ambulatory and motor function219.
2.1.4.2. Pharmacological network modulation

Pharmacological intervention to rectify network dysfunction is being investigated in a
number of neurodegenerations. In addition to the correction of neurophysiological
measures by existing drug therapies234,290,291, novel neurotherapeutics are being
investigated on the basis of their network modulating properties. For example, restingstate EEG was utilised as a secondary outcome measure in testing the nutritional aid
Souvenaid as a therapy in AD, with change in delta band functional connectivity showing
improved trajectory298.
A combination of multimodal TMS and EEG evoked potentials was also used an outcome
measure in a phase III trial (NCT01765361) of the recently approved drug ocrelizumab
for MS.
These early studies point to a move towards therapies based on modulation of network
dysfunction, allowing for earlier, and possibly presymptomatic intervention based on
early changes in physiological measures.
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2.1.5.

Conclusion

Neurophysiological recording and neuro-electric/−magnetic signal analysis can
characterize patterned changes of network function in neurodegeneration, opening up
opportunities for novel biomarkers of disease progression. The attractive properties of
neurophysiological measurements have often been overlooked in the past. The
development of focal TMS and source localisation of M/EEG signals can now provide
direct measurements of network activity with high spatiotemporal resolution. These new
developments provide additional opportunities for neurophysiology-based signal analysis
as an additional investigational tool in neurodegeneration.
Directly quantifying network activity can be used to objectively identify
neurodegeneration without relying on subjectively-measured symptoms which manifest
from network dysfunction. This can allow for earlier and potentially presymptomatic
intervention, providing greater probability of therapeutic success. Such measures are
already being harnessed in clinical trials, however their full potential as outcome
measures is still underexploited.
Neuroelectric signalling studies have already sufficiently demonstrated the importance of
network dysfunction in neurodegeneration to drive development of network modulating
stimuli and drugs as the therapeutic options and suggests that other pharmacologic agents
that act to modulate network dysfunction are likely to be of therapeutic benefit. Additional
studies are now required to fully exploit the potential of M/EEG and TMS across the
range of neurodegenerations, including additional processing and source localization that
can discriminate different disease subtypes.
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2.2.
The Application of Electrophysiology for Understanding
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
Recognition of non-motor symptoms and extra-motor cortical degeneration in ALS (see
section 1.1.1) has inspired research of the nature of brain network deterioration in ALS
beyond the motor cortex and spinal cord. Understanding which brain regions contribute
to the motor and/or non-motor symptoms of the disease and investigating how the
networks within and between these regions change in ALS could facilitate crucial (a)
understanding the early stages of disease pathology and its spread to enhance early
diagnosis and therapeutic intervention, (b) subcategorisation of the disease and their
corresponding prognoses and (c) development of quantitative ALS biomarkers on the
basis of changes in network structure and/or function. In this section, the literature
regarding motor, prefrontal, temporal and parietal regions of cortical pathophysiology in
ALS is reviewed, alongside imaging- and biochemistry-based evidence of neural network
deterioration in these areas, grouped by anatomical location.
2.2.1. Motor cortex
2.2.1.1. Upper motor neurons in the primary motor cortex (M1)

The hallmark of ALS is the degeneration of both upper and lower motor neurons of the
corticospinal tract and corticobulbar tract, essential pathways in voluntary
movement2,299,299, whose deterioration leads to the motor symptoms of ALS. UMNs
project from the cortex of the brain to indirectly or directly synapse on bulbar or spinal
lower motor neurons (both α and γ) which stimulate contraction of the skeletal muscles
they innervate300,301. They also form many intracortical connections by which they
communicate with other UMNs via axon collaterals302. The UMNs of the cortex are
mostly (37%) located in the primary motor cortex (the precentral gyrus, M1)303. M1 also
contains GABAergic inhibitory cells, which regulate the UMNs and help to coordinate
UMN control of different muscles. These inhibitory interneurons may also, alongside
excitatory UMN axon collaterals, be involved in motor learning and motor cortical
remodelling. These inhibitory cells are found to account for 99.95% of cells in the
macaque M1 (as reviewed by Keller et al.302).
There is extensive literature on the degeneration of the precentral gyrus in ALS patients,
including thinning304–307, reduced number of neurons308 and decreased grey matter
volume309. In addition to the extensive body of information on M1 motor neurons in ALS,
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there are a number of other cortical areas which contain motor neurons303 and have been
found to show reduced neuron number, regional cerebral blood flow, cortical thickness
and/or grey matter volume in ALS. These include the primary somatosensory cortex
(32%, the postcentral gyrus)308, the SMA (25%)255,305,310,311 and the premotor cortex
(7%)255,309,311. Corresponding to these areas of cortical degeneration, loss of integrity of
their descending fibres in the corticospinal tract has also been shown by voxel-based
morphometry and diffusion weighted imaging in ALS patients312–314.
These measures cannot be harnessed into a quantitative biomarker for diagnosis or
prognosis of individual patients as they do not detect significant UMN degeneration in all
patients due to disease heterogeneity, even though this pathology is an ALS hallmark.
Therefore, according to the El Escorial criteria63, the diagnostic utility of clinical MRIs is
currently restricted to the exclusion of mimic conditions. At present, clinical
identification of UMN symptoms, which may be obscured by symptoms of LMN,
interneuron and γ motor neuron degeneration (as reviewed by Swash et al., 2012) and is
dependent on examiner experience and bias, is the main methodology for detecting UMN
involvement315–317.
2.2.1.2. Functional changes in M1

TMS measures
While the symptoms attributed to UMN involvement are well-established, the
pathophysiology driving UMN deterioration is not. TMS studies over the past 30 years
consistently provide evidence that UMNs become hyperexcitable in ALS, particularly in
presymptomatic/early ALS. Such evidence first emerged in 1991 with findings of lower
resting motor threshold in 7 ALS patients compared to healthy controls318. This has now
been replicated by numerous studies194,289,319,320. Increase in maximum MEP
amplitude2,194,216,289,321 and reduction in cortical silent period2,194,289,322–327 have also been
repetitively reported in ALS patients, consistent with hyperexcitability of UMNs. Cortical
silent period and resting motor threshold have also been found to be reduced in some
presymptomatic ALS patients216. These differences, particularly in presymptomatic
patients, all provide evidence that hyperexcitability in UMNs is an early component of
ALS pathology.
Longitudinal studies found that MEP amplitude decreases328 and that both resting motor
threshold328,329 and cortical silent period330,331 increase with progression of the disease to
the point where in some patients the motor cortex cannot be stimulated332. This is
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consistent with initial hyperexcitation being lost with degeneration of the motor system,
leading to loss of function. This also highlights the importance of correlation of these
measures to disease stage, which may account for contradictory findings identified by a
smaller number of studies which found increase in motor threshold322,323,328,329, no
decrease in cortical silent period331 or decrease in MEP amplitude333.
Each of these contradictory studies utilised classical, fixed-intensity methods of
TMS, (see section 2.1.2.2) which shows poorer reproducibility than threshold-tracking
TMS195. Threshold-tracking studies in ALS patients have consistently shown decreases
in motor threshold in ALS patients2,194,216,289,320,321. Paired-pulse threshold tracking has
also been used to investigate facilitatory and inhibitory local networks in the motor cortex
by measuring ICF and SICI respectively. Increases in ICF have been identified by many
threshold tracking studies in ALS70,194,216,289,334,335, though this difference is often not
found to be statistically significant194,327,336,337. SICI has consistently been shown to be
reduced in ALS, both using threshold tracking70,289,321,326 and classical335–337 paired-pulse
TMS paradigms. SICI was found to positively correlate to measures of disease
progression (ALSFRS338, maximum compound muscle action potential, strength-duration
time constant and neurophysiologic index194) in threshold tracking studies, although not
in classical TMS studies327,339. Both increased ICF and decreased/absent SICI have also
been found in three pre-symptomatic SOD-1 mutant carriers216. Longitudinal threshold
tracking studies have yet to be carried out in ALS.

Early increase in ICF and decrease in SICI which reduces with disease progression
provides further evidence that UMN hyperexcitability is an early pathological mechanism
of ALS and suggests that loss of inhibitory control of UMNs, particularly via GABAA
receptors, contributes to this. Supporting this, decreases in RMT and SICI and increases
in cortical silent period and MEP amplitude are also found to be significant in the cortex
contralateral to site of disease onset but not in the ipsilateral cortex in patients with
relatively preserved compound muscle action potentials320. This indicates that UMN
hyperexcitability is related to the location of first symptomatic presentation and is not
driven my LMN dysfunction, and that the origin of the UMN dysfunction is the
deterioration of cortical inhibitory interneurons.
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Resting-state M/EEG measures
Decreased alpha power in ALS patients at rest has repeatedly been identified over the
sensorimotor cortex at sensor108,197,198,340and at source level341. Alpha frequency
oscillations are attributed to the UMNs342 so loss of power in this band is expected with
the progression of ALS. As this decrease in low frequency power occurs at rest, and alpha
power is known to decrease at movement onset (see section 2.1.2.1) it is likely that resting
alpha represent the maintenance of an inactive state in these large cells by thalamocortical
circuitry. Therefore loss of alpha power may be a result of the loss of interneuronal or
thalamic control of the UMNs at rest or simply the loss of UMNs themselves. Correlation
with TMS single and paired-pulse parameters could help to clarify how the dysfunction
of interneurons and UMN individually contribute to this phenomenon.
A large, sensor-level study of over 100 ALS patients recently demonstrated decreased
resting-state theta, delta and alpha power over the motor cortices, predominantly in theta
band108. Subsequent source localisation identified that alpha, beta and theta band changes
occur in the right precentral gyrus (as well as in non-motor areas)341. Theta band
oscillations have been found to be elicited in neocortical brain slices by simultaneous
muscarinic receptor activation and GABAA mediated disinhibition of neocortical
inhibitory interneurons and pyramidal cells. Theta oscillations were found to be
independent of GABAB receptor activation and require glutamatergic activity.
Furthermore this study found current sinks in layer II and III and a current source in layer
V during theta oscillations343.
These findings highlight numerous similarities to characteristics of SICI-mediating
circuitry. Acetylcholine344 and GABAA but not GABAB are also found to modulate SICI.
Furthermore, one model of the late I-waves (see epidural section 2.1.2.2) suppressed by
SICI proposes they originate from the reverberating activity of circuitry consisting of
layer II and III excitatory cells and their reciprocal monosynaptic connections with layer
V pyramidal tract neurons, along with the associated GABAergic connections345. This
suggests that change in theta power may capture dysfunction the same or similar
inhibitory interneuronal circuitry to that producing decrease in SICI in ALS.
Event-related M/EEG measures
During motor tasks, movement-related beta band ERD (see section 2.1.2.1) has been
found to be reduced in ALS in some studies340,346, but not others236,347. Beta ERD is found
to be conserved in primary lateral sclerosis (an UMN disease)347 despite patients showing
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decreased amplitude movement-related potentials348. This indicates that beta ERD does
not originate in the large pyramidal UMNs of M1. Therefore, if truly abnormal in ALS,
this change in ERD may reflect dysfunction of UMN-regulating interneurons, ascending
cells which regulate M1, or non-UMN M1 cells which receive thalamo-cortical input.
Although this ERD is not specifically associated with corticobulbar circuitry, reduced
movement-related alpha and beta desynchronisation in ALS has been associated with
speech impairment198 and bulbar scale but not upper extremity strength346. A potential
explanation for this is provided by a study of ALS patients with respiratory failure which
identified abnormal inspiratory neck muscle activity during spontaneous breathing349.
The authors proposed that diaphragm weakness in bulbar-impaired patients can lead to
compensatory cortical activity to drive breathing. Such additional activity of the motor
cortex might mask or prevent observation of time-locked ERD during motor tasks.
However as bulbar impairment is known to be a negative prognostic indicator350, and was
shown to be negatively correlated to disease duration in one of these studies346, it is likely
that there are numerous other confounding disease factors contributing to this
relationship.
Beta band movement-related synchronisation has also been found to be reduced in
ALS236,340. One of these studies also identified negative correlations between this beta
ERS and measures of structural and functional corticospinal tract damage236. The authors
noted that decreased ERS might be due to impaired inhibition or excess activity of UMNs,
in line with TMS study findings. This is supported by a TMS study in healthy individuals
which demonstrated reduced corticospinal tract excitability (MEP amplitude) in the first
second following movement termination, the time period in which beta ERS is found to
occur351, concurrent with the hypothesis that decreased beta ERS in ALS is due to
impaired inactivation of UMNs. Direct comparison of these TMS and M/EEG measures
has yet to be performed in ALS, however, which could draw a more definitive conclusion
about the circuitry they capture.
2.2.1.3. Biochemical changes in M1

Physiological findings of impaired inhibitory network function are consistent with
biochemical evidence of inhibitory interneuron loss in the motor cortex in probable and
definite ALS patients. This includes reduced immunohistochemical staining of
interneuron-specific proteins (parvalbumin and calbindin-D28K) in the motor
cortex352,353, altered GABAA receptor subunit transcription in the motor cortex354 and
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decreased flumazenil (a GABAA receptor binding marker) distribution in PET scan355.
Alongside the aforementioned findings of hyperexcitability in presymptomatic and early
stage patients, studies of SOD-1 mutant zebrafish also indicate that this interneuron loss
occurs early in pathology356 while in TDP-43A315T mice, hyperactive somatostatinexpressing interneurons were found to disinhibit layer 5 pyramidal cells 357. The later
decrease of this reduced inhibition with disease progression is consistent with
deterioration of UMNs counteracting an initial excess of excitatory activity with loss of
inhibitory control.
2.2.1.4. The premotor cortex and supplementary motor area

The premotor cortex is believed to select suitable movements for output from M1 (as
reviewed by Chouinard and Paus358), while the SMA has been implicated in self-initiation
of movement in response to sensory cues (as reviewed by Nachev et al.359). Paired-pulse
TMS has not been used to study changes in connectivity between these areas in ALS,
although if the obstacle of fitting two coils over these neighbouring areas can be overcome
this may provide a valuable insight into any changes in their regulation of M1 in ALS.
Further, it is possible to study interhemispheric premotor-M1 inhibition in a similar
manner to typical IHI measures360.

EEG can, alternatively, be used to measure changes in premotor networks by examining
changes in MRPs. Increased248/unchanged361 CNV amplitude has been found in ALS
while BP amplitude is found to be reduced over the midline in patients with pronounced
spasticity. BP amplitude is also found to show an inverse correlation to Norris ALS score
of spasticity in the entire ALS group247. The cognitive component of the CNV may
explain the discrepancy between CNV and BP changes in ALS. CNV has also been
suggested to reflect increased cortical excitability362. As increased CNV amplitude was
identified in early stage patients248, this change could also represent hyperactivity in
UMNs or other motor preparatory networks, which may decline later in disease
progression.
The lateralised readiness potential, the difference between the BP over the left and right
motor cortices, has also been shown to be significantly lower in amplitude in ALS
compared to control. This decrease was associated with greater rates of failure to inhibit
movement (stop trials) and smaller differences in unsuccessful and successful stop trial
ERPs305,363, all indicative of deterioration in accurate motor planning due, at least
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partially, to premotor cortex dysfunction. Source localisation of these abnormal ERPs in
ALS is, however, warranted to directly quantify the contribution of the SMA, premotor,
prefrontal and primary motor cortex to these ERP abnormalities.
2.2.1.5. The basal ganglia

The basal ganglia have a well-established role in modulation of motor output through
communication with the cortex364,365. Neuroimaging studies of ALS patients have
demonstrated that atrophy of the caudate and nucleus accumbens are key elements of the
disease. This circuit may play an important role in SICI based on its influence by
dopaminergic drugs160,291,293,366. A comparison of structural or functional imaging of the
basal ganglia with SICI measurements in ALS patients would provide a valuable insight
into the extent to which basal ganglia degeneration contributes to the aforementioned
reduction in SICI and might help to explain heterogeneity in SICI reduction between
disease stages or within the disease population.
The basal ganglia may also represent a structure of both cognitive and motor symptomatic
importance in ALS as non-human primate studies in the last 20 years have suggested
additional cognitive circuits exist within these subcortical structures. These include tract
tracing studies which have identified pathways linking the caudate nucleus and the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex as well as the nucleus accumbens and the cingulate and
orbitofrontal cortices, suggesting roles of the basal ganglia in action selection and
motivation respectively. Further neuronal recording and neuroimaging studies have
provided additional evidence for such functions by demonstrated the processing of
motivational information in the nucleus accumbens and cognitive aspects of action
selection in the caudate (as reviewed by Trembley et al.367). A role of the caudate in social
cognition has also been suggested based on a case study of a patient with a focal caudate
lesion, in which the patient showed impairments in social cognition in the absence of any
other neuropsychological symptoms368. Therefore deterioration of frontostriatal pathways
may contribute to symptoms of cognitive impairment such as executive dysfunction,
apathy and impaired social cognition369, however studies of the correlation between this
degeneration and such cognitive symptoms are required.
2.2.2. Prefrontal and temporal cortex
Cognitive functions are those higher mechanisms such as memory, attention, language,
problem solving and planning by which we override reflexive or habitual behaviour in
order to produce behaviours according to our own intentions and goals370. The
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neurological networks which give rise to our cognitive functions are relatively poorly
understood, however it is now well recognised that the prefrontal cortex (PFC) plays an
important role in cognition and behaviour. The PFC constitutes the frontal lobe outside
of the motor areas371. The different areas of the PFC have unique but overlapping
connections to almost all neocortical sensory and motor areas as well as subcortical
structures372,373, allowing for the integration of diverse information required to generate
these higher level functions as well as for cognitive control of these areas. These
connections are more prominent from visuospatial and motor areas in the posterior and
dorsal portions of the lateral PFC while the ventral and anterior lateral areas of the PFC
receive more input about visual form and stimulus identity. The orbitofrontal PFC
receives more input from subcortical structures about one’s subconscious biological
state372.
Deterioration of the orbitomedial frontal and anterior temporal cortex in bvFTD patients
is associated with disinhibition, distractibility, purposeless over-activity and lack of social
awareness while more extended prefrontal cortex degeneration, including in the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), is associated with an apathetic, unmotivated state
and perseveration228. Degeneration of the frontoinsular cortex and anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC) are now also recognised to contribute to social-emotional impairment in
bvFTD, believed to be due to breakdown of the salience network374.
The common co-occurrence of ALS and FTD, the presence of sub-FTD cognitive,
behavioural and language symptoms in some ALS patients (see section 1.1.1), the overlap
in their associated intracellular pathology (see section 1.1.3) and findings that between 9
and 50% of FTD patients present with possible, probable or definite ALS375,376, provides
strong evidence of a single disease continuum between ALS and FTD in which patients
may suffer from one disorder or the other at either extreme, a combination of both (ALSFTD) or one disorder predominantly with some sub-clinical expression of the other. This
continuum may be a manifestation of degeneration across the frontal and temporal lobes
with symptomatic presentation varying depending on the ratio of frontal to prefrontal to
temporal degeneration. There is extensive evidence of prefrontal and temporal
degeneration in at least some ALS patients who do not reach the symptomatic threshold
for FTD diagnosis (summarised in table 2.4). MRI studies have shown grey matter loss
in the PFC, including in the DLPFC, inferior and middle frontal sulci, the ACC and
medial orbital sulcus377,378 and the superior, middle and inferior temporal gyri310,378,379.
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Grey matter atrophy in the inferior and medial temporal gyri has also been found to
positively correlate with disease progression rate307. Increased mean diffusivity (MD) and
decreased fractional anisotrophy (FA) have also been identified in the white matter
underlying the PFC including the orbitofrontal cortex313 and the superior, middle and
inferior frontal gyri380, while PET and single photon emission computed tomography
have demonstrated reduced regional cerebral blood flow in the anterior temporal lobe381
and PFC including the DLPFC382, the ACC311 and the orbitofrontal region381. The ACC
is also found to have a reduced N-acetyl aspartate to creatine ratio, indicative of neuronal
loss16 and is widely regarded as being involved in emotional regulation383.
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Table 2.4. Summary of brain regions with motor and/or cognitive functions for
which there is structural and/or neurophysiological evidence of change in ALS. M1
– Primary motor cortex, S1 – Primary somatosensory cortex, PCC – Posterior cingulate
cortex, PMC – Premotor cortex, SMA – Supplementary motor area, S1 – Primary
somatosensory cortex, ACC – Anterior cingulate cortex, RMT – Resting motor threshold,
CSP – Cortical silent period, SICI – Short intracortical inhibition, MEP – Motor evoked
potential, ICF – Intracortical facilitation, rCBF – Regional cerebral blood flow, FA Fractional anisotropy. MD – Mean diffusivity, GM – Grey matter, IHI – Interhemispheric
inhibition, ERD – Event Related Desynchronisation, ERS – Post-movement Event
Related Synchronisation, GM – Grey matter, WM – White Matter, NAA - N-acetyl
aspartate, Cr - Creatine.
Brain
Attributed
Structural
Functional findings
region
functions
findings
Motor
M1
Voluntary
↓ GM
↑MEP amplitude, ↓RMT,
304–307
movement
thickness
, ↓CSP, ↑ICF,↓SICI194,289, ↓β
output384
↓GM
ERD340,346, ↓ERS236,340,
volume309,
↓α197,198,340 & δ108 power, ↓
↓neuronal
mean activity during
308
number
movement execution and
termination in UMN-disease
dominant ALS385.
Longitudinally: ↑RMT328,
↑CSP330,331, ↓MEP
amplitude328,330, ↑SICI194
PMC
Voluntary
↓ GM
↓Lateralised
readiness
255
305
movement
thickness ,
potentials ,
↑CNV
384
248
programming
↓GM
amplitude , ↓BP amplitude
308
volume ,
with spasticity247, ↓difference
↓NAA386
between
successful
and
unsuccessful stop trial ERPs363,
ipsilateral recruitment during
movement execution in UMNdominant ALS385, ipsilateral
dorsal recruitment during
movement termination, also
during initiation and execution
in UMN-disease dominant
ALS385.
SMA
Self-initiated
↓rCBF311, ↓
↓BP
amplitude
with
247
complex
GM
spasticity , ↓Mean activity
384
255,386
movements
thickness
, during movement execution,
↓GM
also during termination only in
310
volume ,
UMN-disease
dominant
385
ALS
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Cognitive
ACC

Sup. And
Mid. Frontal
gyrus

Emotional
regulation383

Contains
DLPFC387(action
selection and
behavioural rule
performance)388

Inf. Frontal
gyrus

Contains VLPFC
(storage and
selection of
conceptual
representations)389
Orbitofrontal Uncertain390.
region
Contains VMPFC
(affective value
association in
decision
making388)
Frontoinsular Social-emotional
cortex
processing374
PCC
Regulation of
attention to
external stimuli as
part of the default
mode network391.
Language
Inf. Temp.
Visual object
cortex
recognition394,
face perception395

Mid. Temp.
cortex

Retrieval of
lexical syntactic
information396

↓rCBF311,
↓NAA/Cr ratio
in bulbar
patients16, ↓GM
volume378
↓rCBF382, ↓GM
thickness377,
↓GM
volume309,310,378,
↓FA380

↓GM
thickness377,
↓GM
volume309,310,
↓FA380
↓rCBF381, ↓GM
thickness377,
↓FA313

↓GM volume392

↓GM
volume310,379,
↓GM thickness
correlates with
disease
progress307
↓GM
volume310,
↓GM thickness
correlates with
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↑Nodal degree and coherence
– i.e. increased functional
connectivity to rest of the
cortex227.
↑Clustering coefficient227 –
increased connectivity
between nodes to which it is
directly connected, ↓ mean
activity during movement
execution and termination in
UMN-disease dominant
ALS385
↑Clustering coefficient227

↑Nodal degree and
coherence34
↑Power-based functional
connectivity to temporal,
parietal, motor and prefrontal
cortices393

disease
progress307
Sup. Temp.
Contains primary ↓GM
cortex
auditory cortex397, volume310,378
phonetic
processing398
Motor and cognitive
Corpus
Interhemispheric
↓FA380, ↑MD313
callosum
communication
(see main body
text)
Basal
Modulating motor ↓GM volume369
ganglia
output, action
selection,
motivation367
Sensory processing
S1
Conscious
↓ GM
perception of
thickness305,
touch,
↓GM
temperature and
volume310,
pain403, contains
↓NAA386,
UMNs303
↓neuronal
number308
Posterior
Atrophy in
parietal
ALSci/bi406,
cortex
↓GM
thickness305,307,
↓GM thickness
in
ALSbi/ALSci
407
↓WM
thickness408
more so in
ALSci

↓IHI399, prolonged latency or
lack of iSP400–402, increased θ
band interhemispheric motor
cortical coherence108
Possible contribution to ↓SICI
(see main body text)

↑N20 latency255,404,405, ↓N20
amplitude correlates to disease
duration130

↑Functional connectivity
between PPCs and between
hemispheres and to M1,
DLPFC, DMPFC and
VLPFC227,393

2.2.2.1. Functional change in prefrontal and temporal networks

Resting-state EEG
Resting-state studies using both graph theory and minimum spanning tree models409 have
identified increased network connectivity at rest in ALS. A study of 18 ALS patients and
17 controls identified increased connectivity and network efficiency (clustering
coefficient) in frontal brain regions, including an increase in nodal degree (the number of
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nodes connected to a network node) and coherence (a measure of connectivity) in the
ACC and frontoinsular cortex, an increase in the clustering coefficient of the anterior
insular cortex, dorsomedial and ventrolateral PFCs and increased directed transfer
function (a measure of connectivity) in the anterior insular and frontal regions 227. This
provides objective evidence that cognitive networks disrupted in bvFTD, such as the
salience network, are also affected in ALS.
Findings of increased prefrontal connectivity in ALS were subsequently shown in a larger
source-space study which interrogated functional connectivity between cortical regions
in terms of correlations in signal phase and signal amplitude. This study identified
decreased power in the temporal and inferior prefrontal cortex, demonstrating reduced
resting activity. Further, both areas show increased amplitude-based connectivity in delta,
theta and gamma band and decreased phase-based connectivity in delta and beta band
activity with the rest of the cortex. This demonstrates that the inferior frontal and temporal
cortex tend to co-activate more with other cortical areas but with less synchronous
oscillatory communication. This is consistent with aforementioned evidence of loss of
inhibitory interneurons, which control neural network oscillations and activity. Increase
in frontotemporal network co-activation in gamma band was also found to correlate to
poorer language task performance341. Together, these studies demonstrate disruption in
the activity of frontotemporal networks when not performing a specific task.
Event related potentials
While resting-state EEG is providing insights into pathological network changes in ALS,
ERPs can provide further insights on how network dysfunction relates to changes in the
production of cognitive functions (see table 2.3).
Changes in both overt and covert attention network functions in ALS have been
demonstrated by delayed P3/P3a latency269,410, P3a and b amplitude decrease248,261,
decreased processing negativity272, lacking negative difference261 and increased MMN
average delay267. P3 has also been found to be delayed or absent in 100% of a small
group of ALSci patients281 and, in keeping with findings of poorer cognitive performance
in bulbar ALS patients than those of spinal onset411, bulbar ALS patients demonstrate P3
peaks that are lower in amplitude and later onset compared to spinal ALS patients412.
Furthermore the aforementioned increase in CNV (see section 2.2.1.4) amplitude may
represent change in cortical attention generators.
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Each of these ERPs has been attributed to prefrontal and/or temporal cortical activity (see
table 2.3). However none of these studies utilised source analysis, therefore the spatial
resolution of these findings is highly limited and source analysis is required to determine
the exact location of the networks producing such abnormalities. Furthermore, source
analysis may highlight changes in the function of cognitive networks even in the absence
of sensor-space differences, such as in the case of compensatory network activity.
While ERPs generated during other neuropsychological tests (e.g. Stroop413, sustained
attention to response414,415, and Flanker416 tasks) are well established, only two studies of
such ERPs have been carried out in ALS patients to date. One study using the Flanker
test, a test of information processing, selective attention and response control, found no
impairment in performance or difference in N2 amplitudes in ALS, although posterior
negativity measured over the occipital region showed enhanced amplitude. This is
indicative of disturbed modulation of visual processing by the frontoparietal attention
networks, which are associated with the selection of sensory information in attentional
control417. In combination with resting-state EEG findings of increased connectivity of
frontoparietal networks in ALS108,227,341,393 and reduced P3b amplitude, this supports the
abnormal increase in frontoparietal network activity in ALS, which may contribute to
attention impairments.
The other study in this area examined ERPs elicited by Stroop test in ALS. This study
found that ALS patients committed significantly more errors and demonstrated increase
in the latency of N1, N2, P3 and the late positive complex (peaking 600-700ms poststimulus), indicating abnormal sensory, cortical and potentially motor cortical network
engagement during this task. The latency of N4 was also found to correlate to disease
duration. Using source localisation they also demonstrated that the ALS group exhibited
significantly decreased activation of the left superior and middle temporal gyri compared
with controls in the P2 time window and significantly reduced activation of the ACC and
medial frontal gyrus in the P3 and N4 time windows compared with controls418.
Unfortunately the conclusions on cognition which can be drawn from this study are
limited as ERPs for each group were generated from the overall average of epochs
corresponding to both congruent and non-congruent stimuli. Therefore they do not
quantify network activity when responses are being inhibited compared to when they are
not. The authors noted that they found no difference between separate congruent and noncongruent ERPs on preliminary examination.
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2.2.2.2. Biochemistry in cognitive and language network pathology

Physiological evidence of hyperexcitability in non-motor regions is supported by PET
studies demonstrating hypermetabolism in temporal areas in ALS379,419 and a range of
molecular level studies. For example antibody staining of post mortem tissue samples of
13 ALS patients (compared to 8 controls) revealed a decrease in pyramidal neurons within
cortical layer 5 of the DLPFC and ACC as well as calbindin-D28K+ GABAergic
interneurons in cortical layers 5 and 6, changes which were also observed in M1. A trend
towards decrease of parvalbumin-expressing GABAergic interneurons was also observed
in layer 6 of the DLPFC352.

Decrease in benzodiazepine-binding GABAA receptors in frontal and temporal lobes has
been shown by PET studies in which binding of [11C]flumazenil is found to be
reduced355,420. This reduction correlated with poorer verbal fluency task performance in
the right inferior frontal, superior temporal and anterior insula420. Reduced GABAA
receptor α1 subunit transcription in the PFC and temporal cortex (but not the occipital or
cerebellar cortices) has also been identified in post-mortem tissue, alongside upregulation
of glutamic acid decarboxylase, a GABA synthesising enzyme421. This upregulation is
expected as a homeostatic mechanism to increase GABA production in the case of a
decrease in GABAA receptor expression. These studies, together with EEG evidence, are
indicative that decreased inhibition is also present in the PFC and temporal lobes, and that
the mechanisms of pathology driving network malfunction in these areas is similar to that
in the corticospinal tract.
2.2.3. Parietal cortex
Posterior to M1, the parietal lobe includes the postcentral gyrus and the posterior parietal
cortex. The postcentral gyrus contains the primary somatosensory cortex (S1). In addition
to the contribution of UMNs within S1 to the corticospinal tract303, S1 receives ascending
somatosensory input via the thalamus and is the point of initial cortical processing of
touch, temperature, vibration, pressure, proprioception and pain422. Some further
somatosensory perception, such as localisation of somatic stimuli, recognising posture
and understanding the arrangement of body parts has also been attributed to other areas
of the parietal cortex423. In addition to its role in somatosensation, the parietal lobe
receives cortical input from the visual and auditory cortices424, allowing for integration
of sensory information which can be delivered to the motor cortices to refine
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movement425. This sensory information is also delivered via the inversely active central
executive and default mode frontoparietal networks from the posterior parietal cortex to
prefrontal cognitive areas, so that relevant sensory input can be selected for attention417.
As abnormal somatosensory processing by S1 has been found to contribute to
motor dysfunction in a number of motor neurological disorders425 and the posterior plays
important roles in executive functioning417 and sensation422, parietal cortex malfunction
in ALS may contribute towards motor and/or non-motor symptoms.
The impact of ALS on this region of the cortex has been investigated by a number
of imaging studies. A longitudinal diffusion weighted imaging study did not initially
detect parietal network disruption in ALS, but found propagation of structural network
deterioration from M1 to frontal, temporal and parietal areas later in the disease.
Therefore as the disease progresses, it seems that not only can pathology spread to FTDassociated networks but also posteriorly to the parietal cortex426. Structural studies have
repeatedly identified cortical thinning in the inferior parietal cortex305,307,309 and reduced
neuron number in S1 with strong correlation to that in M1. Significant atrophy of the
superior parietal gyrus and precuneus has also been found in ALSci/ALSbi patients but
not/less so in ALS without this impairment406–408. This suggests a role of posterior parietal
cortex degeneration in ALS cognitive pathology.
Functional measures of parietal network function may allow for early parietal pathology
to be captured before the structural degeneration captured by imaging. This could
allowing for earlier cognitive prognosis and stratification of patients according to patterns
of network pathology.
2.2.3.1. Functional changes in parietal networks

Resting-state EEG
In addition to the extensive evidence of increase in frontoparietal functional connectivity
observed in ALS108,227,341,393 (described in section 2.2.2), increase in interhemispheric
parietal functional connectivity has also been identified from resting-state EEG227.
Further, greater co-activation in frontoparietal networks at rest is found to correlate with
poorer executive function341, implicating this frontoparietal network disruption in
executive decline in ALS.
Event-related potentials
Median nerve SSEP studies have found normal N9 latency in ALS patients, recorded
from Erb’s point, indicative that afferent sensory signal transmission across the brachial
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plexus is unimpinged. However, increased N20 latency in ALS patients has repeatedly
been demonstrated255,404, with correlation between decreased N20 amplitude and disease
duration also identified405. N20 is attributed to the initial primary somatosensory cortex
in somatosensation253, as is the N1 peak evoked by lower limb-innervating nerves. N1 is
often absent in ALS patients compared to controls427. This combination of N20 latency
increase/N1 absence, normal peripheral conduction time and normal N9 latency indicates
that thalamocortical neurons of the ascending somatosensory tracts are affected with
progression of ALS pathology. A large study of 145 patients and 73 controls also recently
identified larger peak-to-peak N20 to P25 amplitudes in ALS, which was associated with
shorter

survival.

The

authors

concluded

that

this

reflects

sensory cortex

hyperexcitability428. Therefore an initial phase of hyperexcitability followed by decline
with increasing disease duration, as demonstrated in the motor cortex (see section 2.2.1)
may also occur in the somatosensory cortex.
2.2.4. Interhemispheric networks
The corpus callosum (CC) is the largest interhemispheric commissure, composed of
approximately 200 million axons in the human brain188,429. Most of these tracts are
homotopic (between equivalent regions of the two hemispheres) although extensive
heterotopic tracts (between non-equivalent regions) are also present430. The functions of
the CC include exchange and integration of information between the hemispheres, with
facilitation of some cortical activities and inhibition of others. This has both motor and
extra-motor roles, including bilateral motor coordination431,432 and learning433, binocular
visual functions434, language lateralisation435 and speech comprehension436 and cognitive
functions such as learning, memory and executive functions437. The CC shows
topographical representation of different cortical regions as homotopic tracts which
connect different cortical regions travel through the CC roughly corresponding to the
position of these regions along the AP axis430. Therefore focal lesions of the CC will
affect communication between different cortical areas depending on the location of the
lesion along the AP axis of the CC, correspondingly producing different symptomatic
presentations438–440.
As a preface to review of structural imaging-based evidence of CC pathology in ALS, it
should be noted that the application of the diffusion tensor model to studying the CC has
inherent limitations. Specifically, this model is insufficient for the characterisation of
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regions containing crossing fibres441–443. This affects interrogation of the lateral cortical
projections of the CC which connect motor regions, due to the presence of crossing fibres
from other bundles such as the superior longitudinal fasciculus and the corticospinal
tract444. As a result, when interpreting DTI-based studies of the CC in ALS, it should be
considered that many transcallosal projections are limited to the subset of fibre
trajectories that can be detected using this method445.
Diffusion weighted imaging studies have repeatedly shown reduced FA and increased
MD in the CC of ALS patients313,380,386,446–449, both indicative of the degeneration of these
white matter tracts. In keeping with the pattern of degeneration in the cortex, deterioration
of the CC in ALS is most prominent386,447,449 and consistently found306,313,380,386,448 in its
motor-associated body. Degeneration has, however, also been repeatedly reported in the
genu, containing fibres connecting the prefrontal cortices as well as in the splenium,
containing fibres connecting the posterior parietal cortices, the medial occipital cortices
and the medial temporal cortices313,380,446,447. In a study specifically examining the
Broadmann areas associated with the homotopic fibres which degenerate in ALS, FA was
found to be reduced in CC fibres connecting the motor cortex, SMA and DLPFC in ALS
patients compared to controls. This was not found in homotypic fibres connecting S1,
Broca’s area, or the orbitofrontal cortices, suggesting that CC fibres interconnecting the
motor and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices may be preferentially involved in ALS448. This
preferential degeneration of CC fibres connecting motor and prefrontal areas may result
in the specific deterioration of interhemispheric communication required for the
production of motor and cognitive functions respectively. Therefore the contribution of
corpus callosum deterioration to the aforementioned ALS upper motor neuron and
cognitive symptoms should be investigated through correlation with appropriate
structural and neurophysiological measures.
Several structural correlation studies link CC decline to both motor and cognitive
symptoms of ALS. FA decline in fibres connecting the primary motor cortices has been
shown to correlate to motor decline (ALSFRS score and the clinical extent of UMN
symptoms)448, disease duration447 and progression rate380. With respect to cognitive
impairment, performances in tests assessing attention and executive functions correlated
with diffusion tensor imaging metrics of the corpus callosum, corticospinal tract, and long
association white matter tracts bilaterally, including the uncinate fasciculi.
Addenbrooke’s cognitive examination scores in ALS patients have also been found to
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correlate positively with myelin water fraction and negatively with intra/extracellular
water in the anterior CC (which contains homotypic fibres of the frontal cortices) and in
frontal projections450. Reduced FA in the corpus callosum has also been related to
impaired cognitive flexibility in ALS451. These studies are conducive with CC decline
contributing to cognitive and motor symptoms in ALS.
2.2.4.1. Functional change in the corpus callosum

TMS measured changes
Five studies to date have used TMS-based studies to measure transcallosal activity in
ALS, using the iSP and SIHI (see section 2.1.2.2). All studies of the iSP found it was
reduced, delayed or totally absent in the majority of ALS patients tested, although some
patients show normal measurements400–402,452–454. SIHI was also found to be significantly
reduced in ALS by a small study (9 patients and 12 controls)399. Findings of reduced iSP
and SIHI suggest that excessive excitatory activity of homotopic motor CC fibres and/or
loss of postsynaptic inhibitory interneurons occurs in ALS. One study identified that the
majority of these patients were early stage and 63% of those who showed pathological
iSPs showed no UMN signs401, indicative that interhemispheric measures could be an
important pre-symptomatic measure of motor circuit pathology. Notably, CC
abnormalities are identified by these TMS measures before diffusion tensor imaging402,
consistent with dysfunction preceding structural decline and therefore providing a basis
for development of earlier biomarkers.
As impaired transcallosal communication may be an important physiological
underpinning of cognitive and or motor symptoms, correlation of such measures to
symptoms such as mirror movements in ALS should be explored. Mirror movements are
involuntary movements contralateral to an intended movement401. A link between mirror
movements and loss of CC-mediated interhemispheric inhibition has been inferred based
on the observation of this phenomenon in young children before it subsides around the
age of 10, coincident with the period of CC myelination. As they can occur with
dys/agenesis of the CC455 this is unlikely to be due to excess childhood excitatory CC
function. Mean iSP latency is found to be significantly delayed in ALS patients with
mirror movements compared to those without, and all those with mirror movements in
this study showed pathological iSP in at least one hemisphere401. Another found mirror
movements in 88% of the patient cohort showing abnormal iSP452.
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However all interhemispheric TMS findings in ALS are thus-far limited by low patient
numbers and the aforementioned limitations of using fixed-intensity TMS as oppose to
threshold tracking. Furthermore, as these measures quantify both CC and inhibitory
interneuronal function, concurrent measurement of intracortical inhibition, particularly
LICI, in larger populations is needed to investigate the contribution of interneuronal
dysfunction to changes in iSP and IHI.
M/EEG measured changes
Source-space EEG has identified increased theta and gamma-band and decreased alphaband interhemispheric co-modulation and decreased beta-band synchrony between the
primary motor cortices at rest456, demonstrating increased co-activation but disrupted
oscillatory communication between hemispheres. These findings also indicate abnormal
interhemispheric network communication, potentially by loss of inhibitory interneurons
which coordinate these oscillations and regulate excitatory input341. While the spatial
resolution of EEG, even at source level, does not permit the attribution of these findings
to specific neuronal populations, such measures also demonstrate potential as early
quantitative measures of ALS pathology.
2.2.5. Interpreting electrophysiological measures to understand ALS pathology
2.2.5.1. Degeneration of inhibitory networks in ALS

There is a broadening consensus that loss of inhibitory networks plays an important role
in early ALS pathology457–459. As reviewed here, electrophysiological investigation of
cortical regions associated with the motor, cognitive and sensory functions in ALS have
yielded evidence in support of this across the cortex. This evidence includes reduction in
TMS measures of network inhibition in motor and interhemispheric networks, increase
in TMS measures of network excitation in the motor cortex, reduction in EEG measures
of network synchrony and co-activation and increase in ERP measures of excitability in
cognitive and sensory networks. This is complemented by biochemical evidence such as
reduced numbers of (parvalbumin+ or calbindin-D28K+) interneurons in motor and
prefrontal regions, reduced GABAA receptor transcription and binding in motor,
prefrontal and temporal regions and increased transcription of the GABA-synthesising
enzyme glutamic acid decarboxylase in prefrontal and temporal regions.
A loss of the homeostatic balance between excitatory glutamatergic and inhibitory
GABAergic activity can produce an excess of glutamatergic activation of cells460. This is
expected to initially lead to increased excitability of networks, and perhaps
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hyperconnectivity due to the role of glutamate in synaptogenesis and long term
potentiation461, but ultimately have a degenerative effect on cells, due to exaggerated
NMDA receptor activation causing excessive, harmful influx of Ca2+ to cells462. These
effects are concurrent with findings of TMS studies support the hypothesis of an initial
decline in inhibitory networks (reduced RMT, cortical silent period and SICI194,289)
followed by a move back towards a balance between excitation and inhibition with later
loss of excitatory cells (decrease in MEP amplitude328 and increase in RMT328,329, SICI194
and cortical silent period330,331 with disease progression).
Furthermore, resting-state EEG studies demonstrate hyperconnected functional networks
in ALS patients108,227,341,393, accompanied by reduced gamma band synchrony in frontal
regions108. Gamma band rhythms are believed to be entrained by inhibitory interneurons,
particularly fast-spiking parvalbumin+ interneurons463 which have been shown to be
reduced in M1 and the PFC in ALS352,353, therefore reduced gamma band synchrony is
also conducive with the hypothesis of loss of inhibitory networks in ALS. These fastspiking inhibitory interneurons appear to consume much more energy than other types of
cortical neurons, such that they are likely to be among the earliest cells affected by drivers
of mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress, which have been repeatedly implicated
in ALS pathology464,465.
2.2.5.2. Spread of ALS pathology

The presence of similar molecular and neurophysiological findings in different cortical
networks could be the result of autonomous emergence of pathology in different regions
or due to a single site of onset with spread to neighbouring regions. Support for the latter
hypothesis include the fact that Onuf’s, oculomotor and abducens nuclei are usually
unaffected in ALS466, and evidence of a prion-like self-propagation of misfolded TDP-43
and SOD1 proteins in ALS models which can spread from cell to cell467. Furthermore a
cell-to-cell form of disease spreading is fitting with the observation of initial loss of
structural connectivity

in ALS occurring in the motor system, later spreading to

surrounding motor, prefrontal, temporal and parietal networks426. Such a mechanism of
disease spread may explain the nature of the continuum between FTD and ALS
pathology, whereby the initial disease presentation and might depend on the site of onset
of pathology with the later onset symptomology468 representing areas to which the disease
spreads.
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2.2.6. Conclusion
With the increasing recognition that ALS is a network disorder with pathology
beyond the corticospinal tract, electrophysiological insights are necessary to understand
how networks in ALS deviate from normal function. These neurophysiological methods
can capture pathology in advance of structural evidence. By combining the temporal
resolution of these neurophysiological measures with the spatial resolution of imaging
studies and source localisation techniques, the functional changes in specific networks in
ALS are becoming more apparent and helping to improve understanding of the disease.
Further neurophysiological studies are required, however, including source localisation
of M/EEG measures and investigation of unexplored TMS parameters, to provide greater
detail of the specific networks involved, the longitudinal change in network function as
the disease progresses and how these differ in relation to clinical prognosis. Such studies
may pave the way for harnessing neurophysiological measures in the clinic, such as in
ALS diagnostics, prognostics and clinical trials.
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3. Aims and Objectives
In this chapter, the aims and objectives of this project are described and the rationale for
the proposed approach to completing these objectives are summarised. In section 3.1,
what I aimed to achieve is described. In section 3.2 the specific objectives planned in
order to meet these aims, and their rationale, are outlined.

3.1.

Aims

Given the urgent need for more economical, accurate and objective ALS biomarkers, and
the attractive properties of EEG and TMS for characterising and measuring ALS
pathology, the overarching aim of my PhD was to harness these methods to improve our
understanding of motor and non-motor cortical ALS pathology and to investigate their
application in the development of prognostic and diagnostic ALS biomarkers. More
specifically, I aimed to determine the following:
1. The nature and location of any abnormal cortical activity evoked by cognitive and
cognitive-motor tasks in ALS.
2. If previously proposed TT-TMS-based biomarkers of ALS discriminate ALS
patients from controls within the Irish population.
3. If measures of cortical motor network function previously unexplored by TT-TMS
differ between ALS patients and controls.
4. If EEG- and TMS-linked EMG measures of cortical network function are of
potential diagnostic or prognostic value and warrant further investigation as ALS
biomarkers, based on measures of discrimination and effect size and correlation
analyses respectively

3.2.

Objectives

3.2.1. Compare measures of cognitive and auditory cortical function evoked by
the auditory oddball paradigm between ALS patients and controls
The primary rationale for using the MMN and the ignored auditory oddball paradigm to
study non-motor network dysfunction in ALS is that it facilitates investigation of
cognitive networks while not requiring active participation by the participant 469. This is
particularly advantageous when recording data from participants of limited motor
function due to disease. Prior to the onset of this project, comparison of the MMN
between ALS patients and controls already been reported at sensor level by the Academic
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Unit of Neurology. Increase in the average delay of the MMN waveform in ALS was
reported267, indicative of dysfunction in the cortical networks responsible for MMN
generation. Due to the poor spatial resolution of this sensor space measure, however, the
specific MMN generators disrupted by ALS, producing this waveform abnormality,
remained unknown. Therefore, the first objective of this project was to perform source
analyses of the MMN, recorded by EEG during the auditory oddball paradigm. We
hypothesised that comparison of source-resolved activity underpinning the MMN
between ALS patients and controls would clarify which specific cortical generators of
this waveform are affected by ALS.
Following examination of the effects of ALS on MMN source activity, we hypothesised
that ALS might also disrupt communication within cognitive and/or auditory networks
engaged by this task, not captured by ERP analyses. Therefore, as a secondary objective,
an additional study was planned to investigate changes in cortical oscillations associated
with the auditory oddball task, which were not captured by the previously performed ERP
sensor and source space analyses.
3.2.2. Characterise how cognitive and auditory cortical function changes over
time in ALS
Existing literature (reviewed throughout section 2.1) indicates that network impairment
is spatiotemporally dynamic in ALS. Therefore, we wished to determine if the measures
of cortical function investigated here were stationary, and if not, how change in these
measures relates to ALS progression. Therefore, EEG was recorded during the auditory
oddball task for up to five sessions at approximately 4-6 month intervals to facilitate
longitudinal analyses of MMN source activity in ALS. Such longitudinal analysis was
possible within the timeframe of this project for auditory oddball task data (but not SART
or TT-TMS data) as these longitudinal data began being collected before onset of this
project. Longitudinal data are being collected for all other study paradigms for future
analysis.
3.2.1. Characterise the effects of ALS on cognitive regions associated with
cognition and motor control
We wished to investigate if/how ALS affects cortical domains associated with overt
attention and motor control, which were not expected to be engaged by the auditory
oddball task. We therefore chose to use a randomised SART paradigm470 with concurrent
EEG recording to engage these domains and compare their function between control and
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ALS patient cohorts. This task was chosen as it requires minimal movement (button press
by a single finger470), and therefore is well suited to performance during EEG recording,
as this activity is not expected to introduce substantial movement-related artefacts to the
data. Further, this task minimises the motor response required of ALS patients with
declining motor function. While the ERP waveforms associated with this paradigm had
previously been reported in healthy individuals126, the cortical generators of these
waveforms had not. Therefore an additional objective in achieving this aim was the
application of source analysis to control data to establish and report the sources of motor
and cognitive performance-associated peaks in SART ERPs.
The non-phase locked oscillations associated with the randomised SART, not captured
by ERP analyses, have also not been previously reported. We hypothesised that taskrelated motor and/or cognitive network oscillations could be identified with timefrequency analysis, and that such measures could provide additional insights into and
potential biomarkers of ALS of EEG. Therefore, as an additional objective, time
frequency analysis of data collected during the SART was also planned to characterise
SART-related oscillation changes and if/how they are affected by ALS.
3.2.2. Compare TT-TMS measures of short intracortical inhibition and
intracortical facilitation between ALS patients and controls
At the onset of this project, a research team in Sydney, Australia, had published several
studies demonstrating loss of SICI and increase in ICF in the motor cortex of ALS
patients, using TT-TMS. These measures were shown to have with high specificity and
selectivity for ALS194,216,288. Since the first of these publications in 2006, however, this
change had yet to be investigated in other ALS patient populations. Therefore, another
objective of this project was to establish a threshold-tracking TMS laboratory at the
Academic Unit of Neurology such that SICI and ICF could be measured in Irish ALS
patient and control cohorts and differences between these groups could be compared.
3.2.3. Compare TT-TMS measures of long intracortical inhibition and long and
short interhemispheric inhibition between ALS patients and controls
Comparisons of TT-TMS measured LICI, which is attributed to GABABergic motor
cortex inhibition160, and long and short interhemispheric inhibition, which are associated
with CC motor fibre function471, between ALS patients and controls has yet to be reported
in the literature. We hypothesised that these measures of other aspects of motor network
function would provide novel information on which neurotransmitters and tracts within
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the motor cortex are affected by ALS. Further, we hypothesised that TT-TMS measures
of interest which differ when AP and PA coil orientation are used156,166,472 could provide
greater information about ALS if recorded using both orientations. We therefore
incorporated both AP and PA-based measurements into our TT-TMS study design.
3.2.4. Determine the diagnostic and prognostic value of electrophysiological
measures of cortical network function in ALS
As a central hypothesis of this project is that electrophysiological measures of network
disruption are of prognostic and diagnostic value in ALS, ability to discrimination
between groups and correlations to clinical and cognitive scores were also planned for
each EEG/TT-TMS derived measure.
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4. General Materials and Methods
This chapter describes the general methodologies and analyses employed in this thesis.
Those materials and methods employed for electroencephalography studies are described
in 4.1 and the materials and methods of the experiment which utilised transcranial
magnetic stimulation are described in 4.2. Statistical tests used across this project are
described in 4.3. The recruitment of patient and control cohorts and their evaluation by
clinical, cognitive and behavioural tests are described in 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. Ethical
approval and participant written consent are described in section 4.6 and appendices 4.14.5. Study-specific methods, participant recruitment and demographics and inclusion and
exclusion criteria are described for each study in the respective results chapters 5-7.

4.1.

Electroencephalography (EEG)

4.1.1. Hardware
All EEG was recorded using a BioSemi ActiveTwo system with 128 active sintered AgAgCl electrodes. These electrodes interface with the skin via an electrolyte gel bridge
(SignaGel Electrode Gel, Parker Laboratories Inc., NJ, USA), positioned by input to
suitably sized head caps (BioSemi B.V., Amsterdam, The Netherlands). These active
electrodes contain a pre-amplification component following capture of the signal by their
conductive material, such that the signal is amplified in advance of any additional noise
being introduced to the signal between the electrode and the amplifier, reducing ambient
noise detection473. Further, the use of wet electrodes helps to reduce noise in the presence
of high inter-electrode impedance474 and has been reported by participants as more
comfortable than dry electrode systems475. Data were recorded in a Faraday cageenclosed room, using a battery-powered amplifier to prevent introduction of electrical
mains noise to the signal. Data were transmitted to computers in a neighbouring room by
a fibre optic cable, where signals were monitored and recorded on a computer (Dell Inc.,
TX, USA) equipped with the Windows 7 operating system (Microsoft Corporation, WA,
USA). A similar, second computer was used to deliver task stimuli to the participant
within the electrically isolated room and to record responses. This task computer was
plugged in via sockets in the neighbouring room to avoid introduction of electrical noise.
Auditory stimuli were delivered via headphones (HD650, Sennheiser, Wedemark,
Germany).
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4.1.2. Software
Data were monitored during collection, filtered online (0-134Hz), digitised at 512 Hz and
saved using Actiview software (BioSemi B.V., Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Tasks
were delivered via Presentation software (NeuroBehavioural Systems Inc., CA, USA) as
described in section 4.1.3.
4.1.3. Experimental procedure
Following discussion of the study protocol and written, informed consent, participants
were led to the recording room and seated in a chair adjusted such that the participant’s
feet were resting on the floor and comfortably positioned. If wheelchair-bound ALS
patients could not easily move to the provided chair due to motor symptoms, tasks were
performed while seated in their own wheelchair. Participants were seated in front of a
desk upon which a screen and mouse were positioned for delivery of visual stimuli and
detection of responses. Participants’ head measurements were taken to select a correctlysized, electrode-positioning cap. Eight external reference/electro-oculography electrodes
were positioned above and below the left eye and bilaterally on the earlobes, temples and
mastoids. The cap was subsequently positioned with electrode A1 over the vertex (the
intersection of the horizontal axis between the tragi of the ears and the vertical axis
between the nasion and inion). The chin strap of the cap was closed beneath the chin of
the participant to ensure secure positioning of the cap while avoiding discomfort to the
patient. Correct positioning of the cap was subsequently ensured by alignment of
electrode locations horizontally relative to the inter-tragus axis and rotationally and
anteroposteriorly relative to the nasion-inion axis.
Conductive gel was then syringed into each electrode-holding hole in the cap, forming a
bridge between the scalp and electrode. Hair was moved and the scalp was lightly abraded
with the syringe tip to minimise electrode impedance. Electrodes were inserted into their
assigned location in the cap, with cables attached to the back of the chair with slack to
facilitate limited participant movement. Following hardware setup, direct current offset
of each recording electrode relative to the common sense (CMS) electrode was checked
via Actiview software, and additional abrasion/gelling was performed if necessary to
ensure sufficient quality of electrode-scalp contact (i.e. all offset values were <25mV and
>-25mV). Subsequently, online signals were briefly monitored to check for artefacts in
single electrodes which indicate insufficient recording quality. Following improvement
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of recording from any noisy channels to the required standard, cognitive tasks were
undertaken by the participant.
The recording session then started, lasting for about 1 hour and 35 minutes (from
beginning of equipment setup to end of the paradigm). This included 30 minutes for head
measurement, external electrode placement, cap fitting, application of gel and placement
of electrodes, 10 minutes for checking and maximisation of recording quality based on
online recording and electrode impedance values, 5 minutes for auditory stimulus check,
silent film setup and explanation of the task to the participant, 25 minutes for the auditory
oddball paradigm and (in the case of those who took part after setup of the novel protocol)
25 minutes for the SART paradigm.

4.1.3.1. Cognitive tasks

Auditory oddball paradigm
An auditory oddball paradigm was used to investigate the mismatch negativity, a signal
waveform attributed to involuntary attention switching123. This paradigm was chosen in
order to interrogate salience and executive networks without requiring participants to
perform or actively participate in a task. This is particularly well suited to participants
with response-limiting motor symptoms. Further review of the literature surrounding the
physiological underpinnings of the MMN is described in section 5.1.1.2.
For this paradigm, participants were asked to direct their attention to a black and white,
silent film (The Artist, 2011, Warner Bros. France) and to ignore any sounds they hear.
Participants were also requested to relax their muscles, to focus their eyes on the centre
of the screen via which the film was played and in the event of becoming uncomfortable
due to their position or fatigue, to move briefly to a new comfortable position in such a
way as to avoid pulling the electrode cables before resuming a relaxed, still position.
Auditory tones were delivered at fixed intervals, predominantly of a single frequency
(referred to as a standard tone) with occasional change in frequency (referred to as a
deviant tone), eliciting a frequency mismatch to that which is entrained in sensory
memory469.
The frequencies of standard and deviant tones were 720 and 800 Hz, respectively, such
that deviant tones had a slightly higher pitch. Each stimulus was delivered for 150 ms at
an interstimulus interval of 833ms. Deviant tones constituted approximately 10% of
stimuli. Tones were mostly of fixed amplitude (i.e. loudness), set to 50% of desktop
output to the headphones (except for a few participants who considered the
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distractingly/uncomfortably loud, in which case the amplitude was reduced to facilitate
participant comfort and correct task performance).
This paradigm was delivered as three, eight-minute sessions, during which time EEG was
recorded. During each recording session the lights were turned off and experimenters left
the room, monitoring data recording in the neighbouring room. Participants were
provided with brief breaks between sessions. In total, 1350 standard trials and 150 deviant
trials were presented.
Sustained attention to response task (SART)
Following the auditory oddball paradigm, participants undertook the SART. The SART
was chosen as it tests motor and executive control networks which are not considered to
be engaged by the auditory oddball task. Further, the SART requires only a simple buttonpress response from participants which does not introduce extensive EMG contamination
to the EEG signal. In addition, behavioural performance measures can be simultaneously
captured for correlation and comparison to the EEG measures126.
EEG was recorded during four, five-minute long consecutive sessions of the SART.
Appropriate break times were provided between sessions to minimize fatigue.
Participants were seated 1 ± 0.1 m from a computer monitor where numbers one to nine
in single-digit format were appearing in a random order for 250 ms. Digits were presented
in light grey (RGB code: 250, 250, 250 from 255) on a black background to reduce
discomfort associated with the bright light from purely white numbers, reported during
protocol testing. Font size was randomized between 100, 120, 140, 160, and 180 points
to avoid participants using a perceptual template of the number 3s features for target
recognition and to encourage cognitive processing of the numerical value470. Each
stimulus was followed by an interstimulus interval of randomized duration between 1120
and 1220 ms during which time a black screen was presented. Varied interstimulus
interval was implemented to enhance detection of automated responses where attention
had lapsed. Responses were registered by clicking the left button of a computer mouse
with the right index finger. Each recording session contained 252 trials of which the
number 3 appeared at random in 11% of trials. During these sessions lights were turned
off, and experimenters were outside the room to avoid visual/auditory distractions. Five
measures of task performance were captured alongside EEG: NoGo accuracy (percentage
of three-digit stimuli followed by response omission), Go accuracy (percentage of nonthree digit stimuli followed by a response in the permitted time window), total accuracy
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(combined NoGo and Go accuracy), anticipation (clicking less than 150ms after a go
stimulus), and response time.
At the beginning of the session, the task was explained to participants using the following
instructions: Participants were instructed to click the left mouse button every time they
saw a number except for the number 3. Participants were requested to equally prioritize
speed and accuracy as both were used as measures of performance. They were asked to
refrain from lifting their finger away from the mouse button between clicks as this would
increase response time measures. Instructions to use their finger only to click the mouse
and to avoid tension in the arm and shoulder were given to reduce EMG-related noise in
the EEG signal. Participants were then given one practice round to ensure they understood
the task, which had up to 45 trials (without performance being measured), performed
under supervision of the experimenter.
4.1.4. Analysis
As the SART paradigm was set up and tested as part of this project, while MMN recording
was ongoing in advance of this project, fewer SART datasets than MMN datasets were
available for analysis.
4.1.4.1. Preprocessing

Signal preprocessing of all EEG data was performed using custom MATLAB (R2014a
and R2016a, Mathworks Inc.) scripts with the EEGLAB476 and FieldTrip477 toolboxes.
These data were filtered using a 0.3-Hz dual-pass fifth-order Butterworth high-pass filter
and a 30-Hz dual-pass 117th-order equiripple finite impulse response low-pass filter, to
remove slow drift noise and high frequency EMG artefacts (as gamma band signal was
not being studied). Highly contaminated and nonstereotyped artefacts (e.g. EMG due to
brief tension/movement/heavy breathing, sweating, cable movement, electrode ‘pops’)
were removed by visual inspection of the data before segmentation of the continuous EEG
recording into ‘epochs’. Epochs spanned from 200ms before the stimulus to 900ms
poststimulus in the case of SART data, from 100ms before the stimulus to 500ms
poststimulus in the case of MMN data. Stereotyped artefacts (e.g., eye blinks, eye
movements, continuous noise in single electrodes) were then removed by independent
component analysis476. Data were common average referenced, and mean baseline
amplitude was subtracted. In the case of SART-EEG data, if responses occurred 150ms
or less after stimulus onset, trials were rejected and counted as an “anticipation error.”
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4.1.4.2. Event related potential analysis

The ERP methodologies described here have now been published as part of complete
research articles in the peer-reviewed journals NeuroImage: Clinical103 and Cerebral
Cortex478.
Sensor space
As sensor space analysis of the mismatch negativity ERP had been previously performed
within the group267, sensor space ERP analysis was only performed for SART-related
EEG data within this project. For SART ERP analysis, electrodes of primary interest were
chosen based on established topographic maps of the SART N2 and P3 peaks126,479. Mean
correct Go (clicking upon a non-three digit) and NoGo (not clicking upon a “3” digit),
ERPs were calculated for each participant as the mean time series for each channel across
trials. Due to low error number, there were an insufficient number of clean epochs for
incorrect trial-associated ERP analysis. The mean number of included artefact-free
correct Go/NoGo trials was 810.13/82.22 for patients and 815.42/82.79 for controls out
of a maximum of 897/111. Four characteristics of the N2 and P3 peaks of each mean Go
and NoGo epoch were measured in Fz, FCz, Cz, and Pz electrodes. Namely, the peak
(maximal positive amplitude for P3, maximal negative amplitude for N2) amplitude and
latency, mean amplitude, and area of the peak within the 220–350-ms and 350–550-ms
time windows associated with N2 and P3, respectively. These time windows were chosen
based on visual inspection of control group mean ERPs and the existing SART–ERP
literature126,415,480,481. Time windows for quantifying peaks of interest were also limited
to a maximum of 200 ms to facilitate baseline correction in source analysis (which
required matching baseline and peak time windows) while using the same windows for
sensor and source analysis.
For assessment of correlations with cognitive performance measures, where similarly
significant correlations existed between performance measures and all peak size measures
(peak amplitude, mean amplitude, and mean area), p and rho values are reported with
respect to peak amplitude where describing peak size (e.g., “smaller” or “larger”).
Source space
For the first source space analysis of this project, three different methods of source
localisation were used to interrogate the sources of the mismatch negativity response in
controls and ALS patients due to their individual advantages and disadvantages
(described in section 2.1.2.1, see table 2.1). Dipole fitting was not suitable for
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interrogating SART-related EEG sources as active source locations were not previously
reported. Therefore, as eLORETA provides poorer spatial resolution than LCMV, only
LCMV was used to subsequently interrogate the sources of the SART ERP. The
implementation of each method is described here.

In all cases, channels with continuously noisy data were excluded and data from these
channels were modelled by spline interpolation of neighbouring channels. Where a cluster
of electrodes (4 or more) remained continuously noisy after preprocessing (section
4.1.4.1), the participant’s data were excluded from analysis as interpolated estimates of
missing channel signals would be unreliable. For dipole fitting and LCMV, implemented
using the FieldTrip toolbox477, boundary element head models482 incorporating
geometries for the brain, skull, and scalp tissues were generated using the ICBM152 MRI
template483 unless personalised MRI scans were available (in the case of some MMN
study participants), as template-based and individualized boundary element head models
are found to provide comparable localization accuracy482,484. Personal MRI data were
acquired on a 3 Tesla Philips Achieva MRI platform with a maximum gradient strength
of 80mT/m using an 8-channel receive-only head coil. T1-weighted images were obtained
using a three-dimensional inversion recovery prepared spoiled gradient recalled echo
sequence with a field of view of 256×256×160 mm, spatial resolution: 1mm3, TR/TE:
8.5/3.9ms, TI: 1060ms, flip angle: 8°, SENSE factor: 1.5485. These MRI data were
collected as part of concurrently running MRI-based research of the Computational
Neuroimaging Group and the Academic Unit of Neurology at Trinity College Dublin.
Dipole fitting – MMN

Dipole fitting can be used to generate least-square error models of the contributions of
electrical dipoles to an EEG topographic distribution, given a-priori estimation of the
number and location of contributing dipoles136. Previous studies138,265,486 have repeatedly
identified MMN sources in the inferior frontal gyri and superior temporal gyri. As nonlinear optimisation of the dipole location repetitively produced fits at local rather than
global residual variance minima, four fixed dipoles were modelled at the centroid
coordinates of the bilateral superior temporal gyri and pars triangularis of the inferior
frontal gyri, as determined from an AAL atlas487. Models were estimated based on the
average MMN response (mean{deviant response}-mean{standard response}) for 40 ms
surrounding the global field power peak between 105 and 271 ms post-stimulus, the
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period for which we previously found MMN to be significant267. Subsequently, mean
power for each dipole was calculated. Residual variance (the variance in the data not
explained by the model) was used as a goodness-of-fit measure. The rationale for using
this shorter time frame was based upon findings that these four sources better accounted
for the data in this window (i.e. had smaller residual variance) than the longer time
window of data 100-300 ms post-stimulus, as used for LCMV and eLORETA. A model
generated using the longer 200 ms time window provided the same results (regarding
ALS vs control groups) as the model reported here.
eLORETA – MMN
140

ELORETA

was also used to calculate mean source power maps of the average auditory

evoked potential 100-300ms after standard and deviant cues to match the data input to
LCMV. LORETA-KEY software was used to implement eLORETA. This software
models sources at 5 mm resolution within the brain volume of a boundary-element
headmodel based on the Colin27 average brain488, excluding sources located within white
matter. For statistical comparison and comparability to the head model employed for
dipole fitting and LCMV, grid resolution was reduced to 10 mm in advance of statistical
analysis to avoid the loss of discriminatory power that may result from correction of over
6000 comparisons. Regularisation was implemented for a signal to noise ratio of 10.
LCMV

LCMV beamforming was performed using custom MATLAB scripts and the FieldTrip
toolbox. In all cases, regularization of the covariance matrices was implemented at 5% of
the average variance of EEG electrodes for each subject separately. Sources within the
brain volume were modelled by a grid with 10mm resolution. The leadfield matrix was
normalized to avoid potential norm artifacts489.
MMN

LCMV was used to calculate brain maps of mean power for the average auditory evoked
potential (AEP) 100-300ms after standard and deviant cues, based on a common spatial
filter. A time window of 100-300ms was utilised to ensure accurate calculation of the
covariance matrix from which the spatial filter is calculated and avoid high functional
correlation between the sources which would hinder localisation of such distinct sources.
Covariance matrices were also calculated for individual trials to minimise such
correlations. Sources of MMN activity were identified by the locations of the maximal
logarithm of the power ratio between deviant and standard maps. As standard and deviant
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AEPs alone were not of interest, baseline correction was not required as inter-trail
comparison facilitated correction for centre-of-head bias.
SART

LCMV was used to estimate brain power maps for the Go and NoGo trails during two
time windows, 220–350ms and 350–550ms poststimulus onset, to localize sources of the
N2 and P3 ERPs, respectively, as well as of the corresponding baseline windows of equal
duration (N2: −130 to 0 ms, P3: −200 to 0 ms). Source localizations of baseline and peak
windows were performed using common spatial filters (estimated separately for N2 and
P3) calculated from epoched data spanning the start of the peak’s baseline window to the
end of that peak’s time window. Use of a common spatial filter based on appended peak
and baseline data produced negligible difference in source location. These common
spatial filters were then used to source localize baseline and peak time windows
separately. Covariance matrices, used by LCMV, were calculated for individual trials and
then mean averaged. Go and NoGo source activities are reported with baseline correction
as 10·log10(Powerpeak/Powerbaseline) to correct for centre-of-head bias, with the difference
between Go and NoGo source activity reported as 10·log10(PowerNoGo/PowerGo).
Longitudinal analysis
As longitudinal analyses are specific to section 5.2, these methods are described in full in section
5.2.2.
4.1.4.3. Time-frequency analysis

The methodologies described here have now been published in the peer-reviewed Journal
of Neural Engineering.
Sensor space
Preprocessed trial epochs (generated as described in 4.1.4.1) obtained from auditory
oddball task and SART associated EEG subsequently underwent separate time frequency
analyses. Trial epochs consisted of 307 (i.e. 600ms of data recorded at 512Hz) data points
(d) in the case of auditory oddball data and 563 (i.e. 1100ms of data recorded at 512Hz)
data points in the case of SART data, per channel. A random subset of standard/correct
Go trials was chosen to match the number of deviant/correct NoGo trials for auditory
oddball/SART time frequency analysis respectively. Complex Morlet wavelets were
chosen for time-frequency analysis as they have a sinusoidal basis with symmetric
Gaussian envelopes and their width can be adjusted for the desired number of
oscillations. For each channel, data were padded to facilitate complex Morlet wavelet
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convolution by applying d repetitions of the first data point at the start of each epoch and
d repetitions of the last data point at the end of each epoch. Padded epochs were then
concatenated to form a single time series per channel. As data were low-pass filtered at
35Hz during pre-processing designed for previous time-domain analysis, calculation of
wavelet moduli was performed for a range of 1 to 35Hz. The complex coefficients of
transform (W) data were subsequently re-epoched with removal of zero padding. Mean
inter-trial variance (ITV) across epochs (e) was calculated per time point (t) and frequency
(f) to provide a measure of non-phase locked (i.e. not captured by ERP analysis)
oscillatory activity490 as:
𝐼𝑇𝑉(𝑓, 𝑡) =

̄ 2
∑𝑁𝑒
1 |(𝑊𝑓,𝑡,𝑒 − 𝑊𝑓,𝑡 ) |
𝑁𝑒 − 1

̅ denotes mean value of W across epochs. ITV were calculated for the Fz, Cz
Where 𝑊
and Pz, D22 and B25 channels for auditory oddball data analysis, and for Fz, Cz and Pz
channels for SART data analysis, in order to capture oscillations over major cognitionassociated cortical regions as well as to examine those areas known to contribute to the
evoked time locked potentials126,138,372,478,486. Baseline values were calculated per
frequency as mean ITV across the -100ms to 0 ms window in the case of auditory oddball
analysis, and -200ms to 0 ms window in the case of SART analysis. Event related spectral
perturbation values for each time and frequency were subsequently calculated as:
𝐸𝑅𝑆𝑃(𝑓, 𝑡) = 100 ∗

̅̅̅̅̅𝑓,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
𝐼𝑇𝑉𝑓,𝑡 − 𝐼𝑇𝑉
̅̅̅̅̅
𝐼𝑇𝑉𝑓,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒

for t=1-500ms (auditory oddball epochs) or 1-900ms (SART epochs). Time-frequency
analysis was performed separately for different trial types and ERSP values for the
difference between trial types were calculated by subtracting standard/correct Go trial
ERSP values from deviant/correct NoGo trial ERSP values for auditory oddball/SART
analyses respectively. Delta and theta band frequencies were not examined for auditory
oddball data, and delta band frequencies were not examined for SART data, as one
complete oscillation cycle could not be achieved within the limited baseline durations.
Source space - MMN
ERSP within time-frequency windows of interest (WOIs), determined by sensor level
analysis, were source localised using LCMV beamforming for MMN data, as the lack of
spatial specificity of oscillations observed at sensor level limited interpretation of these
findings alone. Source analysis of SART-related ERSP is ongoing, and is beyond the
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extent of this project. The phase-locked, ERP activity we have previously localised were
removed by subtracting the mean waveform across trials from each epoch of that trial
type (e.g. mean of standard trial epochs subtracted from all standard epochs, mean of
deviant trial epochs subtracted from all deviant epochs), the time-domain equivalent to
the implementation of inter-trial variance in frequency domain employed in sensor space.
For each time-frequency window of interest, a common spatial filter was generated for
beamforming based on the covariance of appended baseline and post-stimulus window of
interest data of standard and deviant trials. The relatively short, 100ms baseline (chosen
based on originally planned ERP analysis), restricted the WOIs which could be localised
in a single analysis to this length, in order to match timespans for source space baseline
correction. Long ROIs (>2*baseline length) were analysed in baseline length segments,
followed by averaging of power values for each source across segments. Shorter WOIs
that were greater than baseline length were analysed by taking the central time frame
within the region that was equivalent to baseline length. Separated standard and deviant
baseline and post-stimulus time window of interest signals then underwent LCMV
beamforming with a common spatial filter, implemented as described in our source
localised ERP studies103,478 (see section 4.1.4.2).
The beginning and end of the time domain signals localised to each of the 3744 points
within the 10mm grid in the brain tissue of the head model were zero padded by 200ms.
The resulting 0.5s signals were Fourier transformed to determine the spectral power
composition of the signal at each source at a resolution of 2 Hz (i.e. 1/0.5s). Power values
were summed across frequencies within the window of interest (e.g. 8, 10 and 12Hz where
the window of interest was 8-12Hz). Percentage change from baseline in power (P) at
each source (s) was then calculated as:
𝑃𝑠,𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝑃𝑠,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
× 100
𝑃𝑠,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒

for standard and deviant trials, and the “mismatch” between deviant and standard power
was calculated as the difference between deviant and standard trial percentage change
values.
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4.2.

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS)

4.2.1. Hardware
In order to perform paired-pulse TMS, hardware was ordered and assembled. A Deymed
DuoMag MP Dual stimulator (BrainBox Ltd., Cardiff, UK) was chosen based on its
output parameters being superior to those of competitor stimulators while at a comparable
cost. Further, the presence of a stimulation intensity changing wheel and trigger button
on the Deymed coil handles (not present on competitor coils) removed the requirement
for an additional research assistant typically required to control the device settings and
triggers using controls on the stimulator unit. EMG was recorded via Cleartrace pregelled (1.5cm diameter) electrode pads (Aquilant Medical Ltd., Dublin, Ireland)
connected to clip leads (Biopac Systems Inc., CA, USA). These data were amplified (gain
= 1000) and band-pass filtered (10-500Hz) via EMG100C amplifiers (Biopac Systems
Inc., CA, USA) and electrical mains noise was subsequently removed by a HumBug
Noise Eliminator (Digitimer Ltd., Hertfordshire, UK). The Humbug device was employed
as it records the ambient electrical noise, generates a template noise signal that is
continuously updated to match the current environment, and subtracts this signal from the
incoming data to eliminate noise while leaving true EMG data unaffected. This is superior
to the use of high-pass or notch filters which are less specific and can eliminate or alter
true biological signals.
Following output from the HumBug, the data were delivered (via a T-connector) to a
Tektronix TBS1000 oscilloscope (IMEX Instruments, Louth, Ireland) for live readout to
the experimenter to monitor noise levels and motor responses, and to a Micro1401 (CED
Ltd., Cambridge, UK) from which signals (digitised at a sampling rate of 10kHz) were
recorded on a Dell Inspiron 5559 laptop (Dell Inc., Dublin, Ireland) with Signal software
(Signal 7.01, CED, Cambridge, UK).
To record compound muscle action potentials, a Digitimer DS7A electrical stimulator
(Digitimer Ltd., Hertfordshire, UK) was used to apply electrical stimulation via a bipolar
electrode with felt pads soaked in saline solution. The associated muscle responses were
recorded by the same hardware pathway described above for TMS-associated responses.
4.2.2. Software
Digitised data were recorded via Signal 7 software (CED Ltd., Cambridge, UK) as the
software has many inbuilt functions for coding personalised scripts for automated
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hardware control (see section 4.2.2.1), a graphic user interface for basic protocol and
online data collection and analysis functions for real-time feedback of peak-to-peak
amplitudes to the experimenter.
4.2.2.1. Threshold tracking

As described in section 2.1.2.2, the original and typical application of TMS, whereby
stimulus intensity is the independent, fixed variable and response signal amplitude is the
dependent output variable, has given rise to variable, unreproducible results in the study
of ALS and more generally. As TMS literature investigating ALS pathology with a
“threshold tracking” methodology has shown more consistent findings than that with a
fixed-intensity approach, this method was also implemented here. In this approach, the
signal amplitude is considered a fixed independent variable, while the output dependent
variable is the stimulus intensity required to obtain this fixed amplitude (to within a
specified margin of error which varies among existing TT-TMS literature156,194) in
response to 50% of pulses delivered (referred to as the threshold). Therefore a more
complex online analysis is required, as the signal amplitude of interest must be
consistently monitored and used to inform whether the next stimulus intensity delivered
should be greater or lesser than the previous and to what magnitude. Further, an algorithm
which determines when the desired signal output has been determined to the
experimenter’s certainty criteria must be applied online during data collection.
Upon initiation of experiment design and apparatus setup there were two approaches to
TT-TMS reported multiple times by two separate teams in the literature. In one of these,
a manual approach is taken, which involves one experimenter holding the coil over the
participant while another reads the peak-to-peak signal amplitude from a computer
screen, interprets if it is above or below threshold, and inputs this decision into a
parameter estimation by sequential testing (PEST) software graphic user interface
(MTAT PEST 2.0). This software in turn informs the experimenter of the next stimulus
intensity to deliver to increase the probability of obtaining the desired amplitude. The
experimenter then alters the stimulator settings and trigger delivery of the next TMS
pulse. This cycle continues for each TMS trial (pulse delivered and response recorded)
until the PEST algorithm determines a threshold stimulus intensity which is predicted to
elicit a signal of target amplitude in 50% of trials, with a 95% confidence interval
acceptable according to the guidelines of Rossi et al.491, i.e. for a subject with true
threshold 𝑋, an estimate of the threshold, 𝑒𝑋, is acceptable492 if:
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0.95 𝑋 < 𝑒𝑋 < 1.05𝑋
While this methodology is statistically robust and facilitates disregard of trials wherein
there is excessive background noise, it is liable to human error, requires an additional
researcher and limits control of the interval between deliver of single/pairs of pulses.

The other reported approach involves an automated programme whereby the intensity of
the stimulator is automatically increased and decreased for each trial to move the signal
amplitude towards the threshold of interest, with the stimulus intensity chosen where it
can elicit three consecutive response amplitudes within 20% of the threshold, or two
either side of the threshold amplitude consecutively. This implementation requires fewer
pulses to be delivered and is automated, reducing the number of experimenters required,
however the output is decided based on subjectively chosen criteria, may not meet the
aforementioned criteria for threshold estimation, and the methodology does not allow for
online rejection of trials with background noise.
For this project we wished to implement TT-TMS with the advantages of both of these
approaches. To do so, novel scripts were generated in Signal 7 and MATLAB software.
These scripts automated a procedure whereby Signal 7 records the response signal and
delivers it to a script running in MATLAB with which the peak-to-peak amplitude of the
response signal within the time window of interest is determined. This is added to a list
of stimulus intensity and response amplitude paired data input to the PEST algorithm,
which determines the next stimulus intensity to be delivered. This stimulus intensity
recommendation is then delivered back to Signal 7, which (via the Micro1401) adjusts
the intensity setting of the stimulator before delivery of the next pulse. This cycle
continues until, on the basis of the PEST algorithm, it is determined that the required
stimulus intensity has been estimated with sufficient confidence. This decision having
been reached, a stop signal is delivered to Signal 7 to terminate pulse delivery and data
sampling. This implementation facilitated completely automated, statistically robust
threshold tracking with controlled interstimulus intervals. Further, for each trial a
MATLAB script calculated the baseline signal root mean square amplitude and, if this
value was above a predetermined noise threshold, the trial was rejected such that the
response was not input to the PEST algorithm. Such trials were then repeated. This
facilitates fully automated rejection of noisy trials. Therefore the protocol can be run
completely in the presence of only one experimenter who is required to hold the TMS
coil. Each measurement requires 20 pulses/pairs of pulses to be delivered, excluding any
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trials on which the baseline root mean square amplitude value was above the rejection
threshold criterion.
4.2.3. Experimental procedure
The experimental procedure and analysis pipelines for the TMS aspect of this project are
described in full in chapter 7.

4.3.

Statistics

Specific statistical analyses are described for each analysis in the result subsections of
chapters 5-7. Here, this section describes more generally the statistics employed during
this project and the rationale for their use. Statistical analyses were performed with
MATLAB R2016a (MathWorks Inc., MA, USA).
4.3.1.1. Non-parametric statistics

Many commonly employed tests employed to identify statistically significant differences
between groups/conditions are “parametric”, so-named as they require the estimation of
parameters which characterise the data distribution, such as the standard deviation and
mean. These parametric tests, such as t-tests, require that a number of fundamental
assumptions are valid, including the assumption that the data are normally distributed.
While this is true for measurements of many biological phenomena, or can be achieved
through correct transformation of the data, in some cases these tests remain unsuitable for
the data being analysed due to violation of underpinning assumptions (both due to
physiological complexities, and the presence of outliers or artefactual effects). By
contrast, non-parametric tests make little-to-no assumptions about the statistical
characteristics of data, and can therefore be better suited to the interrogation of data where
the distribution of the population data is unknown or skewed.

One commonly employed non-parametric alternative to the t-test in the comparison of
data between independent two groups is the Mann-Whitney U test, also named the
Wilcoxon rank sum test493–495. This test is performed as follows:
1. Data are ranked in order of increasing magnitude irrespective of their group, with
matching values both assigned a rank of the midpoint of the unadjusted ranks.
2. The ranks of the smaller group, or either of the groups if matched in size, are then
summated.
3. The test statistic, U, is calculated as follows:
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𝑈1 = 𝑅1 −

𝑛1 (𝑛1 + 1)
2

where n1 is the sample size for the smaller sample, and R1 is the sum of the ranks
in that sample.
4. The probability of the null hypothesis being true (p) can then be ascertained from
this U statistic based on tabulated values.
Another frequently employed non-parametric test is the Wilcoxon sign rank test495, which
can be used to determine the probability of a measured value or the difference between
paired measured values (not) being a hypothesised value, such as zero. This test is
therefore comparable in its applications to those of the parametric one sample and paired
t-tests, with this test also requiring each sample/pair of samples to be independent from
one another. To calculate the test statistic for comparison of the data to zero the following
steps are taken:
1. If investigating paired data, the absolute value of the difference between pairs are
calculated and used in the remaining steps. Otherwise, single data samples are
used.
2. Data values equal to zero are excluded.
3. The absolute values of the remaining data are ranked from smallest to largest.
Matching values are ranked to the average of the ranks over which they range.
4. The test statistics W+ and W- are calculated as follows495:
𝑁−

𝑊+= ∑ 𝑅𝑖+
𝑖+=1
𝑁−

𝑊−= ∑ 𝑅𝑖−
𝑖==1

where N+ is the number of data points greater than 0 and 𝑅𝑖+ is the rank of the ith
(single or difference between pairs) data value greater than 0, N- is the number of
data points less than 0 and 𝑅𝑖− is the rank of the ith (single or difference between
pairs) data value less than 0.
5. The probability of the null hypothesis being true (p) can then be ascertained from
these W statistics based on tabulated values.
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The use of ranks in these tests limits the effect of outliers on the test statistic, which can
be particularly influential over parametric test statistics. The disadvantage of using nonparametric tests compared to their parametric counterparts is that they may have lesser
statistical power where the assumption of normality is valid493. However, given the
sample sizes employed for each experiment within this project (tens of subjects per
group), the use of non-parametric testing was deemed to be more robust and suitable for
the required EEG data testing. In the case of TMS data, where approximately 10 ALS
patient datasets per comparison were available, parametric testing (i.e. t-tests) were used
where the data met the assumptions of the test, and non-parametric testing was used
otherwise.
4.3.1.2. Controlling the false discovery rate

Typically for a single hypothesis test, researchers require the probability of the null
hypothesis being true (p) to be less than 5% (i.e. p<0.05) to have sufficient confidence
that the null hypothesis can be rejected and the difference/change observed to be
“statistically significant”.
Such a statistical test may be performed numerous times to test a hypothesis separately
for numerous variables measured collected within an experiment, for example, the
hypothesis that ALS patients and controls differ in activity at source j, where j=(1,2…n).
In such cases, the number of false positive findings (type I error, α) within this family of
tests increases. Accordingly, additional steps, typically referred to as “multiple
comparison correction” must be taken to counteract this phenomenon. One of the most
mathematically straightforward methods of such correction is the Bonferroni method. In
this method, the threshold p value, below which a difference/change is deemed
“statistically significant”, is divided by the number of comparisons. While this method is
suitable for small numbers of comparisons, this correction is increasingly stringent with
increasing size of the comparison family. Statistical power is accordingly limited,
resulting in high type II error (β, false negative findings)496.
Such multiple comparison correction tests aim to limit the familywise error rate, defined
as “the probability of making any error in a given family of inferences”497 but typically
considered specifically with respect to type I error.
An alternative method of accounting for this multiplicity problem with greater statistical
power is to control the false discovery rate (FDR), “the proportion of errors committed
by falsely rejecting null hypotheses”. A method to do so was proposed in 1995 by
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Benjamini and Hochberg, accordingly referred to as the Benjamini-Hochberg method498.
This method aims to define an alternative criterion based on q (as FDR), which is the ratio
of the falsely-discovered values among all of the detections from the family of p-values
in multiple tests. Therefore, a criterion such as p < 0.05, is substituted with a similar (but
not exactly the same) criterion q = 0.05. The p-values that pass this q threshold represent
differences that match the FDR criterion at the chosen q. In the procedure for FDR
correction, the p-values are adjusted to an increased value so that those which remain
below the critical p value (typically 0.05) will only incorrectly reject the null-hypothesis
at the desired FDR (typically 0.05 or 0.1). This is achieved as follows:
1. The p values are ranked (i) from smallest (i=1) to largest (i=n).
2. In order of descending rank, each p value is adjusted so that the adjusted p value
is either the adjusted P value of rank i+1, or n/i, whichever is smallest.
3. Those adjusted P values that are smaller than the chosen FDR are considered to
be significant with the FDR controlled to the desired rate.
This method typically provides greater statistical power relative to the aforementioned
Bonferroni method498. This method was therefore employed for multiple comparison
correction in this project. Following the FDR procedure, it is possible to report the
corrected p-values at the specified q, or report the original p-values and indicate the pvalues that pass the q threshold.
4.3.1.3. Empirical Bayesian Inference (EBI)

Bayesian inference is a form of statistical interference (i.e. assuming information about
the population distribution based on analysis of a representative sample). Bayesian
inference involves the application of Bayes’ theorem to update the probability of a
hypothesis as more information comes to be known. Bayes’ theorem describes the
probability of an occurrence, based on prior knowledge related to that occurrence. This
allows the probability of an occurrence for a given individual to be more accurately
estimated than by assuming that the individual is typical of the population. The theorem
is stated by the following equation:
𝑃(𝐴|𝐵) =

𝑃(𝐵|𝐴) ∙ 𝑃(𝐴)
𝑃(𝐵)

Where 𝐴 and 𝐵 are occurrences, 𝑃(𝐴|𝐵) is the conditional probability of 𝐴 occurring
given that 𝐵 is true (or has happened), also referred to as the posterior probability, 𝑃(𝐵|𝐴)
is the conditional probability of 𝐵 occurring given that 𝐴 is true, also referred to as the
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likelihood, 𝑃(𝐴) is the probability of 𝐴 being true, referred to as the prior probability, and
𝑃(𝐵) is the probability of 𝐵 being true 497.
Bayesian inference involves the following central components:
i.

Obtain the likelihood, P(B|A), which describes how the data B arises given
unknown parameter A.

ii.

Determine the prior distribution, P(A), describing what is known about A before
observing the data

iii.

Apply Bayes’ theorem to determine the posterior distribution, P(A|B), describing
what is known about A having observed the data

iv.

Derive appropriate inferences from the posterior distribution such as point
estimates, interval estimates or probabilities of a hypothesis based on the posterior
distribution.

The term “empirical” refers to the inference being made based on an estimate of the prior
probability from current numerical (typically multivariate) observations, as opposed to
from laws, theories or previous knowledge or studies. Therefore empirical Bayesian
inference, or EBI, is a procedure in which the prior distribution required for Bayesian
inference is identified by empirical multivariate evidence, and specifically, the same data
from which the posterior distribution will be determined497. Such posterior probabilities
not only details the probability of an event of interest (such as a participant having ALS)
given the data but can also be related to frequentist measures such as the FDR and
statistical power. These additional measures provide a more informative statistical
inference of the nature and extent to which groups differ by large scale multivariable
measures beyond typically cited p values, which solely describe the probability of the null
hypothesis being true498.

EBI is a useful method where the number of variables being measured per individual is
high enough that allows the empirical estimation of the prior probability. This can be
much greater than the number of individuals being measured, which is often the case in
modern clinical research and renders the data unsuitable for other classic predictor
methods499. In the case of this project, the number of sources modelled in the brain tissue
(>1000) following source localisation of EEG data, is at least an order of magnitude
greater than the number of subjects studied. One of the frequently employed mitigations
for this issue is cluster-based permutation500, however this has 3 main limitations:
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i.

The fundamental assumption that significant effects/changes are spatially
clustered is not always valid, limiting power to detect small clusters across the
spatial plane.

ii.

The definition of a cluster is arbitrary

iii.

This method does not provide posterior probability or statistical power estimates.

Therefore, EBI was employed here, using z-transformed non-parametric test statistics, to
generate descriptive, detailed inferences regarding the differences in cortical activity
between baseline and post-stimulus time windows (test statistic: rank sum W495) and
between ALS patients and healthy controls (test statistic: area under the receivership
operating characteristic curve, AUROC, the probability of the data in one group being
larger than the other501) while accounting for multiple comparisons.
In brief (described in detail by Nasseroleslami et al.502) the following steps the following
steps

take

place

in

the

EBI

toolbox

employed

for

this

analysis

(https://github.com/NeuroMotor-org/EBI):
i.

The z-transformed test statistic (z) was calculated for each variable (for example
each source defined within the brain).

ii.

Gaussian mixed model analysis is then employed to determine the probability
density function f(z) from the pooled z statistics, with the Akaike Information
Criteria informing the decision of optimal model fit.

iii.

Bootstrapping was implemented by resampling the data with substitution B0 times
and used to calculate zj values at each iteration as in step 2. The data from all
bootstraps and all source power variables were pooled to estimate the null
distribution f0(z).

iv.

Prior probability p0 was estimated based on the assumption that at the maximum
value of f0(z), f1(z)=0. Using the previous estimates of f(z) and f0(z), p0 was
calculated as follows:
𝑝0 =

𝑓(𝑧)
𝑓0 (𝑧)

where z is the z statistic for the median of the null data.
v.

The posterior probability of the null and alternative hypothesis being true given
the data, P0 and P1 respectively, were estimated from the null distribution and
pooled probability density function according to Bayes’ theorem as follows:
𝑃0 (𝑧) =
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𝑝0 ∙ 𝑓0 (𝑧)
𝑓(𝑧)

𝑃1 (𝑧) = 1 − 𝑃0 (𝑧)
vi.

Type I error (α), II error (β) and FDR (see section 4.3.1.2) were calculated from
the afore-estimated posterior probabilities and functions by integration.

vii.

To account for multiple comparisons, a chosen FDR (0.05 or 0.1 depending on
the nature of the comparison) was used as a frequentist method to determine
significant differences in source activity. A mask of logical values for each source
is generated which is only true (i.e. equal to 1) for those values deemed significant
at this FDR. This mask is applied to the test statistic values of all sources and
plotted onto the corresponding source coordinates within the head model
cortex/model MRI scan. As a result, the significant sources, for whom the test
statistic is illustrated, can be considered to be significant with a type I error rate
of, at most, the chosen FDR.

4.4.

Participant recruitment

As inclusion and exclusion criteria for participants varied between studies, these criteria
are defined for each study across chapters 5-7. All participants took part on a voluntary
basis. All participants were capable of giving informed consent. Some control and ALS
patient volunteers took part in more than one study as part of this project, however cohorts
differed overall across each study. The specific demographics of each cohort included per
analysis are detailed in chapters 5-7.
4.4.1. ALS patient recruitment
Throughout the project, individuals diagnosed with possible, probable or definite ALS
according to the El Escorial Criteria Revised63 were recruited from the Irish National ALS
Clinic, at Beaumont Hospital Dublin. Patients were approached, if appropriate, by a
member of the Academic Unit of Neurology, to ask if they were interested in hearing
about ongoing research of ALS at a future time. If the patient consented, they were
contacted by the experimenter after at least one week by phone or email to discuss specific
information about the study/studies of interest and any questions regarding participation
from the patient were answered. If the participant was then willing to take part and
deemed suitable according to the study’s inclusion and exclusion criteria, they were
scheduled for a research session appointment at their earliest convenience. Patient
participants were informed at recruitment that the study is longitudinal (up to five
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sessions, T1-T5, approximately every four to six months), but were not required to
commit to all follow up sessions in order to take part, as high dropout was expected by
session four and five (>1 year after baseline recording) due to disease progression.
Participant drop out was due to inability to attend the hospital and/or sit upright, relaxed
and still due to motor disability.
4.4.2. Healthy control recruitment
Throughout the project, individuals without any neurological, psychiatric or muscular
disease diagnoses were recruited to each EEG- and TMS-based study. Those with a first
degree relative with ALS were also not eligible, to avoid potential inclusion of individuals
with premorbid familial ALS pathology or ALS-related, subthreshold pathobiology.
Control participants were recruited via advertisement of the study and call for volunteers
to spouses and friends of ALS patients and through public advertising of the Academic
Unit of Neurology’s research studies. In order to maintain age-matched patient and
control cohorts, recruitment of control volunteers between the ages of eighteen and thirty
years old was limited to match the low frequency of ALS patient participants of this age
bracket within each study.

4.5.

Clinical, cognitive and behavioural measures

Clinical, behavioural and cognitive scores collected by the Academic Unit of Neurology
and the National ALS Clinic, independently of this research project, were obtained for
correlation analyses with measures collected as part of this thesis. If time-sensitive (e.g.
tests of symptom severity), data measured at suitable times relative to study participation
was used for correlation analyses (further information on permitted time intervals are
described in chapters 5-7).
4.5.1. ALS functional rating scale revised (ALSFRS-R)
The ALSFRS-R is a 48 point semi-quantitative scoring scale for the measurement of ALS
motor symptom severity. The ALSFRS-R is a revision of the original, 40 point ALS
functional rating scale, which consists of 10 subscores ranging from 0 to 4 (4 being
normal function). These subscores address impairments of daily living due to motor
symptoms of ALS503. The ALSFRS-R replaces one of these subscores, regarding
breathing, with three respiratory subscores regarding dyspnoea, orthopnoea and use of
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mechanical respiratory aids, such that the total score range is 0 to 48 (48 being normal
function)504.
The ALSFRS-R was recorded for most ALS patients who took part in the studies of this
project at least once, independently of study participation. Scores were determined by a
neurologist or suitably trained member of the Academic Unit of Neurology research team,
during patient attendance of the Irish National ALS Clinic.
4.5.2. Date of onset and survival time
All ALS patients who took part in this research consented to be listed in the Irish Registry
of Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis and Motor Neurone Disease. As part of their enrolment
to the Registry by Register Managers, patients were asked to recall the date of first
symptom onset, which was recorded as the date of onset of ALS symptoms. If the specific
date could not be recalled, the first day of that month was noted as the date of onset. In
the event of death, the date of death was obtained for ALS patients enrol on the register
via contact from patient relatives/carers and monitoring of public death notices. Survival
time was subsequently calculated as the time between date of death and reported date of
onset for deceased individuals.
4.5.3. Cognitive and behavioural testing
ECAS, Beaumont Behavioural Inventory (BBI) and Delis-Kaplan Executive Function
System (D-KEFS) Colour Word Interference Test (CWIT) scores were collected by
trained members of the Psychology Strand of the Academic Unit of Neurology as part of
concurrent psychological ALS research projects.
4.5.3.1. Beaumont Behavioural Inventory (BBI)

The BBI is a 41-item behavioural, self-explanatory questionnaire for caregivers of ALS
patients (higher ‘since the onset of MND’ scores indicate greater behavioural impairment
since symptom onset). This inventory was designed to measure changes in behaviour
associated with ALS while accounting for the influence of motor symptoms. The BBI is
demonstrated to be sensitive and specific in assessing the entire behavioural spectrum of
ALS505.
4.5.3.2. Edinburgh Cognitive and Behavioural Assessment Scale (ECAS)

The ECAS is a screening tool designed to detect the profile of cognition and behaviour
changes in ALS and to differentiate this profile from other disorders. The ECAS takes
approximately 15 to 20 minutes to complete, enabling screening of ALS patients for
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cognitive and behavioural impairment during clinic visits. The Screen includes an ALSspecific score, incorporating executive functions, social cognition, verbal fluency and
language tasks, an ALS non-specific score, incorporating memory and visuospatial
tasks506,507. Larger scores indicate better task performance. Those who were flagged as
having abnormally poor ECAS scores, based on established cut-off scores, underwent a
detailed (2-3 hour long) battery of psychological tests as part of a concurrently running
psychological research project, which included the D-KEFS CWIT508. Those assessed
cross-sectionally via the ECAS were tested using version A of the ECAS. Those who
provided subsequent further ECAS measurements were assessed via version B and C at
follow up times to avoid practice effects influencing these measures509.
4.5.3.3. Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System (D-KEFS) Colour Word
Interference Test (CWIT)

The CWIT is one of a nine standalone tests that compose the D-KEFS508. The CWIT tests
language and executive skills via its subscores. The subject is first presented with a panel
of different coloured squares and timed as they name all their colours (Colour Naming
subscore), then presented with a panel of written names of colours in black ink and timed
as they read the words (Word Reading subscore). Then, the same list of colour names,
printed in ink of the colours shown in the colour naming task, is presented. For the
Inhibition subscore they are required to name the colours of the ink, and not read the
words written in that colour ink, and for the Inhibition Switching subscore, the participant
is required to alternate between reading the word and naming the ink colour. The
inhibition subscore tests the ability to inhibit the overlearned response of reading the
printed word in order to produce the conflicting response of naming the unmatching ink
colour that the word is printed in, while the inhibition/switching subscore measures both
inhibition and cognitive flexibility510. The CWIT was measured only in those who were
flagged as cognitively impaired by the ECAS, and volunteered to take part in a
concurrently running psychological research study, which was undertaken in participant’s
homes511.

4.6.

Ethical approval and informed consent

Ethical approval was obtained from the ethics committee of Beaumont Hospital (REC
reference: 13/102) for the collection of EEG data recorded before the onset of this project
(which contributed towards the dataset utilised in MMN analyses), and from the St.
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James's Hospital (REC reference: 2017-02, see appendix 4.1) for the collection of all EEG
and TMS data recorded during this project. All participants provided written informed
consent before participation (see consent forms in appendices 4.2-4.5). All work was
performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
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5. Results: The Mismatch Negativity Response
Published Work List
The work described in section 5.1 has been published in the peer-reviewed journal
NeuroImage: Clinical103 as:
McMackin R, Dukic S, Broderick M, et al. Dysfunction of attention switching networks
in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. NeuroImage: Clinical 2019;22:101707.
Section 5.1 contains all figures (1-6) and tables 2 and 3 as well as the results and
discussion section text in full from this publication. Introduction and methods section text
from this publication have been abbreviated in this chapter to avoid repetition of the
contents of chapters 1-4.
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5.1.

Cross-sectional event related potential analysis

5.1.1. Introduction
5.1.1.1. MMN an Index of Cognitive Decline

Multiple hypotheses have been proposed regarding the cortical function(s) measured by
MMN, including both sensory and cognitive components of auditory processing. MMN
was first described by Näätänen et al. in 1978, who hypothesised that the waveform
resulted from comparison of a deviant input to a sensory memory template. It was also
suggested that MMN might represent recognition of target criteria fulfilment512, however
such a “relevance effect” was considered unlikely as attention to the stimulus did not
affect the waveform513. This was subsequently supported by multiple studies
demonstrating MMN in the absence of attention514, including in sleeping infants515 or
those in a vegetative state516. The MMN was therefore proposed to reflect an automatic
detection of sensory change and modification of the physiological model of the
environment to incorporate this new stimulus, referred to as the model adjustment
hypothesis514.
An additional automatic attention‐switching process related to the frontal generators was
then proposed to occur on the basis that right frontal sources were activated irrespective
of the ear detecting the stimulus change266,517. This is believed to reflect the call to switch
attention to changes in the unattended environment514, the occurrence of which is
supported by autonomic responses such as heart rate and skin conductance changes
following MMN

518

as well as many other studies519–521. An alternative adaptation

hypothesis, first proposed by May et al. in 1999522–524, hypothesised that the MMN
response results from cortical adaptation to monotonous stimuli, with MMN reflecting
the difference between N1 to a novel sound and a lower amplitude, higher latency N1
generated by repetitive standard tones. This hypothesis has been supported by later
studies, such as those of Jääskeläinen et al.525 and Ulanovsky et al.,526 (for review see
527

). However, an exclusively auditory hypotheses cannot account for the established

prefrontal activation during MMN.
Indeed, source localisation of PET, EEG, fMRI and MEG-derived MMN has reliably
highlighted both the superior temporal and inferior frontal gyri as important sources of
this signal266,528–530, demonstrating that volume conduction alone does not account for
frontal MMN. Furthermore, those with lesions of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex have
also been found to have reduced MMN amplitudes531. Source localisation across the
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MMN timeframe has additionally revealed two subcomponents, an early, sensory
component that is maximal in the late N1 range (105-125ms post-stimulus) generated by
temporal sources and a later, cognitive component (170-200ms post-stimulus), generated
by frontal and temporal sources266,517,532. These temporal sources are attributed to sensory
memory and change detection while the later active, frontal sources are attributed to
involuntary attention switching in response to change266,517,533,534.
Hence, source-localised MMN affords the benefit of separately interrogating each of
these functions and the neural network which generate them, both in healthy individuals
and those with neurological diseases. This is supported by several previous studies in
different neurological and neuropsychiatric diseases, where MMN has been used as an
index of abnormal auditory perception, involuntary attention switching, pathological
brain excitability and cognitive and functional decline (see 535–539 for reviews).
5.1.1.2. Identifying the Sources of MMN Change in ALS

Using qEEG to measure MMN, we have recently shown a functional change in the
underlying networks in ALS, with MMN being significant in healthy controls from 105271ms post-stimulus and having an increased average delay within the 100-300ms poststimulus window in ALS267. Due to the limited spatial resolution of sensor space studies,
however, the specific sources contributing to MMN change and the nature of their
dysfunction in ALS remains unclear. We therefore were unable to specify which network
components indexed by MMN are affected by ALS pathology.
In this study we have used high-density qEEG in combination with each of three source
localisation methods to determine and cross-validate the locations of MMN generators,
and to measure differences in their activity between ALS patients and healthy controls.
Here we show how the dysfunction of each source of MMN is affected by ALS,
characterised by both under-active and over-active sources contributing to the abnormal
response.
5.1.2. Methods
5.1.2.1. Ethical Approval

Ethical approval was obtained from the ethics committee of Beaumont Hospital (REC
reference: 13/102) and the St. James's Hospital (REC reference: 2017-02) as described in
section 4.6
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5.1.2.2. Inclusion Criteria

Patients were over 18 years of age and diagnosed within the previous 18 months with
Possible, Probable or Definite ALS in accordance with the El Escorial Revised Diagnostic
Criteria.
5.1.2.3. Exclusion Criteria

Patients with Transient Ischemic Attack, Multiple Sclerosis, stroke, seizure disorders,
brain tumours, structural brain diseases and other comorbidities were excluded. Those
currently taking neuro- or myo-modulatory medications other than riluzole (e.g. muscle
relaxants, antidepressants, antipsychotics, benzodiazepines or other anxiolytics) were
excluded.
5.1.2.1. Clinical and psychological scores

A contemporaneous ALSFRS-R504 score was available in 51 patients. 27 patients also
undertook the D-KEFS CWIT508, which is a test of attention shift, inhibitory control, error
monitoring and cognitive flexibility (see section 4.5).
5.1.2.2. Demographics of Patients and Controls

A total of 95 ALS patients and 43 controls underwent recording. 58 ALS patients (f/m:
20/38; age: 59.2 years, range: 29-81 years) and 39 healthy controls (f/m: 28/11; age: 58.9
years, range: 36-78 years) were included in final analyses. Data with poor recording
quality (determined by the lack of auditory evoked potentials), were excluded. Eight
controls and 44 patients were also included in our previous sensor-space analysis267.
Within the ALS group, 44 patients had spinal onset, 12 bulbar, and 2 thoracic onset. All
patients were tested for the hexanucleotide repeat expansion in C9orf72, of whom 7 were
positive (C9orf72+). Twelve patients had a known family history of at least one first or
second degree relative with ALS, 3 of whom carried the C9orf72 repeat expansion. One
additional patient had a known family history of at least one first or second degree relative
with frontotemporal dementia540. Mean ALSFRS-R was 37.8 with an interquartile range
(IQR) of 33.5-42. Mean disease duration was 1.83 years (IQR: 0.89-2.09) from estimated
symptom onset.
5.1.2.3. EEG Acquisition Experimental Paradigm

EEG acquisition and the employed experimental paradigm (auditory oddball paradigm)
are described in section 4.1.3.
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5.1.2.4. Data Analysis

EEG data were preprocessed as described in section 4.1.4.1. Source analysis was
performed by LCMV, eLORETA and dipole fitting. Sensor and source space analysis
pipelines are described in section 4.1.4.2. Mean number of included artefact-free
standard/deviant trials was 1267/144 for patients and 1223/146 for controls. For source
analyses the number of standard trials was matched to that of deviant trials by random
selection. Channels with continuously noisy data after pre-processing were excluded
(mean excluded channels ± standard deviation in controls: 1.59±1.65, patients:
1.52±1.55) and data from these channels were modelled by spline interpolation of
neighbouring channels for source analysis. Three different source localisation methods
were used to circumvent the limitations imposed by different mathematical assumptions
for finding a unique solution to the ‘inverse problem’ by each single method541 (table 2.1).
5.1.2.5. Statistics

LCMV and eLORETA
A 10 mm grid in the brain volume yields 733 sources excluding white matter (as modelled
by eLORETA) and 1726 sources including white matter (as modelled by LCMV). To
analyse these high-dimensional data, 10% FDR498 was used as a frequentist methods for
preliminary screening. Subsequently, EBI499 was used to find Bayesian posterior
probabilities, as well as achieved statistical power and AUROC. AUROC is a measure of
how well the test separates patient and control groups501 which ranges from 0 to 1, where
if the null hypothesis of no separation is true, AUROC equals 0.5. Therefore, the further
the value of AUROC from 0.5, the greater the separation.
Dipole fitting
Dipole power for each of the four modelled dipoles in the complete ALS group as well
as C9orf72+, C9orf72−, bulbar-onset and spinal-onset subgroups were compared by
Mann-Whitney U test494. Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons established a
significance threshold of p <0 .0025. AUROC and statistics were also calculated for each
dipole by empirical bootstrapping-based inference502.
Neuropsychology correlation
Spearman's rank partial correlation542 (which is inherently robust to outliers) was used to
individually compare changes in EEG source power to CWIT performance (colour
naming, word reading, inhibition and inhibition switching times in seconds) while
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correcting for speech impairment (ALS-FRS speech score on the day of testing) and age.
CWIT was investigated on the basis of a previously identified correlation between sensorlevel MMN average delay and performance in this task267. Correlations were performed
for power in each fitted dipoles and for the mean power in the left superior and medial
frontal gyri (combined), primary motor cortex and posterior parietal cortex, according to
the AAL atlas487. Multiple comparison correction was by Bonferroni correction. BBI505
and ECAS511 data were also available, however the main scores of these measures showed
no significant correlation to source activity and were, therefore, not investigated further.
5.1.3. Results
5.1.3.1. Dipole fitting

Locations of dipole fits are illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Control and patient groups showed
similar goodness of fit (median (IQR) residual variance in patients: 23.32% (15.2430.2%), controls: 24.39% (15.55-35.49%)). P-values obtained by Mann-Whitney U-test
comparison of dipole power between ALS patients and healthy controls are summarised
in table 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Location of dipoles modelled by dipole fitting. Centroids of the left (blue)
and right (orange) superior temporal gyri and left (red) and right (green) inferior frontal
pars triangularis were used to seed dipoles for dipole fitting. Axial MRI view is from
above (L-Left, R-Right). This figure has been published in my paper McMackin et al.
2019b (figure 1), please see appendix 2.2.
Power was significantly lower in the IFG bilaterally as well as the left STG. AUROC
demonstrated that power in each of these three dipoles has good group discrimination
ability (table 5.1, Fig. 5.2). No differences were found between male and female patients
for any dipole (p=0.27-0.75, AUROC=0.42-0.58). The discrepancy from complete fit
indicated the presence of additional sources, which were subsequently aggregated by
eLORETA and LCMV.
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Table 5.1. Summary of P-values and AUROCs for each source modelled by dipole
fitting in ALS patients and subgroups compared to controls. All subgroups show
decreased power in inferior frontal and left temporal dipoles compared to controls.
Inferior frontal activity has excellent discrimination ability between C9orf72+ patients
and controls and good discriminating ability in other groups. P-values were obtained by
Mann-Whitney U test. AUROC given in parentheses. Bold indicates statistical
significance (p<0.0025). This table has been published in my paper McMackin et al.
2019b (table 2), please see appendix 2.2
Dipole
All
C9orf72+ C9orf72- BulbarSpinalLocation
Left IFG
Right IFG
Left STG
Right STG

5.16*10-6
(0.7741)
1.07*10-5
(0.7648)
9.30*10-6
(0.7666)
0.081
(0.6052)

6.87*10-4
(0.9084)
2.15*10-4
(0.9451)
0.016
(0.7912)
0.39
(0.6044)

1.98*10-5
(0.7637)
9.29 *10-5
(0.7416)
2.30*10-6
(0.761)
0.118
(0.5968)

onset

onset

1.22*10-3
(0.802)
2.37*10-5
(0.895)
2.64*10-3
(0.795)
0.035
(0.698)

1.22*10-3
(0.769)
1.74*10-4
(0.74)
2.40*10-4
(0.738)
0.23
(0.576)

Figure 5.2 ALS patients show decreased power in both inferior frontal gyri and the
left superior temporal gyrus. Boxes illustrate the interquartile range with whiskers
illustrating the maximum and minimum power (A-m) within twice the interquartile range
for ALS patients (P) and controls (C), determined by dipole fitting. Outliers are illustrated
in black. Dashed line caps up to two outliers beyond this value. L – Left, R – Right, IFG
– Inferior frontal gyrus, STG – Superior Temporal Gyrus. This figure has been published
in my paper McMackin et al. 2019b (figure 2), please see appendix 2.2.
5.1.3.2. eLORETA

ELORETA identified maximal intensity of neural activity during MMN in the left IFG
and bilateral STG and middle temporal gyri in controls (Fig. 5.3A), confirming the
localisation of major sources to those previously established, with the exception of the
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right IFG138,265,486. ALS patients showed a pattern of reduced activity in these sources,
consistent with the results of dipole fitting, as well as an increase in activity in posterior
sources (Fig. 5.3B). While the eLORETA estimated the general distribution pattern of
activity, the method’s low spatial resolution prevented the effects reaching statistical
significance.
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Figure 5.3. ELORETA identified a pattern of decreased activity in the left superior
temporal and inferior frontal sources, and an increase in activity in posterior
areas. Location of MMN sources with (A) top 50% of power (10*log10(Deviant power /
Standard power)) in healthy controls and (B) power differences >25% of maximum
between ALS patients and healthy controls as determined by eLORETA. Red denotes
increase in power, blue denotes decrease in power. Axial MRI views are from above (LLeft, R-Right). This figure has been published in my paper McMackin et al. 2019b
(figure 3), please see appendix 2.2.
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5.1.3.3. LCMV

LCMV identified sources of MMN similar to the findings of eLORETA (Fig. 5.4A) but
also identifying the right IFG as a source, as identified by previous studies

138,265,486

.

LCMV also detected a trend of reduced activity in these sources bilaterally, in keeping
with the results of dipole fitting and eLORETA, as well as an increase in activity in the
left parietal, central and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Fig 5.4B).
No significant differences were found between male and female patient sources
(αglobal=0.92, βglobal=0.075) or mean power of the left posterior parietal, motor or inferior
frontal cortices (p=0.56-0.89).
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Figure 5.4. LCMV identified a pattern of decreased activity in bilateral superior
temporal and inferior frontal sources, and an increase in activity in the left
hemisphere. Location of MMN sources with (A) top 25% of power (10*log10(Deviant
power / Standard power)) in healthy controls and (B) power differences >25% of
maximum between ALS patients and healthy controls as determined by LCMV
beamforming. Red denotes increase in power, blue denotes decrease in power. Axial MRI
views are from above (L-Left, R-Right). This figure has been published in my paper
McMackin et al. 2019b (figure 4), please see appendix 2.2.
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This increase reached statistical significance (Fig. 5.5, FDR=10%, statistical
power=0.58). Based on interpolation with an AAL atlas, sources with significantly
increased activity included the superior parietal lobe and precuneus, motor structures
including the primary motor cortex, supplementary motor area and mid cingulum, as well
as the mid frontal gyrus of the left hemisphere (table 5.2).

Figure 5.5. Increased activity in the left posterior parietal, central and dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex in ALS is statistically significant. Statistically significant (false
discovery rate=10%) differences in power between ALS patients and healthy controls as
determined by LCMV. Heat map values are AUROC-0.5. Red denotes AUROC>0.5
(i.e. values higher in ALS than controls), blue denotes decrease in AUROC<0.5 (i.e.
values lower in ALS than controls). Axial MRI views are from above (L-Left, R-Right).
This figure has been published in my paper McMackin et al. 2019b (figure 5), please
see appendix 2.2.
Positive correlations (Fig. 5.6) were found between CWIT inhibition-switching time (but
not other CWIT scores) and mean power in the left primary motor cortex (rho=0.45,
p=0.055), the superior and middle frontal gyri combined (rho=0.47, p=0.031) and the
posterior parietal cortex (rho=0.45, p=0.042), where greater inhibition-switching score
indicates more impaired cognitive flexibility and verbal inhibition510. P-values below 0.05
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in the prefrontal and parietal cortices did not survive multiple comparison correction,
likely due to the low number of CWIT scores available.

Figure 5.6. Increased activity in the posterior parietal and dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex correlates to poorer performance in cognitive switching tasks. Correlation of
inhibition/switching score (in seconds) for 27 patients with mean power in the left
primary motor cortex (red), posterior parietal cortex (PPC, green), and middle and
superior frontal gyri (M/SFG, blue) illustrated by scatterplot with line of best fit. This
figure has been published in my paper McMackin et al. 2019b (figure 6), please see
appendix 2.2.
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Table 5.2. Comparison of the head and source models, time windows and detected
source activity changes for each source localisation method used. L – left, R – right,
IFG – inferior frontal gyrus, STG – superior temporal gyrus. Arrows represent direction
of change in power. *Statistically significant (p<0.0025). BEM – Boundary element
model. This table has been published in my paper McMackin et al. 2019b (table 3), please
see appendix 2.2.
Method

Head/source

Time

model

(ms)

L

R

L

R

IFG IFG STG STG

Other
significant
source
changes

LCMV

ICBM152/personal
MRI BEM, 10mm
grid

100300

↓

↓

↓

↓

↑* Left
superior
parietal lobe,
precuneus,
primary motor
cortex,
supplementary
motor area,
mid cingulum,
mid frontal
gyrus

eLORETA

Colin27 MRI
BEM, 10mm grid
excl. white matter

100300

↓

↑

↓

↓

None

Dipole
fitting

ICBM152/personal
MRI BEM, 4
dipoles

105271
&
100300

↓*

↓*

↓*

↓

N/A

5.1.3.4. Differences between ALS Subgroups

C9orf72+ patients were not distinguished from C9orf72− patients by any localisation
method, nor were bulbar-onset from spinal-onset patients. This was likely due to
insufficient sample size. C9orf72− and spinal subgroups individually showed similar
patterns of significant difference to the full patient group across each localisation method.
Bulbar and C9orf72+ subgroups significantly differed from controls with respect to
bilateral IFG dipole activity, and exhibited better discrimination ability (summarised in
table 5.1). The discrimination ability of this difference was excellent for C9orf72+
patients (AUROC>0.9). CWIT and speech score data were insufficient (C9orf72+ n=0,
bulbar-onset n=3) for correlation analyses.
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5.1.4. Discussion
This study demonstrates that source localization of cognitive ERPs measured by EEG
reliably distinguishes attentional network changes in ALS patients compared to controls,
particularly in subgroups with higher prevalence of cognitive impairment45,411.
Furthermore, this study indicates for the first time a correlation between the activities of
specific sources underlying cognitive event-related potentials and cognitive performance
in a neurodegenerative disease. Compared with controls, ALS patients show decreased
activity in both inferior frontal gyri and the left superior temporal gyrus and increased left
posterior parietal and dorsolateral prefrontal activity. ALS patients also show
significantly increased activity in the left motor cortex.

5.1.4.1. Imbalance of Attention-Regulating Network Activity during Sensory
Processing in ALS

The superior temporal and inferior frontal gyri are well established sources of MMN
activity138,532,543. In this study, decreased activity in these regions was identified
independently using each of the methods, however, dipole fitting allowed for a more
temporally and spatially precise interrogation of these sources.
Repetitive TMS544 and non-word rhyming task studies545 have demonstrated the role of
the IFG in phonological working memory, where information about one stimulus is stored
for later comparison to a second. The IFG is also known to be active when ignoring
stimuli546 and is functionally connected to the default mode network547. This network is
active when directed attention is not required and is deactivated by goal-directed activity,
as defined by resting-state fMRI548. The activity of the default mode network is anticorrelated with that of the central executive network, where attention needs to be directed
to a task549. Inferior frontal source activity during the MMN is therefore consistent with
calling for a switch of attention to changes in the unattended environment (i.e. involuntary
attention switching), to which prefrontal MMN sources have previously been
attributed266,514,517.
The observed substantial reduction in IFG activity in ALS is correspondingly expected to
parallel impairments in these cognitive functions. As posterior parietal and dorsolateral
prefrontal cortices are nodes of the central executive network550, their abnormal activation
in combination with IFG dysfunction during MMN in ALS may represent a loss of
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balance between the activity of these attention-regulating networks417 resulting in
dysregulation of involuntary attention switching.
As participants were asked to ignore and not respond to stimuli in this study, attention
regulation could not be behaviourally measured during MMN recording. This hypothesis
is, however, supported by our preliminary findings of a positive correlation between
increases in left posterior parietal and dorsolateral prefrontal activity during MMN, and
the inhibition/switching score of the CWIT (and not other subscores of the CWIT). This
indicates that abnormal increase in the activity of this network conveys cognitive
inflexibility and disinhibition510. Such behavioural inflexibility and disinhibition is
consistent with incorrect orientation to irrelevant stimuli and is expected in those with
abnormal central executive network activation. Correspondingly, change in bilateral IFG
activity was shown to be an excellent discriminator of C9orf72+ and bulbar-onset ALS
subgroups, which are more prone to cognitive impairment45,411.
This imbalance hypothesis is also evidenced by data from previously reported functional
connectivity studies in ALS. For example, resting-state MEG has identified increased
functional connectivity between the left posterior cingulate and prefrontal cortices, as
well as within and between posterior parietal cortices, in addition to increased overall
parietal connectivity (e.g. node weight)393. Furthermore, resting state fMRI has
demonstrated increased left precuneus, posterior parietal and mid cingulate cortex
connectivity in addition to decreased inferior frontal connectivity551 in ALS.
Accordingly, the frontoparietal hyperactivity and inferior frontal depression observed in
our study may reflect a spread in pathological hyperactivity into cognitive networks,
which in turn alters the balance in normal network activity. Activation of the central
cortex in addition to cognitive network nodes during MMN in ALS may correspondingly
represent abnormal activation of networks connecting motor and cognitive areas. This is
consistent with previous physiological studies which have consistently identified
hyperactivity in upper motor neurons in ALS194 and loss of inhibitory control289.
ALSFRS-R total score showed no correlation to source activity - this is likely a reflection
of the relatively low burden disease in the majority of patients, and the study being
underpowered to explore the subscores of ALSFRS-R. However, previous studies have
shown that functional connectivity is increased with ALS and correlates with disease
severity552. A reduction in MMN in healthy individuals is also found to parallel increased
connectivity and decreased inhibitory control between underlying sources, particularly in
frontal nodes553. The recently demonstrated relationship between cognitive impairment
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and disease stage in ALS468 is therefore likely to reflect the spread of hyperactivity from
motor to cognitive networks.
5.1.4.2. Potentially Abnormal Function of Auditory Network in ALS

Temporal source activity has been attributed predominantly to sensory memory and
change detection in early MMN266,517,533,534; however, it has also been found to contribute
to MMN’s later attention switching component532. Furthermore, as the difference wave
early in the 100-300ms studied may also capture changes in N1527, temporal activity may
include sensory detection.
As STG contains the primary auditory cortex397 and has been shown to be active during
attention control554, the decrease in left STG activity identified here in ALS may represent
impairment in either auditory or cognitive networks. These findings, in addition to the
greater number of (excluded) patients lacking clear AEPs compared to controls, suggest
the additional presence of auditory network dysfunction in ALS. An additional
investigation of AEPs generated during a solely auditory task is required to investigate
this network further in ALS.
5.1.4.3. Harnessing the Advantages of Quantitative EEG

The detected changes in ALS reflect the additive benefits of physiological investigation
to those of structural imaging. The discriminative ability of these changes, determined by
the AUROC (up to 0.95 here) was comparable to, or better than, that achieved by fMRI
(AUROC=0.714)555 and sensor space qEEG (AUROC=0.69)267. This methodology
therefore has the potential to provide neurodegenerative disease markers prior to the onset
of discernible structural degeneration, allowing for earlier and more sensitive monitoring
of potential interventions.
5.1.4.4. Limitations

A sample size of 58 patients and limited availability of psychological and clinical test
scores restricted exploration of the relationship between cognitive symptoms and source
activity within subgroups of this heterogeneous condition. Further studies of larger
sample size are therefore warranted to explore such relationships and ALS inter-subgroup
differences with greater statistical power.
5.1.4.5. Conclusion

In conclusion, combining multiple localisation methods to determine the sources of ERPs
provides high spatial resolution to complement qEEGs’ excellent temporal resolution in
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the investigation of ALS-related network dysfunction. The use of this approach to localise
activity during other cognitive, motor and sensory tasks allows for detailed interrogation
of the location and nature of brain network disruption in neurodegenerative disorders,
with the potential to provide early, non-invasive and inexpensive biomarkers of
neurodegenerations or their subtypes.
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5.2.

Longitudinal event-related potential analysis

The work described in section 5.3 has been accepted for publication in the peer-reviewed
journal Neurobiology of Aging as:
McMackin R, Dukic S, Costello E, et al. Cognitive Network Hyperactivation and Motor
Cortex Decline Correlate with ALS Prognosis. Neurobiology of Aging. 2021 Mar 10 (In
Press).
Section 5.3 contains all figures (1-4) and tables (1-2) as well as the results and discussion
section text in full from this publication. Introduction and methods section text from this
publication have been abbreviated in this chapter to avoid repetition of the contents of
chapters 1-4.

5.2.1. Introduction
As ALS is highly heterogeneous in its progression between patients, the cross-sectional
analysis described in section 5.1 could not determine the temporal profile of the identified
cortical activity changes with respect to disease progression or determine whether such
changes can act as a marker of disease progression. In this section, the tracking of MMN
source activity changes in ALS over time is described. We sought to determine whether
progressive changes occur in cortical sources of neuro-electric activity that are abnormal
at baseline in ALS. We also aimed to investigate the relationship between any progressive
changes in network function and survival times and disease progression as measured by
functional (ALSFRS-R) and cognitive-behavioural scores (ECAS506 and BBI505). Finally,
to probe the prognostic utility of these electrophysiological measures and the relevance
of non-motor cortical pathology to ALS prognosis, we have investigated whether cortical
baseline activity and activity changes are predictive of ALS symptom progression after
one year and whether changes in non-motor function associated network hubs relate to
survival times.
5.2.2. Methods
5.2.2.1. Ethical Approval

Ethical approval and participant written consent were obtained as described in section
4.6.
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5.2.2.2. Inclusion Criteria

All participants were over 18 years of age and able to give informed written or verbal (in
the presence of two witnesses) consent. Patients were diagnosed with Possible, Probable
or Definite ALS in accordance with the El Escorial Revised Diagnostic Criteria556.
5.2.2.3. Exclusion Criteria

Exclusion criteria included multiple sclerosis, stroke, seizure disorders, brain tumours,
psychological and structural brain diseases and other relevant neuromuscular
comorbidities were excluded. Those currently taking neuro- or myo-modulatory
medications other than riluzole (e.g. muscle relaxants, antidepressants, antipsychotics,
benzodiazepines or other anxiolytics) were excluded.
5.2.2.4. Clinical and psychological scores

Longitudinal ALSFRS-R504, ECAS506,507, BBI505 and CWIT508 data (at least two data
points, collected at least 6 months apart) were only collected for those patients who
attended the National ALS Clinic/took part in concurrent psychology research (see
section 4.5) with frequency and timing which sufficiently overlapped with the patient’s
participation in this study (see section 5.2.3.1). Survival was calculated for deceased
patients as the number of months between symptom onset and death.
5.2.2.5. Participant demographics

A total of 71 ALS patients underwent longitudinal recording while 71 healthy controls
underwent a single recording session. Of those who underwent recording, 60 patients (17
female; age mean: 60.56 years, range: 32-81 years, standard deviation: 11.49 years) and
62 controls (42 female; age mean: 60.25 years, range: 36-82 years, standard deviation:
10.70 years) were included in final analyses as data lacking clear AEPs were excluded
(one participant, who did not report hearing issues, showed no AEP over three separate
recordings. Remaining excluded participants took part in two or three recordings,
showing AEPs in one recording, but no clear AEP in the other(s), due to similar baseline
and post-stimulus signal amplitudes. Due to lack of longitudinal data of sufficient quality,
they were therefore excluded). Patients and controls were age matched (p= 0.14) but not
gender matched (p=3.00*10-5, χ2=17.42), however we previously established no
significant difference between genders for these measures103, and we have included
gender as a factor in our statistical analysis. Controls did not undergo longitudinal
assessment (primarily driven by recruitment difficulty due to hesitation to enrol in
longitudinal studies). Significant individual test-retest stability has, however, been
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previously demonstrated for the MMN557, supporting the stability of measures in controls
as baseline.
ALSFRS-R data were available for 50 patients (n range: 2-20 data points, mean: 10.66).
Cognitive-behavioural data were available for 45 (ECAS n range: 2-5, mean: 3.48), 19
(BBI n range: 2-4, mean: 3.1) and 19 patients (CWIT n range: 3-4, mean: 3.84, one
lacking an inhibition switching subscore). The timespan of this data collection overlapped
with that of EEG data collection for all but 5 patients, who had a baseline EEG within 6
months after final ECAS follow-up and had either 3 or 4 ECAS data points each spanning
at least 14 months, facilitating reliable modelling. Time in months (median [range])
between baseline EEG and nearest data point collection was 0.53 [0-4.11] for ALSFRSR, 1.74 [0-6.74] for ECAS, 0.20 [0.03-2.10] for CWIT and 1.59 [0.19-5.36] for BBI.
Survival data (median: 49.93 months, interquartile range: 35.73-69.69 months) were
available for 38 patients, who were deceased by the time of analysis. Patient clinical
characteristics at baseline (EEG T1) are summarised in table 5.3. Overlap in cohort with
those included in our previous cross-sectional analysis103 includes 34 patients (including
all five C9orf72+ patients and six of those of bulbar onset) and 39 controls included in
this study.
Table 5.3. Summary of ALS patient clinical characteristics at baseline. IQR –
Interquartile range. Symptom onset date is determined by patient reported estimate.
50/9/1

Site of onset (spinal/bulbar/thoracic)
C9orf72 expansion carrier (n)

5

Comorbid FTD diagnosis

3

ALSFRS-R (median [IQR])

37.76 [35.80-41.42]

Months since symptom onset (median [IQR])

21.10 [12.26-40.30]
4.23 [1.4-7.15]

BBI (median [IQR])

113.26 [105.81-118.76]

ECAS total (median [IQR])
ECAS ALS specific (median [IQR])

85.30 [77.26-88.11]

ECAS ALS non-specific (median [IQR])

29.25 [26.75-31.89]

5.2.2.6. EEG Acquisition and Experimental paradigm

The experimental paradigm and data processing pipeline are illustrated (simplified) in
Fig. 5.7. EEG acquisition and the employed experimental paradigm (auditory oddball
paradigm) are described in section 4.1.3.
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Figure 5.7. Illustration of data collection and processing pipeline for each dataset.
Frequencies cited refer to the pitch of tones delivered (720Hz – Standard tone, 800Hz – Deviant
tone). AEP – Auditory evoked potential. MMN – Mismatch negativity. LCMV – Linearly
constrained minimum variance (beamforming). IFG – Inferior frontal gyrus. STG – Superior
temporal gyrus. L – Left, R – Right
5.2.2.7. Data Analysis

EEG signal processing
In total, Mean number of included artefact-free standard/deviant trials for controls was
1230/144 and for patients was 1274/145 at T1, 1230/141 at T2, 1182/136 at T3, 1195/136
at T4 and 1137/131 at T5. Therefore, following matching of standard trial numbers (e.g.
approximately 140 trials) clear individual AEPs were still obtained from trial means, in
alignment with trial numbers of other auditory EEG studies558–560. Preprocessing is
described in section 4.1.4.1.
Source analysis
Channels with continuously noisy data were excluded (controls mean [range]: 1.56 [1-7],
patients mean [range]: T1: 1.15 [0-5], T2: 1.38 [1-7], T3: 1.29 [1-4], T4: 1.23 [1-3], T5:
1.5 [1-4]) and modelled by spline interpolation of surrounding channels.
Brain, skull and scalp tissues were modelled using boundary element models. Personal
models were generated for 45 patients, using T1-weighted images from MRI (see section
4.1.4.2). These MRI were collected on the same day as baseline EEG recording, at the
Centre of Advanced Medical Imaging, St. James' Hospital. A ICBM152-based483 head
model was used for remaining patients and controls who declined to/were unsuitable to
undergo MRI. Comparable localization accuracy has been demonstrated for template-
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based and individualised boundary-element head models482,484, indicating that
personalised MRI scans were not essential for modelling. Further, as a single model was
used across timepoints for each individual, change in head tissue modelling was not a
confounding factor to change in source activity. For group level analyses, source position
coordinate vectors of personal MRI-based head models were warped to those of the
ICBM152-based headmodels to ensure matching sources were compared.
As we previously identified that the spatial precision of dipole fitting was best suited to
the study of the most consistently reported four sources of the MMN while LCMV
identified excessive activity of other cortical sources in ALS with better spatial resolution
than exact LORETA103 we have again used dipole fitting and LCMV for common and
uncommon MMN source analysis respectively (as described in section 4.1.4.2) in keeping
with our previous, cross-sectional protocol (section 5.1).
5.2.2.8. Statistics

Comparison of patient and control power
In order to investigate how ALS patient data varied over time relative to control baseline
(for example, to investigate if initially underactive sources become normally active or
hyperactive), longitudinal data were grouped for comparison to controls. Due to variable
intervals between EEG data collection (due to practical aspects and availability of
participants), patient longitudinal data were grouped according to months since first EEG:
0 months (i.e. T1, n=60), 3-7 months (n=51), 8-11 months (n=32), 12-15 months (n=24),
16-19 months (n=7) and 20-57 months (n=8) for comparison to control data. Each ALS
patient had a maximum of one data point per time group.
LCMV

For LCMV, a 10mm grid in the brain volume (including white matter regions) yielding
1726 modelled sources was implemented. In order to compare power between patients
within each time group to control values for all voxels throughout brain simultaneously,
a 10% False Discovery Rate562 was used as a frequentist method for preliminary screening
of significant activity difference, corrected across the 1726 source model voxels.
Subsequently, EBI499 was used to find Bayesian posterior probabilities, as well as
achieved statistical power and AUROC.
Dipole fitting

For lower dimensional comparison of dipole power for each of the four modelled dipoles,
data from the control and ALS patient groups were compared by Mann-Whitney U-test494.
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A 5% FDR was implemented using the Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) method498 to
account and correct for multiple comparisons, following the significance testing at
p<0.05. Specifically, this FDR was applied across the six time group power values
compared to controls power values across all 4 sources of interest (i.e. correction across
24 p-values).

Models of longitudinal change in source power
To investigate change in power over time within ALS patients, the fixed effect of time
since T1 and the random effects of delay from symptom onset, gender and age at baseline
were simultaneously investigated for each source by linear mixed effects models with the
following Wilkinson-style563 model description formula:
Power=Time since T1+(1|Delay from symptom onset)+(1|Sex)+(1|Age at baseline)+
(Time since T1|Patient)
Intercept and slope (to account for the repeated nature of the analysis) was permitted to
vary randomly per patient in all models. Group effect (i.e. patient or control) was not
incorporated into this analysis the main purpose is to test for longitudinal changes in
patients (not measured in controls). For source activity models of the LPPC, LDLPFC
and LM1, power was calculated from the mean activity of voxels within the region
demonstrating significant hyper activation in cross-sectional analysis. Power values were
normalised for linear mixed modelling by inverse normal transformation564 as residuals
were not normally distributed for IFG and STG models without transformation. The null
hypothesis of model residuals being normally distributed was accepted by Shapiro Wilks
tests for each model (p>0.05).
Linear regression models with time since T1 as the fixed variable and power at source of
interest as the dependent variable were also fitted for each source per individual. Robust
estimation was used where 3 or more data points were available. Linear regression
modelling facilitated clear illustration of the change in individual source activity over
time and allowed for assignment of rate of change values to each individual for correlation
analyses. Furthermore, these models allowed for estimation of power values for each
individual at common time points relative to baseline despite variation across and within
datasets in number of data points and intervals between data points and intervals (e.g.
power at one year after baseline). Second order models (curves) were calculated for all 7
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sources per individual, however no quadratic components were deemed significant by
sign rank testing495 (comparing the coefficient value to zero), so further analyses were
based on first order models.
Longitudinal analysis was performed with respect to baseline, rather than with respect to
patient reported disease onset (table 5.3) or time of diagnosis as timing of symptom onset
relative to underlying pathophysiology is highly variable in neurodegenerative disease,
patient reported disease onset may or may not represent true first disease symptoms as
early symptoms may be missed or unrelated events may attributed to the disease, and
ALS diagnosis occurs with substantial variation relative to symptom onset and initial
clinical presentation. While baseline referencing has similar limitations, it provides a
basis for the alignment of individual participation timelines.
Modelling functional and cognitive-behavioural scores for correlation
analysis
As intervals between EEG collection and psychological/motor test score collection varied
across individuals, linear regression models (robust estimation method used where 3 or
more data points were available) were generated for functional or cognitive-behavioural
measures (CWIT colour naming, word reading, inhibition and inhibition-switching
subscores, ECAS total, ECAS ALS-specific, ECAS ALS-nonspecific, ALSFRS-R and
BBI scores) for those individuals where two data points collected more than 6 months
apart were available. In these models, the functional/cognitive-behavioural measure was
the dependent variable and time since baseline EEG was the independent variable. Second
order models (curves) were also calculated for all measurements, however no quadratic
components were deemed significant by sign rank testing495 (comparing the coefficient
value to zero). Therefore, the slope (1st order coordinates) of each linear model was used
to quantify the rate of change for each measure per individual. Based on these models,
the values of each variable (e.g. motor and cognitive-behavioural test scores) at baseline
EEG (T1, i.e. 0 months) and after 12 months were calculated.
Correlations
Spearman’s non-parametric rank correlation542, which is robust to outliers

565

, was used

to investigate relationships between source activity changes, and between source activity
and psychological/motor test scores. Confidence intervals (95%) of rho values were
determined by bootstrapping of the rho statistic using 1000 bootstrap samples of the
patient dataset with the required clinical scores. Partial correlation was implemented for
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investigating relationships to CWIT scores, to account for ALSFRS-R speech score at
time of CWIT testing, as performance in this task is affected by speech impairment.
Multiple comparison correction across the 7 sources of interest, separately for ALS total
score (7 comparisons), ECAS total score (7 comparisons), survival (7 comparisons),
CWIT scores (4×7 comparisons) and BBI post MND score (7 comparisons) was
implemented using a 5% FDR, implemented using the Benjamini and Hochberg
method498.
Age and gender matching
The differences between age and gender in the patient and control groups were tested by
Mann-Whitney U test494 and chi-squared proportions test respectively.
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5.2.3. Results
5.2.3.1. Cross-sectional analysis

Baseline cross-sectional analysis in this cohort confirms the presence of previously
observed abnormal cognitive and motor cortical function. Subgroup cross-sectional
analysis was not repeated due to the high overlap of C9orf72+ and bulbar-onset patients
with our previous publication103 (reported in section 5.1).

At baseline, both IFG showed significantly reduced power (Fig. 5.8, left: p=0.0157, right:
p=0.0022) compared to controls, as we previously observed103. While the left STG
showed a trend of decreased activity in line with our previous findings, this difference
was not statistically significant (p=0.24). Baseline hyperactivity in left motor, posterior
parietal, dorsolateral prefrontal and mid cingulate cortices was again identified in T1
(baseline time point) recordings (appendix 5.3), consistent with our previously
findings103. Significantly increased activity was also observed within the left medial
occipital and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortices. Maximum AUROC was 0.67, in the
right middle frontal gyrus.
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Figure 5.8. Comparison of power in each source of MMN, modelled by dipole fitting,
between controls and patients at different follow-up times. Significant differences
(false discovery rate = 5%) are highlighted by asterisk(s). Red asterisks - Significant
increase in patient longitudinal time group power relative to controls. Blue asterisks Significant decrease in patient longitudinal time group power relative to controls.
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, X axis label shows the time range of the data (in months)
in each bin and [group n] values represent data points per bin. L/RIFG – Left/right inferior
frontal gyrus. L/RSTG – Left/right superior temporal gyrus. C – Controls.
5.2.3.2. Longitudinal analysis

Patients took part in a mean of 3.05 sessions (total recording number × number of patients:
2×25, 3×14, 4×14, 5×7), with no more than one visit per time point group but potential
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absence of data in an intermediate time group (for example, data grouped into 0 months,
3-7 and 12-15 months due to delay in return for third recording). Longitudinally, mean
residual variance of dipole fitting models was consistent across timepoints and groups
(controls: 22%, ALS baseline: 21%, ALS follow up: 3-7 months - 21%, 8-11 months 25%, 12-15 months - 21%, 16-19 months – 21%, 20-57 months - 18%), demonstrating
consistent goodness of fit. At follow up times the left IFG and STG (3-15 months postbaseline) and the right STG (3-19 months post-baseline) showed significantly greater
activity than controls, indicating a transition from decreased activity to a state of
hyperactivation (Fig. 5.8). By contrast, the initial hyperactivity observed in the left M1,
PPC and DLPFC returned to control levels of inactivity thereafter (no significant voxel
differences to be illustrated). Linear mixed effects modelling demonstrated significant
longitudinal decrease in bilateral IFG and STG power and significant longitudinal
increase in LDLPFC and LM1 (but not LPPC) power within patients with increasing time
from baseline (coefficient p-values reported in Fig. 5.9).
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Figure 5.9. Modelled source activity change across EEG recording sessions in
individual ALS patients. Asterisks indicate individual datapoints while lines represent
first order models of data change per participant. P-values listed are the uncorrected
values associated with the effect of time since baseline on power in these sources
ascertained by linear mixed effects modelling. Asterisks denote values deemed
statistically significant at a 5% FDR. **p<0.01, ****p<0.0001 X-axes have been limited
to 30 months for clarity (e.g. a single data point at 57 months is not shown). Power –
Power determined by dipole fitting in A-m, Std Pow – Standard power determined by
LCMV, Dev Pow – Deviant power determined by LCMV, M1 – Primary motor cortex,
PPC – Posterior parietal cortex, DLPFC – Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
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5.2.3.3. Correlation with clinical scores

Significant correlations between electrophysiological baseline measures or their rate of
change over time and clinical scores are summarised in table 5.4. Correlations not deemed
significant (corrected p>0.05) are not reported due to the extensive number of correlations
performed. All correlations deemed significant by Spearman rank correlation were also
deemed significant upon omission of extreme outliers and had a rho value 95%
confidence interval that did not cross zero.
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Table 5.4. Summary of statistics for significant correlations between EEG measures
and clinical characteristics in the ALS patient cohort. Confidence intervals are
determined by bootstrapping of the rho statistic using 1000 bootstrap samples of the
patient dataset with the required clinical scores (n). DLPFC – Left dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex, M1 – Left primary motor cortex, L/R – Left/right, STG – Superior temporal gyrus.
IFG – Inferior frontal gyrus. ECAS – Edinburgh Cognitive and Behavioural ALS Screen,
BBI – Beaumont Behavioural Inventory, CWIT - Delis-Kaplan Executive Function
System Colour-Word Interference Test. ALSFRS-R – Revised ALS Functional Rating
Scale
Clinical
characteristic

EEG
measure

n

Source

Rho

p

Bootstrappingderived rho
confidence
interval

Motor
ALSFRS-R
slope

Slope

50

RSTG

-0.40

0.0042

[-0.62,-0.14]

LIFG
RIFG
LSTG
RSTG

0.43
0.47
-0.37
-0.39

0.0022
0.00058
0.0087
0.0058

[0.14,0.61]
[0.20, 0.67]
[-0.59, -0.06]
[-0.61, -0.10]

LIFG

0.49

0.0016

[0.17, 0.69]

RIFG
LSTG
RSTG

0.48
0.47
0.48

0.0023
0.0032
0.0025

[0.21, 0.67]
[0.15, 0.68]
[0.24, 0.68]

19 DLPFC

-0.68

0.0017

[-0.84, -0.39]

46 DLPFC

-0.41

0.0056

[-0.60, -0.12]

18

LSTG
RSTG

0.60
0.60

0.0088
0.0086

[0.13, 0.88]
[0.19, 0.85]

LIFG
LSTG
RSTG

0.61
0.73
0.66

0.0098
0.00094
0.0037

[0.17, 0.84]
[0.35, 0.92]
[0.27, 0.86]

Power at
baseline
ALSFRS-R
baseline
Survival
Survival

at

time

38

(months)

Behavioural
BBI score 1 year
after baseline
Cognitive
ECAS
total
score 1 year
after baseline
CWIT
word
reading
score
slope
CWIT inhibition
switching score
slope
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Survival
Both IFG and STG baseline activity values correlated with survival, illustrating that those
with more severely decreased activity at baseline had a poorer outcome.

ALSFRS-R
The mean slope of ALSFRS-R change was 0.57 points per month (range=-1.83-0.074,
p=1.02*10-9). Strong significant positive correlations were identified between ALSFRSR slope and baseline left and right IFG activity. This illustrates that those with lower
baseline IFG activity progressed more rapidly (i.e. have a faster rate of ALSFRS-R
decline). Further, a significant negative correlation between slope of right STG
engagement over time and ALSFRS-R slope was observed (i.e. those whose right STG
became more rapidly hyperactive experienced faster ALSFRS-R decline). A significant
negative correlation between ALSFRS-R score at baseline recording and STG power at
baseline recording was also identified.

Cognitive and behavioural tasks
Slope in word reading score positively correlated with baseline STG activation (i.e. those
patients with higher STG engagement at baseline had a faster rate of decline in language
function). Rate of change in CWIT inhibition-switching score also correlated with
baseline LIFG and bilateral STG activity (i.e. more rapid decline in cognitive flexibility
correlates with higher baseline activity in these sources). LDLPFC activity at baseline
was negatively correlated with model-interpolated total BBI score (higher score indicates
greater behavioural impairment) and ECAS total score (lower score indicates greater
cognitive impairment) 12 months later. DLPFC correlations to concurrent BBI and ECAS
total scores were not significant with multiple comparison correction.
Correlation between sources
No significant correlations were found between individual model slopes for left
M1/DLPFC/PPC and those for the left and right IFG or STG (n=60 per correlation, 8
correlations performed, all p > 0.39, all |rho| <0.12).
5.2.4. Discussion
This study demonstrates that source localized EEG can detect impairments in different
regions (nodes) of cortical networks related to ALS progression and may provide useful
insight on how the diseases progression takes place. We have identified the emergence of
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progressive cognitive network hyperactivation in ALS which precedes clinical decline.
In addition, we have demonstrated that by directly measuring cortical activity, EEG can
detect early pathophysiology that predicts current and later cognitive and behavioural
symptoms, as well as functional decline measured by ALSFRS-R, and survival.
5.2.4.1. Initial Suppression and Subsequent Hyperactivation of the IFG and
STG

We previously postulated that decrease in power in IFG and STG sources of MMN
reflected an early imbalance between activity in the attentional control networks, with the
central executive network being overactive and these nodes suppressed103. Our
longitudinal data now show that previously observed suppressed nodes become
progressively more active to the point of hyperactivation by attention-demanding stimuli
with disease progression, as evidenced by significantly greater activity at follow up time
points relative to controls as well as relative to baseline. Significant negative correlation
between ALSFRS-R score at baseline and STG activation at baseline also highlights that
STG suppression is associated with early stages of ALS. These data support the
hypothesis that as ALS progresses, initially hyperactive nodes subsequently decline,
while hyperactivity spreads to other areas, such as the IFG and STG.
Baseline IFG and STG suppression correlates with shorter survival time, with baseline
IFG suppression also correlating to more rapid motor decline. However, greater STG
activation at baseline correlates with more rapid deterioration in performance in the
CWIT word reading task, indicating that hyperactivation of the STG may have pathogenic
effects on language functions, known to be affected in some ALS patients566. This is in
keeping with previous evidence that the STG contributes to language impairment in ALS
(for review see Pinto-Grau et al., 2018). A similar correlation was identified between
baseline STG and left IFG activity and CWIT inhibition switching score slope. In the case
of the STG, this is likely to reflect the aforementioned relationship to language
impairment. However in the case of the left IFG, as no significant correlations to colour
naming or word reading scores were identified, this correlation indicates a relationship
between hyperactivation of the IFG and impaired response inhibition, for which the left
IFG has previously been deemed ‘critical’567. Taken together, these correlations indicate
that those with strong baseline suppression of the IFG and STG experience a fast
progressing form of ALS, while those who demonstrated higher IFG and STG activation
at baseline may experience a slower progressing form of ALS wherein pathological
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hyperactivity has time to spread to cognitive and language regions, driving extramotor
impairment.

5.2.4.2. Initial Hyperactivation and Progressive Inactivity of the Motor and
Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex

Our data show that initial hyperactivity occurs in the primary motor cortex and
neighbouring DLPFC, a finding supported by fMRI and other electrical source imaging
studies341,568. As MMN is a non-motor task, motor cortex hyperactivity may reflect
dysregulated inhibitory and/or excitatory input to the upper motor neurons from networks
that are activated by the task.
Hyperexcitability of upper motor neurons has also been consistently identified by TMS
studies, which demonstrate a reduction in the stimulation required to elicit a motor
response. These studies have attributed motor cortical hyperexcitability to loss of
GABAA inhibitory interneuron function71.
It is likely that this dysfunction characterized in the motor cortex subsequently emerges
in the prefrontal and temporal cortex, driving the longitudinal pattern of progressive
cortical hyperactivation identified here (Fig. 5.10).

Figure 5.10. Summary of median changes in normal and abnormal MMN sources in ALS
patients illustrating that the activity of typical MMN generators increases over time in ALS,
whereas the pathologically present activity in non-typical MMN generators declines as
disease progresses. Lines represent median slope and intercept of patient models. M1, PPC and
DLPFC lines are plotted according to the left-hand y-axis. IFG and STG lines are plotted
according to the right-hand y-axis. L/RIFG – Left/right inferior frontal gyrus. L/RSTG –
Left/right superior temporal gyrus. DLPFC – Left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. M1 – Left
primary motor cortex, PPC – Left posterior parietal cortex.
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Given that ALS is characterized by loss of motor neurons, it is to be expected that early
motor hyperexcitability wanes with disease progression. This was previously supported
by TMS studies which demonstrate elevated motor thresholds or inexcitable motor
cortices in some ALS patients71. Our EEG work has now definitively demonstrated an
initial abnormal activation of the motor cortex which declines longitudinally within
individuals which also occurs in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. As controls show
normal inactivity in the motor cortex during MMN, identification of ‘below normal’
motor activity is unlikely with this paradigm. The observed changes in ALS patients did
not correlate with ALSFRS-R or survival measures 569.
5.2.4.3. Distinct Prefrontal Pathology Relates to Cognitive and Behavioural
Impairment in ALS

Left DLPFC activity demonstrated distinct relationships with cognitive and behavioural
symptoms. Lower DLPFC activity was associated with greater behavioural impairment,
while greater DLPFC activity correlated with greater cognitive impairment. These
differing correlations indicate separate cortical pathology underlying ALSbi and ALSci,
which often present clinically independently of one another

570

. Furthermore, the

strengthening of these correlations for future task performance measures, compared to
measures of performance at the time of EEG recording, supports our hypothesis that EEG
measures of cortical network component dysfunction can predict later symptomatic
changes.
5.2.4.4. Cortical Hyperactivity Spread in ALS

The progressive emergence of frontotemporal dementia-like cortical pathology 571 is in
keeping with the consensus that ALS and FTD are extremes of a single disease spectrum
572

, with symptoms of one often emerging following a primary diagnosis of the other

468,573

. The IFG and STG specifically have been identified as predominant areas of grey

matter loss in those with frontotemporal dementia and a C9orf72 expansion 571, which is
associated with both diseases. Our work shows that early measures of activity in these
areas relate to poorer executive and language symptom prognoses, indicating that these
changes warrant further investigation as markers of ALS-FTD progression.
5.2.4.5. The Importance of Wider Cortical Pathology in ALS Prognosis

Taken together, our findings demonstrate that symptomatic deterioration in ALS is
preceded by changes in indices that capture the spread of pathology through the cortex,
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rather than indices of motor cortex function alone. While motor cortical dysfunction
characterized during this task did not correlate with survival or motor decline, IFG and
STG activation at baseline showed highly significant correlations with survival,
highlighting the importance of considering pathology beyond the motor cortex in
generating effective prognostic biomarkers of ALS. The absence of correlation between
motor cortical functional decline and survival, in addition to epidemiological evidence of
poorer prognosis in patients with cognitive574 or behavioural21 symptoms, and the much
slower progression of the upper motor neuron-localised primary lateral sclerosis575,
indicates that spread of cortical pathology beyond the motor cortex has greater relevance
to ALS prognosis than primary motor cortex decline alone.
We have previously shown that patient subgroups with poorer prognoses and greater
susceptibility to cognitive impairment (i.e. C9orf72+ and bulbar-onset patients) exhibited
greater IFG impairment than the cohort as a whole103. Using neuroelectric signal analysis
to quantify this more widespread pathology may therefore not only dramatically improve
the development of prognostic tools, but also has the potential to provide more
personalized and objective measures of the impacts of novel therapeutics on disease
progression in clinical trials.
Our study is limited by the availability of psychological task scores, which restricted our
exploration of the relationship between cognitive/behavioural symptoms and source
activity. Further, due to small numbers of clinically defined subgroups (e.g.
bulbar/thoracic onset) and the prevalence of C9orf72 expansion-associated ALS in the
Irish population, we were limited to performing group-level analysis on ALS patients as
a single disease group. Disease heterogeneity was, however examined via modelling and
correlation analyses. Additional studies of broader cortical networks, risk gene carriers
and larger patient groups, supported by other methods of characterising hyperexcitability
(such as single- and paired-pulse TMS-based measures in the case of the motor cortex)
are now required to disentangle if patient subcategorization based on spatiotemporal
patterns of cortical network malfunction overlap with genetically/clinically defined
patient subphenotypes. As this study was not designed or intended to interrogate noncontrasted AEPs, variation in auditory stimulus amplitude was not strictly prohibited to
avoid participant discomfort. Going forward, stimulus amplitude should be recorded for
each individual or, if possible, fixed, to facilitate coincident study of early AEP peak
characteristics. Finally, the disease progression-related dropout which occurred between
return visits is likely to have inflated the proportion of long surviving patients represented
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in datasets with more return visits. This bias is likely to have affected the sign-rank and
Mann-Whitney U test-based group-level longitudinal analysis. Specifically, this bias is
likely to have contributed to the lack of statistically significant differences between
controls/baseline patient power measurements and patient power measurements 16-19
months or 20-57 months after baseline, despite clear, significant differences at all
previous follow up times. This bias should not, however, substantially affect the linear
models which were used to determine the rate of change in power in each individual for
each source for correlation analysis and which also determined the significant patterns of
change longitudinally that were indicated at group level. Should such longitudinal
measures be implemented as clinical tools, our modelling indicates that 2-3 recordings is
sufficient to capture this change.
Nonetheless, our data demonstrate that the high spatiotemporal resolution of EEG can
provide insights into distinct patterns of dysfunction in specific cortical network nodes in
ALS. Using this approach, we have identified previously unknown dynamic patterns of
cortical dysfunction that relate to ALS progression. EEG with source localization has
potential to provide an inexpensive set of objective prognostic biomarkers and clinical
trial outcome measures that are feasible for clinical implementation. Going forward,
additional longitudinal investigation is now required to formally quantify the ability of
these patterns to predict ALS symptoms as prognostic biomarkers.
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5.3.

Time-frequency analysis

5.3.1. Introduction
In the analyses described in sections 5.2 and 5.3, we used the auditory oddball paradigm
to elicit the MMN, a time- and phase-locked ERP103,267 (see section 5.1.1.2 for detailed
discussion of the MMN). ERPs are calculated by averaging many trials of EEG which are
time-locked to the delivery of a stimulus119. This isolates a waveform which reflects
temporally consistent cortical activation elicited by the stimulus while removing
remaining activity not phase-locked to delivery of the stimulus (and therefore presumed
task irrelevant). By characterising this ERP, we have demonstrated spatially and
temporally precise dysfunction in cognitive and motor cortical activity in ALS crosssectionally103,267 and longitudinally (see section 5.2), and highlighted the importance of
quantifying non-motor pathology in predicting ALS prognosis.
In addition to eliciting ERPs, however, sensory input and cognitive/motor tasks also alter
communication within the cortex and between cortical and subcortical regions, captured
as changes in signal oscillation magnitude (e.g. power) at specific frequencies. This may
be observed as an increase (event related synchronisation) or decrease (event related
desynchronisation) in oscillations during task performance or following sensory input. In
ERP analysis, such as our previous MMN study, any ERD/ERS which is not phase-locked
(i.e. the oscillation peaks and troughs do not occur at the same time relative to a stimulus
in every trial) is lost through averaging119. Such oscillations may provide important
information on disturbances to intracortical576 and corticothalamic577 communication (see
Pfurtscheller (2003)578 for discussion on the physiological basis of ERD/ERS) in ALS
and have been found to provide better diagnostic utility than ERP measures in mild
cognitive impairment and Alzheimer’s disease 130.
Here, we have examined the cortical oscillations induced by the auditory oddball
paradigm at sensor level using time-frequency analysis, and have localised the observed
changes in EEG to the potential underlying brain sources. We sought to determine
whether these measures of network communication are perturbed in ALS and whether
such perturbations relate to cognitive-behavioural symptoms, motor symptoms or
survival times.
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5.3.2. Methods
5.3.2.1. Ethical Approval
Ethical approval and participant written consent were obtained as described in section 4.6.
5.3.2.2. Inclusion Criteria

All participants were over 18 years of age and able to give informed written consent, or
in the presence of two witnesses, verbal consent. Patients were diagnosed with Possible,
Probable or Definite ALS in accordance with the El Escorial Revised Diagnostic Criteria.
5.3.2.3. Exclusion Criteria

Those with neurological (e.g. functional, structural and psychological, but not comorbid
frontotemporal dementia) or muscular disorders other than ALS and those currently
taking neuro- or myo-modulatory medications other than riluzole (e.g. muscle relaxants,
antidepressants, antipsychotics, benzodiazepines or other anxiolytics) were excluded.
5.3.2.4. EEG Acquisition and Experimental Paradigm

EEG acquisition and the employed experimental paradigm (auditory oddball paradigm)
are described in section 4.1.3.
5.3.2.5. Clinical, cognitive and behavioural measures

ALSFRS-R, ECAS, BBI and D-KEFS CWIT data were acquired for each participant (see
section 4.5). Scores were used if collected within 90 days of EEG. If scores were collected
before and after EEG, but not within 90 days, score at the EEG recording day was
estimated by linear interpolation. Survival was calculated for deceased patients as the
number of months between patient-reported symptom onset and death.
5.3.2.1. Participant demographics

94 patients (21 female; age median: 61.50 years, range: 29-81 years) and 62 controls (43
female; age median: 60.35 years, range: 36-82 years) underwent analysis. Groups were
age-matched (p=0.93) but not gender matched. However, comparison of male and female
controls for oscillations of interest revealed no gender-related differences. Ten patients
carried the C9orf72 gene expansion, five were diagnosed with comorbid FTD and 22
patients had bulbar onset disease. This cohort overlaps to varying extent with our
previously reported MMN analyses103. ALSFRS-R scores collected within 90 days of
EEG were available for 74 patients and were estimated by linear interpolation for an
additional 12 for whom scores were available before and after EEG, but not within 90
days. ECAS, BBI and CWIT data were available for 71, 32 and 33 patients respectively.
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Linearly interpolated scores for these tasks were generated for an additional 10, 8 and 0
patients respectively based on pre- and post-EEG scoring. Survival data were available
for 58 patients, who were deceased by the time of data analysis.
5.3.2.2. Data Analysis

Mean number of included artefact-free standard/deviant trials for controls was 1230/144
and for patients was 1265/144. Signal preprocessing steps are described in section 4.1.4.1.
In addition to those ITV-based ERSP sensor space analyses on preselected electrodes Fz,
Cz, Pz, D22 and B25 and source space analyses (described in detail in section 4.1.4.3),
spectral perturbations associated with the average time signals across trials (i.e. the AEPs)
following

standard

and

deviant

tones

were

calculated

as

follows:

|(𝑊𝑓,𝑡 )2 | − ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
|(𝑊𝑓,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 )2 |
𝐸𝑅𝑃 𝐸𝑅𝑆𝑃(𝑓, 𝑡) = 100 ∗
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
|(𝑊
)2 |
𝑓,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒

Where W denotes the complex wavelet coefficients (W) of the signal averaged across
epochs (i.e. the ERP) per time point (t) and frequency (f). This served as an additional
checkpoint that the observed ERSP were not characteristic of the phase locked AEPs.
Delta and theta band frequencies were not examined as one complete oscillation cycle
could not be captured within the limited baseline duration.
5.3.2.3. Statistics

Oscillation analysis
For three-dimensional, complete time-frequency spectrum statistical analysis, data were
down sampled to 34Hz (i.e. 1/15 datapoints). Sign rank testing495 was employed to
identify significant, non-zero ERSP for standard and deviant trials and significant
differences in paired deviant and standard ERSP (i.e. mismatch ERSP). At each source,
the difference between patients and controls were determined based on Z-transformed
AUROC values at each time-frequency-space voxel as the test statistic. A FDR562 of q =
0.05 was implemented as a frequentist method for determining significant ERSP
differences in the multivariate data (voxels). Subsequently, EBI499 was used to find
Bayesian posterior probabilities (P1) and achieved statistical power (1-β). As this EBI
approach is less reliable for smaller group numbers such as those with C9orf72
expansions (C9orf72+) or those of bulbar disease site onset, specific time-frequency
windows were defined as WOIs based on oscillations present in control means. Mean
ERSP values (without down sampling) within these WOIs were compared between
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controls and all patients, between controls and those with C9orf72 expansions or those of
bulbar onset, between those with and without C9orf72 expansions (C9orf72-) and
between those of spinal and bulbar disease onset. Significant differences in WOIs were
defined as those with a p value < 0.05 when corrected at a 5% FDR, implemented using
the Benjamini and Hochberg method498.
Source space analysis
The 10 mm grid applied across the brain volume of the ICBM152 MRI template yields
1726 sources including white matter. To analyse these high-dimensional data, a 10% FDR
threshold was applied to the p-values of the Wilcoxon sign rank test495, to determining
significant activity at sources in controls. Furthermore, for determining significant source
activity differences between patients and controls based on Z-transformed AUROC
values at each source as the test statistic. EBI was used to find P1 and achieved statistical
power.
Correlations
Spearman’s non-parametric rank correlation542 was used to investigate relationships
between WOI ERSP values and survival, psychological and motor test scores. Partial
correlation was implemented for investigating relationships to CWIT scores, to account
for ALSFRS-R speech score at time of CWIT testing, as speech impairment can affect
performance. Multiple comparison correction was implemented using a 5% FDR, using
the Benjamini and Hochberg method498.
Age and gender matching
Mann-Whitney U-test494 and chi-squared proportion tests were used to compare age and
gender respectively between groups, with significant differences determined where p <
0.05.
5.3.3. Results
5.3.3.1. Standard and Deviant Tone Related Spectral Perturbations

Both standard (Fig. 5.11, left) and deviant (Fig. 5.11, right) trials elicited significant,
broadband ERS, peaking in alpha band (8-12Hz) from 0-400ms post-stimulus. This
window was investigated further for both standard and deviant trials as WOIs. Inter trial
variance-based event related spectral perturbation (reflecting the changes in non-phaselocked oscillations) differed from that associated with the standard and deviant tone AEPs
(i.e. the phase-locked components). Specifically, AEPs were associated with strong,
distinct and spatially specific alpha and beta band synchronisation between 100 and
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200ms post stimulus (appendix 5.4), the time window in which the high amplitude N1
and P2 peaks of AEPs are observed579. No significant difference between standard and
deviant (i.e. mismatch) ITV-based ERSP was identified by sign-rank tests.
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Figure 5.11. Control ERSP following standard and deviant tones. Colour bar values illustrate
percentage spectral perturbation relative to baseline. Values are masked such that non-significant
values (sign rank p>0.05 corrected at a false discovery rate of 5%) are blocked out in light blue.

5.3.3.2. Source analysis

Alpha ERS was found to be significantly greater than zero across the cortex upon source
localisation for both deviant and standard tones during all four 100ms time windows
interrogated (0-100ms, 100-200ms, 200-300ms and 300-400ms). Those areas with the
greatest ERS (top 5%, summarised in table 5.5 for deviant trials) were mostly consistent
across time windows, namely the medial and dorsolateral prefrontal, premotor,
orbitofrontal and sensorimotor cortices and superior parietal lobule. Mean source activity
0-400ms post-deviant stimulus (averaged first across time windows within individuals,
then across individuals) is shown in Fig. 5.12 (figures for each time window are shown
in appendices 5.5 and 5.6). No significant differences between standard and deviant tone
alpha-band source activity were identified for any of these four time windows.
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Table 5.5. Control cortical sources contributing top 5% of alpha ERS power across 0-400ms
in deviant trials.

Time
Lobe
(ms poststimulus)
0-100
Frontal

100-200

200-300

300-400

Source

Bilateral superior frontal gyri, left precentral, superior medial,
inferior and middle frontal and anterior cingulate gyri and
paracentral lobule, right orbitofrontal cortex.
Parietal
Right postcentral gyrus, bilateral superior parietal lobule
Occipital Left middle occipital
Frontal
Bilateral superior medial gyri, left precentral, superior, middle
and inferior frontal gyri and supplementary motor area
Parietal
Right postcentral gyrus and superior parietal area
Frontal
Bilateral superior frontal gyri, right orbitofrontal cortex, left
precentral, superior medial, middle and inferior and frontal
gyri,
Parietal
Right postcentral gyrus and superior parietal area
Frontal
Bilateral anterior cingulate, superior medial, superior and
middle frontal gyri, left precentral and inferior frontal gyri and
supplementary motor area, right orbitofrontal cortex
Parietal
Left postcentral gyrus, right superior parietal lobule

Figure 5.12. Top 5% of significantly active control sources of alpha band event-related
oscillations 0-400ms after (A) standard tones and (B) deviant tones. All sources highlighted
show significant increase in alpha band oscillatory power relative to baseline, determined by sign
rank testing at a false discovery rate of 10%. Heat map values are area under the receiver operating
characteristics curve values minus 0.5 for each voxel.

5.3.3.3. Differences between ALS patients and controls

Event related spectral perturbations
Analysis of the entire time-frequency landscape identified significantly greater oscillatory
activity across numerous time-frequency bands in electrode D22 (Fig. 5.13), over the left
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temporal cortex during deviant trials. Greatest AUROC values (0.7) were associated with
increased alpha, early fast beta and late slow beta band ERS. As a result, changes in
activity of sources of deviant tone-elicited beta ERS (20-26Hz 140-240ms post-stimulus
and 13-18Hz, 320-420ms post-stimulus) in ALS patients were also investigated as WOIs
for correlation analysis. Source analysis was also employed to investigate the sources
generating these time-frequency regions of excess ERS.

Figure 5.13. Area under the receiver operating characteristics curve (AUROC) values for
significant deviant ERSP changes in ALS over the left temporal cortex (channel D22). Nonzero values plotted are those deemed significant based on a 5% false discovery rate (deviant
P1=0.87, 1-β=0.68). Colour represents AUROC-0.5 values. Areas outlined by black boxes (2026Hz 140-240ms post-stimulus and 13-18Hz, 320-420ms post-stimulus) underwent source
analysis in addition to alpha ERS. Non-significant (FDR of 5%) differences are blocked out in
white.

Subgroup analysis
No significant ERSP differences were identified between C9orf72+ and C9orf72patients, or between bulbar-onset and spinal-onset ALS patients. When compared to
controls, bulbar patients alone also exhibited significantly increased alpha band deviant
ERS in D22 (p=0.0049, AUROC=0.70).

Source analysis
In keeping with sensor level findings, ALS patients did not show significant differences
in standard tone-elicited alpha ERS source activity compared to controls but did show
widespread significantly increased alpha ERS in both cortical and subcortical regions
following deviant tones compared to controls across. This increase in alpha ERS was
present across all four 100ms time windows interrogated between 0 and 400ms poststimulus (maximum AUROC=0.69-0.71). Sources of significant differences in mean
(across time windows) power from 0 to 400ms post-stimulus (table 5.6), which are similar
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to those for each individual time window were predominant (>95th percentile source
AUROC values) in the bilateral medial and lateral temporal cortices and right insula (Fig.
5.14A).
Table 5.6. Cortical and subcortical regions with significantly increased mean alpha power
(0-400ms) following deviant tones in ALS patients. Those sources most discriminant between
ALS and controls (>95th percentile of AUROC values) are bolded. L or R in brackets refers to a
specific hemisphere (left or right respectively) being above the 95th percentile of AUROC values
Lobe

Sources of increased alpha oscillations in ALS

Frontal

Bilateral precentral, middle frontal and posterior cingulate gyri, insula (R)
and paracentral lobules, left superior and inferior gyri and lateral
orbitofrontal cortex, right rolandic operculum and supplementary motor
area

Parietal

Bilateral superior parietal lobule, supramarginal gyrus, precuneus and
cuneus, left angular gyrus and inferior parietal lobule, right postcentral
gyrus

Temporal

Bilateral hippocampus and parahippocampal and fusiform gyri, right
amygdala, bilateral superior (R), middle (L) and inferior temporal gyri
and superior pole, right mid temporal pole

Occipital

Bilateral lingual gyri, left superior, middle and inferior gyri

Subcortical

Bilateral thalamus, caudate and putamen and left pallidum

Increased slow beta ERS (13-18Hz, 320-420Hz) observed in ALS patients in electrode
D22 was predominantly (>95th percentile source AUROC values) localised to the left
medial and lateral posterior parietal cortex and middle occipital gyrus (Fig. 5.14B).
Increased fast beta ERS (20-26Hz, 140-240ms post-stimulus) was not attributable to
significant change in the activity of any specific source locations.
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Figure 5.14. Source localised areas of significant differences in (A) mean alpha-band ERS
0-400ms after deviant tones and (B) slow beta-band ERS (13-18Hz, 320-420ms) after deviant
tones between ALS patients and controls. Red colour indicates significant discrimination of
groups by measures in the highlighted voxels. Localised windows of interest correspond to timefrequency ranges deemed to show significantly increased ERSP at sensor level (see Fig. 5.13).
5.3.3.4. Correlation with clinical scores

At sensor level, no significant correlations were identified between standard or deviant
trial ERSP and survival, ALSFRS-R, CWIT or BBI score. Alpha ERS following deviant
tones over the temporal lobes showed significant negative correlation to disease duration
(electrode D22 p=0.0038, rho=-0.30, electrode B25 p=0.021, rho=-0.24). Alpha ERS
following standard tones over the sensorimotor cortex showed significant negative
correlation to ECAS total score (p=0.0023, rho=-0.36).
At source level, a significant negative correlation was observed between early fast beta
ERS in the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and disease duration (p=9.19*10-4, rho=0.34). No significant correlations were identified between these clinical measures and
mean alpha ERSP in the thalamus, caudate, putamen, hippocampus, left dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, left/right insula, left/right occipital cortex, left/right primary motor
cortex, left/right posterior parietal cortex, left/right orbitofrontal cortex, left/right ACC,
left/right superior temporal cortex or left/right inferior frontal cortex.
5.3.4. Discussion
Here we have identified the sources of alpha ERS evoked by the auditory oddball task,
that are distinct from auditory evoked potentials. Further, we demonstrate that ALS
patients display excessive deviant tone-elicited alpha ERS, as well as deviant-elicited
cortical beta ERS. Additionally, some auditory evoked spectral perturbations show
correlation to disease duration and cognitive impairment in ALS.
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5.3.4.1. Physiological basis of alpha band oscillations

Alpha oscillations have been recorded from an array of cortical regions in addition to
subcortical sources including the thalamus, hippocampus and reticular formation580.
Cortical alpha rhythms are attributed to layer 5 pyramidal neurons581, and considered to
be predominantly coordinated by the thalamus through thalamocortical loops582,583.
Decrease in alpha power in Huntington’s disease584–587, reduced alpha power in healthy
individuals584 and slowed alpha with lesions of the globus pallidus588 have also implicated
the basal ganglia in alpha oscillation regulation.
Increase in alpha rhythms, evident during closed-eye relaxation (first in the thalamus, and
then in the cortex)589, has been attributed to cortical idling590. However, changes in alpha
oscillations are also associated with movement, attention, memory and lexical
processing580. In such contexts, alpha ERD is considered to reflect thalamocortical
network excitation578 and the activation of cortical areas involved in processing task
information591, while ERS has been associated with inhibitory control of other cortical
regions592. Such observations have led to the formation of the alpha suppression
hypothesis, whereby alpha ERS is considered to reflect active suppression of taskirrelevant cortical regions as a method of selective attention593.
Whether suppression of alpha causes or reflects cortical activity suppression remains
unclear594. Nonetheless, these studies have provided a basis for the use of resting-state
alpha power and alpha ERD/ERS as markers of corticothalamic network function in
disease582,595–597. For example, increase in thalamic resting low alpha power and
increasing directed transmission of alpha from thalamus to cortex has been found in those
with amnesic mild cognitive impairment at high risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease,
considered to reflect preclinical corticothalamic network pathophysiology597.

5.3.4.2. Auditory stimulus associated ERSP

Non-phase locked oscillatory changes related to the auditory oddball paradigm are less
established than associated ERPs, particularly in the case of ignored auditory stimuli.
Most existing studies report solely on the difference between standard and deviant tone
ERSP, focus on delta to alpha oscillations and/or do not deduct phase locked oscillations
in time-frequency analysis, such that a frequency-domain representations of MMN and
P3 ERPs are included with non-phase locked information598–603.
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While the phase-locked mismatch negativity induced by this passive paradigm is found
to capture involuntary attention switching123,521, the non-phase locked alpha ERS we
measure here does not significantly differ with tone pitch. This ERS is most prominent
over frontoparietal cognitive and motor regions following both standard and deviant
tones.
A previous study of attended oddball tasks identified that both target and non-target tones
elicit frontocentral alpha band ERS from 0-500ms post-stimulus, followed by alpha ERD
only in the case of target, attended tones. This alpha ERD in Pz was positively correlated
with reaction time while in Cz this ERD correlated to P3 amplitude, an ERP associated
with attention133. Beta ERD has also been identified to be evoked specifically in response
to discriminable, attended stimuli within an auditory oddball paradigm, while delta to
alpha ERS were reported to be common across auditory stimuli604. This delta to alpha
ERS, ranging from approximately 0-400ms post-stimulus, has also been identified in
another unattended auditory oddball paradigm, albeit including both phase and non-phase
locked oscillations605. These studies, alongside the lack of significant difference between
standard and deviant ERSP observed here, suggests that the alpha ERS we have identified
reflects thalamocortical gating of processing of ignored sensory input, rather executive
performance. These findings may also explain why, in this unattended oddball paradigm,
no ERD was identified.
Although this paradigm is established to evoke auditory processing and involuntary
attention switching and engage associated temporal and prefrontal networks103,138,486, the
passive nature of this paradigm prevents interrogation the relationship of ERSP observed
here to task performance.

5.3.4.3. Abnormal alpha oscillation in ALS

Here we have identified increased event related synchronization of alpha and beta
oscillations, specifically in response to deviant tones, in ALS. Source localisation
attributes this excess synchronization to the thalamus, basal ganglia and predominantly
temporal cortical regions.

Atrophy of the thalamus, basal ganglia, amygdala and

hippocampus in ALS has been previously demonstrated by structural imaging
studies369,606, however atrophy-preceding dysfunction in these areas in ALS remains to
be elucidated. Our finding of heightened synchronisation of alpha in these areas and much
of the cortex indicates a general excess in dampening of temporal cortical excitation by
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excessively active thalamocortical and corticobasal networks during the sensation of
sound. The engagement of the hippocampus by an attended auditory oddball task has
previously been demonstrated in line with its role in memory and novelty processing,
with delta to alpha ERS being reduced in those with hippocampal lesions598. Therefore
our findings of excessive alpha ERS in the hippocampus of ALS suggests the medial
temporal cortex is also excessively engaged by this paradigm. Such patterns of early
hyperactivation preceding progressive decline and atrophy has been demonstrated already
in other cortical areas in ALS and in other neurodegenerations607–610.
While we did not find significant differences between standard and deviant tone elicited
oscillations in controls, or differences in the “mismatch” between deviant and standard
ERSP between ALS patients and controls, the specificity of this abnormality to deviant
tone elicited oscillations suggests that such heightened synchrony in ALS does not
represent a general impairment of bottom-up sensory processing of any auditory input,
but represents an excessive suppression of novelty detection, or excessive “ignoring” of
novel input. This may explain our previous findings of depressed auditory and inferior
frontal cortex activation during the mismatch negativity response in ALS103. Furthermore,
deviant (and not standard) tone-related alpha synchronization over the temporal lobes was
negatively correlated with disease duration (i.e. greater alpha synchronization was
measured in those closer to first symptom onset). This is in line with our previous findings
of the primary auditory cortex being underactivated during the MMN early in disease, but
becoming progressively hyperactivated later in disease (see section 5.1-5.2).
In addition to disruption of deviant-evoked synchronization of alpha in ALS, standard
tone-evoked alpha synchronization was found to correlate negatively with ECAS score
(i.e., those with greater cognitive performance display less alpha synchronization over the
motor cortex). The physiology of this relationship is unclear, but may become apparent
with future, longitudinal study.

5.3.4.4. Abnormal beta oscillations in ALS

In addition to excessive alpha ERS, ALS patients displayed greater
synchronisation of beta in electrode D22 following deviant tones, particularly of early,
fast beta and late, slow beta oscillations. Change in the former at sensor level was not
attributable to a specific region of cortical dysfunction, and therefore likely represents
spatial summation of mild dysfunction across a number of sources. Late, slow beta
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hypersynchrony was predominantly attributed to the left medial and lateral posterior
parietal cortex and middle occipital gyrus.
Beta oscillations are more spatially restricted within cortical regions compared to the
slower (delta to alpha) oscillations associated with longer intracortical and corticosubcortical network communication119. Studies of these faster oscillations typically
employ motor tasks which, have demonstrated that beta and alpha ERD/ERS are
functionally distinct phenomena611. Slow beta (12-20Hz) in the parietal cortex
specifically has, however, been proposed to reflect the “episodic buffer” component of
working memory, which combines sensory stimuli with executive commands to form task
relevant representations of the input for later use612. The location of excess slow beta
synchrony in ALS patients, its later timing (>150ms post-stimulus) and its specificity to
rare deviant tones in this task suggests that this oscillation also represent abnormal
hyperactivity in working memory centres which compare deviant tones to the expected
standard tone template.
Excess fast beta synchrony in the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, while not
significantly different in ALS, was found to negatively correlate to disease duration. This
may reflect this abnormality being present in early ALS, or greater robustness of the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in those of longer disease duration (who are well enough to
partake in EEG later in disease), however the physiological basis of right dorsolateral
prefrontal beta oscillations are unclear and will require further investigation before further
inference is made.
5.3.4.5. Clinical applicability

While the AUROC values identified here are insufficient for diagnostic utility alone,
these measures may provide additional discriminative power in the development of a
multimodal, quantitative biomarker of ALS or its subphenotypes based on patterns of
cortical network pathology.
5.3.4.6. Limitations

Our study is limited by the relatively short pre-stimulus baseline time window. As a result,
the findings for frequencies below alpha band may be unreliable and have not been
examined in detail here. The limited availability of psychological task scores also
restricted our exploration of the relationship between cognitive symptoms and oscillatory
activity, and as sensory task scores were not collected, the relationship between these
measures and auditory function could not be measured.
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5.3.4.7. Conclusion

Our data demonstrate that an ignored auditory oddball paradigm evokes broad alpha ERS,
particularly in frontoparietal and motor regions in healthy individuals. This paradigm
evokes significantly greater cortical and subcortical alpha and beta synchronization in
ALS patients, indicative of abnormal corticobasal and thalamocortical regulation of
cortical engagement following auditory stimulation and excess communication within
parietal working memory hubs.
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6. Results: The Sustained Attention to Response Task
Published Work List
The work described in section 6.1 has been published in the peer-reviewed journal
Cerebral Cortex478 as:
McMackin R, Dukic S, Costello E, et al. Localization of Brain Networks Engaged by the
Sustained Attention to Response Task Provides Quantitative Markers of Executive
Impairment in Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis. Cerebral Cortex 2020;00:1–13.
Section 6.1 contains all figures (1-7) and tables (1-2) as well as the results and discussion
section text in full from this publication. Introduction and methods section text from this
publication have been abbreviated in this chapter to avoid repetition of the contents of
chapters 1-4.

The work described in section 6.2 has been published in the peer-reviewed Journal of
Neural Engineering as:
McMackin R, Dukic S, Costello E, et al. Sustained attention to response task-related beta
oscillations relate to performance and provide a functional biomarker in ALS. Journal of
Neural Engineering. 2021 Feb 25;18(2):026006.
Section 6.2 contains all figures (1-4) and tables (1-2) as well as the results and discussion
section text in full from this publication. Introduction and methods section text from this
publication have been abbreviated in this chapter to avoid repetition of the contents of
chapters 1-4.
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6.1.

Cross-sectional event related potential analysis

6.1.1. Introduction
The SART has been developed to detect clinically relevant lapses in attention. It
represents a simple and quantitative task of executive functions that has been used to
capture attentional impairments in different neurodegenerative diseases470,613–615. Drifts
in attention are captured by a failure to inhibit motor responses to targets (i.e. commission
errors). As the task requires only button press responses it is suitable for performing
during EEG recording with little to no electromyographic artefacts. Recently, SARTgenerated ERPs time-locked to Go and NoGo trials have been interrogated in healthy
individuals using quantitative EEG. These ERPs have individual peaks which relate to
sensory detection (‘P1’ and ‘N1’)616, motor control (‘N2’) and attentional engagement
(‘P3’). The latter two peaks are typically larger during correct response withholding126.
By combining SART with EEG, distinct indices of the neural network activities required
for different aspects of task performance can be determined. This facilitates specific
interrogation of the sequentially engaged sensory, motor and cognitive networks on a
millisecond-by-millisecond basis in a quantitative, economical manner. Further, by
requiring both motor and cognitive performance, the SART is expected to engage
networks that bridge cognitive and motor functions, as oppose to tasks that demand only
the individual functions. This suggest that SART has potential as an instrument to assess
the neurophysiological substrates underpinning

motor and executive decline in

conditions such as ALS, Huntington’s disease and Parkinson’s disease617.
Despite these advantages, the cortical regions engaged by the SART remain unclear.
Low-resolution sensor-level topographies have indicated frontoparietal engagement
during the task126,479 and dorsolateral prefrontal and anterior cingulate malfunctioning
during SART has been reported in Huntington’s disease618. However, the sources of the
SART ERPs in healthy individuals have yet to be reported in high spatial and temporal
resolution.
Such source-resolved measures could provide important insights into and biomarkers of
different cognitive and/or motor neurodegenerations, such as occurs in the
neurodegenerative condition ALS.
Detailed neuropsychological assessment with appropriate adjustments for motor
impairment has provided information on the nature and frequency of different cognitive
domain impairments in ALS19. However, these types of assessments are excessively time
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consuming for clinical trials, in some instances are subject to learning effects, and are
insensitive to early, presymptomatic network deterioration. Screening tools, such as the
ECAS for ALS, are useful in a clinical setting but have limited utility in clinical trials and
are not sufficiently sensitive for a detailed assessment of cognitive/behavioural change511.
PET and fMRI have been used to measure cortical activity during specific tasks, but these
technologies are limited by cost 619, low temporal resolution and variance across different
scanners102.
By contrast, we and others have recently demonstrated how the source localisation of
EEG facilitates spatially and temporally precise functional imaging of ALS cortical
pathology102,341. Therefore, given the motor and cognitive pathology of ALS,
measurement of SART-associated ERPs using source-resolved EEG provides an
opportunity to simultaneously interrogate motor and cognitive network functions and
investigate their relationship to symptomatic impairments.
Here, we have spatially resolved the sources of these cognitive indices in healthy
individuals and patients with ALS by LCMV-based source imaging. We demonstrate how
quantifying changes in SART-ERP indices and their relation to cognitive and motor
symptoms facilitates investigation of neurophysiological changes associated with
cognitive impairment in ALS.
6.1.2. Methods
6.1.2.1. Ethical Approval
Ethical approval and participant written consent were obtained as described in section 4.6.
6.1.2.2. Inclusion Criteria

Patients were over 18 years of age and diagnosed within the previous 18 months with
Possible, Probable or Definite ALS in accordance with the El Escorial Revised Diagnostic
Criteria63.
6.1.2.3. Exclusion Criteria

Exclusion criteria included any diagnosed psychological, neurological or muscular
disease other than ALS, use of central nervous system medications (e.g. antidepressants,
anti-seizure medication) except riluzole, inability to participate due to ALS-related motor
decline (e.g. inability to sit in the chair for the required time or click the mouse to
respond), or evidence of significant respiratory insufficiency. Participants were also
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rescheduled if they slept two or more hours below normal the night before the session and
were asked to abstain from consuming alcohol the night before the recording.
6.1.2.4. EEG Acquisition and Experimental Paradigm

EEG acquisition and the employed experimental paradigm (sustained attention to
response task) are described in section 4.1.3. Electrodes of primary interest (Fz, FCz, Cz
and Pz) were chosen based on established topographic maps of the SART N2 and P3
peaks126,479.
6.1.2.5. Clinical and psychological scores

Fifteen patients underwent psychological assessment using the ECAS within 4 weeks of
the EEG recording. Additionally, ALSFRS-R was collected longitudinally by
neurologists at the Irish National ALS specialty clinic in Beaumont Hospital (see section
4.5).
Participant demographics
Patient and control characteristics are summarised in table 6.1. None of the participants
met the criteria for FTD diagnosis. One patient was using non-invasive ventilation at
night time but had ALSFRS-R orthopnoea and dyspnoea scores of 3 (out of 4). Total and
ALS specific ECAS scores within 30 days of EEG data collection were available for 15
patients, while ALS non-specific scores were available for 17 patients and ALSFRS-R
scores were available for 14 patients. Three additional patients had ALSFRS-R data
within three months before and after the EEG recording date. Using the data from these
two time points, ALSFRS-R scores for these three patients were estimated by
interpolation assuming linear decline such that ALSFRS-R scores were available for 17
patients in total. Scores are summarised in table 6.1. Of those patient who performed
abnormally in the ECAS, two had abnormal ALS non-specific scores but not total or
ALS-specific scores, one had an abnormal ALS non-specific score but could not complete
the language, fluency and spelling tasks to provide remaining scores and one performed
abnormally in total and ALS-specific scores but not in their ALS non-specific score.
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Table 6.1. Characteristics of ALS patients and controls. Handedness was determined
by the Edinburgh Handedness Index. ECAS scores are out of a maximum total score of
136, ALS non-specific score of 36 and ALS specific score of 100. C9orf72+ - Carrying
a repeat expansion of the C9orf72 gene. ECAS – Edinburgh Cognitive and Behavioural
Assessment Scale. N abnormal – Number of participants scoring below the abnormality
cut off score, accounting for years of education. This table has been published in my paper
McMackin et al. 2020 (table 1), please see appendix 6.1.
N
Mean age at EEG [range] (years)
Gender (f/m)
Site of onset (spinal/bulbar/thoracic)
Mean disease duration [range] (months)
Handedness (right/left/ambidextrous)
C9orf72+
Mean ALSFRS-R score [range]
Mean ECAS total score [n abnormal]
Mean ECAS ALS specific score [n abnormal]
Mean ECAS ALS non-specific score [n abnormal]

Patients

Controls

23
63 [32-78]
3/20
17/5/1
20.01 [4-42]
22/0/1
3
38.24 [24-43]
105.33 [3]
78.47 [3]
26.65 [2]

33
63.21 [46-82]
17/16
N/A
N/A
31/2/0
Untested
N/A
Untested
Untested
Untested

6.1.2.6. Data Analysis

EEG data were preprocessed as described in section 4.1.4.1. Source analysis was
performed by LCMV beamforming. Sensor and source space analysis pipelines are
described in section 4.1.4.2.
6.1.2.7. Statistics

Behavioural analysis
Group level comparisons of performance during the SART were implemented with
Mann-Whitney U test494. A FDR of 5% was implemented to correct for multiple
comparisons, calculated by the Benjamini Hochberg method498. P-values are reported as
uncorrected values where significant (determined by a corrected p-value is <0.05).
Sensor space analysis
A four factor ANOVA was performed for each of the four peak characteristics for both
N2 and P3, resulting in eight ANOVA. For each ANOVA the variables included were
sex (male or female, accounting for gender imbalance), trial type (Go or NoGo), electrode
(Fz, FCz, Cz or Pz) and group (ALS patient or control). Post-hoc analysis was
implemented by Tukey’s honestly significant difference 620. A 5% FDR was implemented
to correct post-hoc p-values for multiple comparisons as described for behavioural
analysis.
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Source space analysis
A 10 mm grid in the brain volume yields 1726 sources including white matter. To analyse
these high-dimensional data, a 10% FDR was used as a frequentist method for
determining significant source activity differences. Discrimination ability between
patients and controls is quantified by AUROC501. EBI499 was used to calculate the
Bayesian Posterior probability and statistical power.
Neuropsychology correlation
Spearman’s rank correlation542 was used to test the association of the changes in EEG
measures (peak characteristics or mean power within a cortical region) and cognitive and
functional measures based on inter-individual differences. These measures were:
Performance in the SART task during EEG collection, performance in the D-KEFS
CWIT621, ECAS scores and ALSFRS-R scores. Multiple comparison correction was
implemented using a FDR498 set to 5%. For source level correlation analysis, mean power
was calculated for brain regions identified as major sources of peak activity, defined by
the Automated Anatomical Labelling atlas487. Where significant correlations are reported
regarding Go and NoGo combination measures, for example total (Go and NoGo)
performance accuracy or the difference between NoGo and Go ERP measures, the
relationship was verified not to be due to only Go or NoGo trials.

6.1.3. Results
6.1.3.1. Performance

Patients (n=23) and controls (n=33) did not differ significantly in response time or
accuracy. However, patients committed significantly more anticipation errors (patient
mean [standard deviation]: 8.73% [13.85%], control mean [standard deviation]: 1.01%
[3.26%], p=0.0031).
6.1.3.2. Control characteristics

Sensor space
Mean patient and control Go and NoGo ERPs in electrodes of interest are shown in Fig.
6.1. ANOVAs did not reveal any significant gender effects on waveform features.
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Figure 6.1. Mean Go (blue) and NoGo (red) trial ERPs in controls ALS patients. N2
peaks are visible in the NoGo trial ERP in Fz and Cz in the 220-350ms window. P3 peaks
are present in the 350-550ms window in both Go and NoGo trial ERPs in all electrodes.
Green asterisks represent significantly larger P3 peak amplitudes in NoGo vs Go trials.
Red asterisks represent significantly larger (more negative) N2 peak amplitudes in NoGo
vs Go trials. Black asterisks represent significant differences in NoGo-Go N2 peak
amplitude between ALS patients and controls. **p<0.01, **** p<0.0001. CON –
Controls. This figure has been published in my paper McMackin et al. 2020 (figure 1),
please see appendix 6.1.
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N2: N2 in Cz was significantly smaller in Go trials than NoGo trials in controls (peak
area p=0.018, peak amplitude p=0.006). This N2 difference significantly correlated with
faster response times (p=8.08*10-6, rho=0.69) and poorer NoGo accuracy (p=0.0086,
rho=0.45) in controls (Fig. 6.2A).

Figure 6.2. Correlations between NoGo minus Go (NoGo-Go) N2 peak amplitude in
Cz and cognitive task performance. (A) Correlation with response time and NoGo trial
accuracy in controls demonstrates that those with smaller NoGo versus Go N2 peak
differences had significantly faster response times and better NoGo accuracy. (B)
Correlation with patient ECAS total and ALS specific score demonstrates that those with
smaller (less negative) N2 peak differences had lower ECAS scores. r – Rho. This figure
has been published in my paper McMackin et al. 2020 (figure 2), please see appendix 6.1.
P3: P3 was significantly smaller for Go trials compared to NoGo trials in all four
electrodes of interest (Fig. 6.1, Tukey’s post-hoc p=3.50*10-5-8.15*10-7). P3 peak latency
in the Pz electrodes was also significantly greater in NoGo trials compared to Go trials
(p=5.12*10-7). Controls with later responses had later NoGo P3 peaks in Fz (p=0.0020,
rho=0.52) while those with better NoGo accuracy had smaller Go P3 peaks in Cz
(p=0.011, rho=-0.43) and FCz (p=0.0034, rho=-0.50) and those with better Go accuracy
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had larger NoGo P3 peaks in Pz (p=0.0070, rho=0.46). Better overall accuracy also
correlated significantly with smaller NoGo P3 peaks in Fz (p=1.26*10-4, rho=-0.62).
Correlations are illustrated in Fig. 6.3A-D.

Figure 6.3. Correlations between P3 peak characteristics and SART performance.
In controls, (A) later responses correlate with later P3 peaks in Fz during NoGo trials, (B)
better NoGo accuracy inversely correlates with Go P3 peak size in Cz, (C) Go accuracy
positively correlates with NoGo P3 peak amplitude in Pz and (D) overall accuracy
inversely correlates with NoGo P3 peak amplitude in Fz. In all participants, (E) later
response correlate with longer peak latency and (F) smaller peak amplitude during Go
trials in Cz. In patients, (G) greater overall accuracy correlates with longer Go P3 peak
latency in Cz. This figure has been published in my paper McMackin et al. 2020 (figure
3), please see appendix 6.1.

Source space
N2: The left primary motor cortex and bilateral DLPFC and lateral PPC were identified
as primary mean sources of both Go and NoGo N2, with greater bilateral precuneus
activation during NoGo trials (Fig. 6.4).
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Figure 6.4. Primary sources (regions with top 5% power) of N2 during Go trials,
NoGo trials and NoGo trials relative to Go trials (“difference”) in controls (first
rows) and patients (second rows). This figure has been published in my paper
McMackin et al. 2020 (figure 4), please see appendix 6.1.
P3: Mean P3 sources were similar to those of N2 for Go and NoGo trials, although
controls showed decreased left insular, PPC and DLPFC activity during NoGo trials
relative to Go trials (Fig. 6.5).
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Figure 6.5. Primary sources (regions with 5% power) of P3 during Go trials, NoGo
trials and NoGo trials relative to Go trials in controls (first rows) and patients
(second rows). This figure has been published in my paper McMackin et al. 2020 (figure
5), please see appendix 6.1.
6.1.3.3. ALS patient differences

Differences in peak and source measures between patients and controls are summarised
in table 6.2.
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Sensor space (ERP) differences
N2: Patients did not show a significant difference in the N2 peak between Go and NoGo
trials. Correspondingly, N2 was significantly smaller for NoGo trials in ALS patients
compared to controls in FCz (p=5.08*10-4) and Cz (p=0.001). Unlike controls, the
difference in N2 between Go and NoGo trials did not correlate with SART performance,
however those patients with greater N2 NoGo-Go differences in Cz had higher ECAS
total (p=0.0022, rho=-0.73) and ALS-specific (p=0.017, rho=-0.61) scores, indicating
better cognitive performance, particularly in tasks of executive function and language
(Fig. 6.2B).
P3: The P3 peak did not differ significantly between patients and controls for any trial
type or characteristic. Patients and control with longer response times had later
(p=0.0074, rho=0.35), smaller (p=2.31*10-5, rho=-0.53) Go P3 peaks in Cz (Fig. 6.3E-F).
Otherwise, patients did not display the correlations between their P3 peak characteristics
and task performance that were observed for controls. Overall accuracy was found to
significantly correlate with later Go P3 peaks in Cz in patients (p=0.0069, rho=0.54, Fig.
6.3G).

Table 6.2. Significant differences in ALS sensor level and source level measures
compared to controls. This table has been published in my paper McMackin et al. 2020
(table 2), please see appendix 6.1.

Sensor level (ERP peaks)
Peak Trial
N2
NoGo

P3

NoGo-Go
Go

Electrode
Cz
FCz
Cz
Cz

NoGo

Fz, Pz

Change in ALS
↓ Peak amplitude
↓ Peak amplitude
No correlation to task performance
Later peak positively correlates with greater
overall accuracy, no correlation between
peak amplitude and accuracy.
No correlation between amplitude or
latency to performance

Source level
Peak Trial
P3
NoGo-Go

Source
Change in ALS
Left
posterior ↑ Activation, area under receivership
parietal and insular operating characteristics curve >0.75
cortex
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Source space differences
N2: Patients showed similar patterns of source activity to controls during N2 (Fig. 6.4).
P3: While similar locations of source activity were observed in patients and controls
during Go and NoGo trials, ALS patients showed similar differences between NoGo and
Go source differences to N2 during P3 (Fig. 6.5), unlike controls. Correspondingly, ALS
patients displayed widespread, significantly increased activity during NoGo trials relative
to Go trials when compared to controls, with the most discriminant differences
(AUROC>0.75) being in the left inferior parietal lobule and left insula (Fig. 6.6).

Figure 6.6. P3 sources with statistically significant differences in activity in ALS
compared to controls. Differences between NoGo and Go trial source activity during
the P3 peak were compared between ALS patients and controls. All highlighted areas
represent significant (FDR=10%, type II error=0.38, Bayesian Posterior
probability=0.87) increases in power with heat map values representing AUROC-0.5 (i.e.
perfect discrimination=0.5). Orthogonal MRI scans show only those differences with an
AUROC>0.75, i.e. very good discriminators. AUROC – Area Under the Receivership
Operating Characteristics Curve. This figure has been published in my paper McMackin
et al. 2020 (figure 6), please see appendix 6.1.

Source space correlations in ALS patients
Greater right precuneus power during P3 in NoGo relative to Go trials negatively
correlates with CWIT inhibition score (p=0.0015, rho=-0.91, Fig. 6.7). As greater scores
in this task indicated poorer behavioural inhibition, this relationship demonstrated that
the abnormal activation of this area was associated with greater preservation of this
executive function.
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Figure 6.7. Greater behavioural inhibition in ALS is associated with increased right
precuneus activity during NoGo P3 relative to Go P3. Higher CWIT inhibition score
indicates poorer behavioural inhibition. This figure has been published in my paper
McMackin et al. 2020 (figure 7), please see appendix 6.1.

6.1.4. Discussion
This study demonstrates for the first time the specific cortical structures that contribute
to performance of the SART and quantifies the relationship between SART performance
measures and underlying cognitive performance. Furthermore, we have identified
abnormalities in cortical function which strongly correlate with executive impairment in
ALS.
6.1.4.1. ERP peak characteristics

At sensor level, our control findings were consistent with the literature, demonstrating the
robustness of SART-associated ERPs. N2 and P3 peaks were present in the anticipated
time windows and, as expected, larger for healthy individuals during correct response
omission.
Central N2
NoGo N2 was maximal in Cz, as previously established. We identified that smaller
differences in N2 size between NoGo and Go trials was associated with faster reaction
times. We also identified a correlation between smaller NoGo N2 peaks and better NoGo
trial accuracy. As the N2 peak has been association with automated motor response
control126, this may reflect greater ability to withhold and greater response speed where
less cortical resources are required to inhibit upper motor neurons.
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Notably, these correlations were not present for ALS patients, which may represent the
compensatory engagement of alternative cortical resources. Alternatively, the established
malfunction of inhibitory cells of the motor system569 in addition to upper motor neurons
may lead to reduction in NoGo N2 in combination with slowing reaction times.
Frontal and Parietal P3
The P3 peak was present across the frontoparietal axis of sensors during NoGo trials in
keeping with the SART ERP literature126,415,479. Such spatially distributed P3 peaks
associated with other cognitive tasks have been shown to consist of two distinct entities,
namely the frontal and parietal P3. Frontal P3 peaks have been associated with orientation
to novel stimuli, declining over task duration although remaining elevated in distractible
children622 and those with panic disorder623. By contrast, parietal P3 peaks are associated
with working memory and attention to target stimuli622,623.
Here we have identified similarly distinct behaviours in the frontal and parietal SARTassociated P3 peaks. In frontocentral electrodes, P3 latency related to response timing and
is likely to provide an index of orientation speed. Smaller frontocentral P3 peaks were
associated with more accurate performance in the opposite trial type (i.e. better Go
performance with smaller NoGo peaks and vice versa). By contrast, larger NoGo parietal
P3 was associated with better Go trial performance. This is in keeping with the cognitive
resources required for accurate Go and NoGo SART performance. The engagement of
working memory and attentional control was indicated by a large NoGo parietal P3, and
quick orientation to the task was indicated by earlier, smaller frontal P3 peaks622,623.
The orienting frontal P3 is typically earlier than the parietal P3, however it has been
hypothesised that frontal P3 peaks may also encompass compensatory prefrontal
engagement due to parietal decline624. This may explain why ALS patients, but not in
controls, demonstrated greater Cz P3 peak latencies during Go trials in those with better
accuracy.
6.1.4.2. Cortical source imaging

At source level both Go and NoGo N2 and P3 peaks were associated with extensive
prefrontal and motor cortex engagement, particularly in the left cortex, in keeping with
use of the right hand for task performance. Such widespread cortical engagement is
expected, given the numerous cognitive and motor domains required for accurate task
performance. The medial PPC (i.e. the precuneus) was additionally engaged during NoGo
trials relative to Go trials during N2, in keeping with its role in both voluntary attention
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shifting and movement control625. By contrast, the left insula and inferior parietal lobule
show lower power in NoGo trials relative to Go trials during P3, in keeping with role of
the left insula in the salience network626 and goal directed behaviour627. The left inferior
parietal lobule has been attributed numerous functions, among which are object-directed
action628 and expectancy violation629. This engagement of numerous cortical structures
by different elements of the SART highlights the range of cortical pathologies that could
contribute to decline in SART performance measures. While SART ERP analysis can
temporally dissect the cause of such performance decline, it is clear from source imaging
that a specific peak abnormality could also result from dysfunction in several different
cortical structures. Source imaging can therefore not only inform on source contributing
to cognitive and motor symptoms but could also discriminate between psychiatric or
neurodegenerative syndromes with similar symptoms driven by differing cortical
pathologies.

6.1.4.3. Quantifying cortical pathology driving cognitive impairment in ALS

ALS patients maintained similar Go and NoGo accuracy but were more likely to attempt
to complete trials rapidly clicking before cognitively processing the presented digit,
resulting in greater anticipation error. Despite sensor level differences, patients and
control activity did not differ significantly at a specific N2 source. This is likely to be a
function of spatially distributed differences in activity which summate in signals captured
by individual electrodes at source level. Patients did, however, demonstrate very similar
elevation in precuneus activity during NoGo relative to Go trials in both N2 and P3. As
this elevation in right precuneus activity during P3 was associated with greater
behavioural inhibitory function, this may represent a compensatory recruitment of this
region. Indeed, this exemplifies the utility of source localised EEG during task
performance for quantifying cognitive pathology during presymptomatic phases of
compensatory cortical activity that are more amenable to clinical intervention.
ALS patients demonstrated additional widespread cortical activity elevation during NoGo
relative to Go trials during P3, particularly in the left insula and inferior parietal lobule,
which showed very good discrimination between patients and controls (AUROC>0.75).
Such posterior parietal hyper-engagement has previously observed during involuntary
attention switching103 and at rest 341,393, and may provide additional discriminatory power
in the development of cortical diagnostic biomarkers. A previous study in Huntington’s
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disease identified reduced activity in the left DLPFC618, right medial frontal and anterior
cingulate cortex during the NoGo P3, while we find hyperactivity in these areas in ALS,
highlighting the ability of this task to identify differing underlying cortical pathologies in
neurodegenerations with overlapping cognitive and behavioural symptoms.
We acknowledge that while these cross-sectional data serve well to characterization of
ALS disease heterogeneity, these measure demand larger-scale studies for adequatelypowered subgroup analysis. Additional larger, longitudinal studies will be required to
further evaluate the application of this technology in clinical trials and disease
prognostics.
In conclusion, here we have provided a spatially and temporally precise description of the
cortical activity which underlies the N2 and P3 peaks of the randomised SART-ERP in
healthy adults and illustrated the applications of this methodology for interrogating
cognitive and motor malfunction in a complex neurodegenerative disease. While larger
patient recruitment is required for further investigation of the use of SART as an ALS
biomarker, we have established that the SART-ERP and its underlying source activity
can provide objective, quantitative, early markers of cognitive and motor pathology. The
localisation of EEG recorded during a wider battery of cognitive, motor and sensory tasks
has considerable potential to provide patient-specific profiles of cortical network
disturbance which could in turn provide biomarkers that improve patient subgrouping,
clinical trial stratification and prognostic accuracy.
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6.2.

Time-frequency analysis

6.2.1. Introduction
Following demonstration of the locations of cortical activation by SART through ERP
analysis and demonstration of ALS-related abnormalities in cortical network
activation478, we investigated the changes in cortical oscillations during the SART that
are not captured in our ERP analysis by quantifying non-phase locked ERSP. We sought
to establish whether these oscillations are disrupted in ALS using time-frequency domain
EEG analysis, and to determine whether such oscillations predict task performance
measures in controls and in ALS patients. We hypothesised that these measures will
provide additional insight into the nature of dysfunction in cortical networks which bridge
motor and cognitive function in ALS.
6.2.2. Methods
6.2.2.1. Ethical Approval

Ethical approval and participant written consent were obtained as described in section
4.6.
6.2.2.2. Inclusion Criteria

All participants were over 18 years of age and able to give informed written consent, or
in the presence of two witnesses, verbal consent. Patients were diagnosed with Possible,
Probable or Definite ALS in accordance with the El Escorial Revised Diagnostic Criteria.
6.2.2.3. Exclusion Criteria

Those with neurological functional/structural, psychological or muscular disorders other
than ALS (including those with comorbid FTD) and those currently taking
neuromodulatory or myomodulatory medications (e.g. antidepressants, anti-epileptics,
GABA antagonists) that could affect recordings were excluded, except for riluzole.
6.2.2.4. Clinical and behavioural scores

ALSFRS-R data were recorded at the Irish National ALS specialty clinic for each
participant. Scores were included in analysis if collected within ±90 days of EEG.
ALSFRS-R, ECAS and Delis-Kaplan CWIT508 data (see section 4.6) were included if
collected within ±90 days of EEG. Disease duration was quantified as the number of
months between patient-reported date of first symptom onset and date of EEG recording.
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6.2.2.1. Participant demographics

The same ALS patient and control datasets were employed as in our previous timedomain study478, with one additional patient dataset analysed here. Therefore, a total of
24 ALS patients (3 female, age median [interquartile range]: 69 [59-72] years) and 33
controls (17 female, age median [interquartile range]: 64 [57-69] years) were included in
this analysis. Groups were age-matched but not gender matched, as previous comparison
of male and female controls for parameters of interest revealed no gender-related
differences478. ANOVA found significant group effects for some WOI (described below)
but no significant gender effects. The ALS cohort included three patients with a C9orf72
gene expansion, with the remainder of patients not carrying or not tested for this
pathogenic expansion. Site of onset of disease symptoms was spinal in 18 patients, bulbar
in five patients, and thoracic in one patient. Disease duration and time since diagnosis
median [interquartile range] of patients was 17.65 [10.15-23.92] months and 4.42 [2.989.71] respectively. ALSFRS-R, ECAS and CWIT scores collected within 90 days of EEG
were available for 18, 15 and 9 patients respectively. Survival data were not analysed as
only 2 patients were deceased at time of analysis.
6.2.2.1. EEG Acquisition and Experimental paradigm

EEG acquisition and the employed experimental paradigm (sustained attention to
response task) are described in section 4.1.3. Electrodes of primary interest (Fz, Cz and
Pz) were chosen based on established topographic maps of the SART N2 and P3
peaks126,479.
6.2.2.2. Data Analysis

EEG signal pre-processing
Signal pre-processing procedures are described in section 4.1.4.1. Sensor and source
space analysis of ITV-based ERSP are described in section 4.1.4.3.
6.2.2.3. Statistics

Oscillation analysis
To check for gender effect, ANOVA were performed separately for each Go and NoGo
WOI, using electrode, gender and group (patient or control) as independent variables, to
determine the significance and gender and group effects on WOI power (dependent
variable). A FDR of 5% was applied to p-value families across ANOVA, implemented
using the Benjamini and Hochberg method498, to account for multiple comparisons.
Tukey’s post hoc analysis was also implemented for each ANOVA to identify individual
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electrodes which significantly differed between groups. For time-frequency plane
statistical analysis of each electrode, data were down sampled to 34Hz (i.e. 1/15 data
points). To identify significant (i.e. significantly different from zero) ERSP in controls,
Wilcoxon's (paired) Sign-Rank W-statistic495, transformed to Z scores, was used as a test
statistic. To identify significant differences between control and patient ERSP,
AUROC501 was used as a test statistic. In both cases, a 5% false discovery rate498 was
used as a frequentist method for determining significant power differences amidst these
high-dimensional data. EBI499 provided Bayesian posterior probabilities, as well as the
achieved statistical power and AUROC.
Effect sizes and correlations
Specific time-frequency areas were defined as WOI based on significant oscillation
patterns identified in the control group (without inclusion of, or comparison to the patient
group) as ERD/ERS elicited by the SART in controls has not previously been reported.
These WOI were defined in order to determine effect size of differences between patients
and controls and investigate clinical correlations in patients, based on mean ERSP values
(without down sampling) within these WOIs. Cohen’s d was used as an index of effect
size, where d>0.8 indicates a large effect size630.
Spearman’s non-parametric rank correlation542 was used to investigate relationships
between mean ERSP values in the WOIs and neuropsychological and motor test scores.
Partial correlation was implemented for investigating relationships to CWIT inhibition
and inhibition-switching subscores, to control for the effects of decline in speech function
(quantified by the ALSFRS-R speech score) at time of CWIT testing. Multiple
comparisons were accounted for using a 5% FDR, implemented using the Benjamini and
Hochberg method498.
Gender and age matching
Mann-Whitney U testing494 and chi-squared proportion testing were used to compare age
and gender respectively between groups, with significant differences determined where q
= 0.05 (corresponding to the p < 0.05 for individual testing).
Selected measures for reporting the main findings
For reporting the results of statistical analyses, we use the p-values as a first stage
screening for significant findings. We then report the effect sizes (e.g. Cohen’s d), which
reflect how strong the changes in the brain are (as a patho-physiological phenomenon).
Finally, to show how much discrimination between controls and ALS patients is afforded
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by each measure, we use the AUROC as a measure commonly used in medical
statistics631.
6.2.3. Results
6.2.3.1. Task Performance

Mean response time was 364ms in controls and 375ms in patients. Mean ± standard
deviation trial accuracy (Go and NoGo) was 99.67 ± 0.48 and 78.31 ± 12.73% in controls
and 98.96 ± 1.60 and 77.90 ± 12.53% in patients respectively. Control and patient
accuracy and response time measures were not significantly different. Patients had
significantly (p=0.0042) greater anticipation errors than controls (patient mean ± standard
deviation: 0.084 ± 0.14%, control: 0.01 ± 0.03%).
6.2.3.2. Event Related Spectral Perturbations

Go trials
During Go trials, theta-band (4-7Hz) ERS (i.e. increase in power relative to baseline),
alpha-band (8-12Hz) ERD (i.e. decrease in power relative to baseline) and beta-band (1330Hz) ERD were present across the frontoparietal axis. Beta ERD was followed by ERS,
predominantly in Fz and Cz. These ERSP patterns in healthy controls, as informed by
sign rank495 statistical analysis, were examined further as windows of interest for
comparing ALS patients against controls and when performing correlation analyses in
100-700ms, 250-600ms, 200-500ms and 650-850ms post-stimulus time windows
respectively (Fig. 6.8A).
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Figure 6.8. Significant (A) Go and (B) NoGo trial related spectral perturbations in
controls. Heat maps illustrate mean ERSP values for significant (sign rank pcorr < 0.05, at
q = 0.05) ERSP. Regions of interest are demarcated by black boxes. Light blue areas are
those of no significant spectral perturbation relative to baseline. Colour bar limits are set
according to the maximum and minimum values observed for that trial type in any
electrode of interest. This figure has been published in my paper McMackin et al. (In
Press) (figure 1), please see appendix 6.2.
NoGo trials
Theta-band ERS, alpha-band ERD and beta-band ERD were also present across the
frontoparietal axis during NoGo trials. A significant synchronization was also present in
upper beta band (20-30Hz). These ERSP were examined further as windows of interest
(when comparing ALS patients and controls and when performing correlation analyses)
in 100-700ms, 350-700ms, 200-600ms and 750-850ms post-stimulus time windows
respectively (Fig. 6.8B).
The difference between NoGo and Go trials
NoGo trials differed from Go trials by greater theta band ERS over Fz and Cz, greater
alpha ERD (i.e. greater event-related reduction in oscillatory power in NoGo trials
relative to Go trials) and reduced slow beta (13-22Hz) ERS (i.e. less event-related
increase in oscillatory power in NoGo trials relative to Go trials) in all three electrodes.
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These ERSP differences in the control group were in the 150-450ms, 500-900ms and 600850ms post-stimulus time windows respectively (Fig. 6.9), and were defined as additional
windows of interest (for comparing ALS patients against controls and when performing
correlation analyses).

Figure 6.9. Significant differences between NoGo and Go trial related spectral
perturbations in controls. Heat maps illustrate mean ERSP NoGo-Go values for
significant (sign rank pcorr < 0.05, at q = 0.05) trial differences in ERSP. Regions of
interest are demarcated by black boxes. Colour bar limits are set according to the
maximum and minimum values observed for that trial type in any electrode of interest.
This figure has been published in my paper McMackin et al. (In Press) (figure 2), please
see appendix 6.2.
6.2.3.3. Event Related Spectral Perturbations in ALS compared to controls

Analysis of the entire time-frequency plane identified significantly reduced beta-band
ERD in Fz and Pz during Go and NoGo trials in ALS compared to controls (AUROC
values illustrated in Fig. 6.10, effect sizes and AUROC values listed in table 6.3). These
findings are in keeping the findings of ANOVA, which identified significant group effect
(across electrodes) on beta-band power in this window (p values listed in table 6.3). This
ANOVA also identified significant reduction in Go trial beta ERS (650-850ms,
p=7.72*10-4) across electrodes, which was predominantly accounted for by Fz, the only
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individual electrode to show significant difference between groups at post hoc testing
(Tukey’s p=0.048). No significant differences between patients and controls were found
for the difference between NoGo and Go trial ERSP.
Table 6.3. Summary of statistics for significant changes in SART-associated
ERD/ERS in ALS patients compared to controls. ANOVA group effect p values are
the effect of group on this windows of interest for this trial type, across electrodes.
Difference between ALS and controls pertains to ANOVA and individual electrode
analyses. Cohen’s d quantifies effect size (>0.8 denotes large effect size, >1 denotes very
large effect size), area under the receivership operating characteristic curve (AUROC)
quantifies discrimination between ALS and controls by this measure (>0.8 denotes very
good discrimination). This table has been published in my paper McMackin et al. (In
Press) (table 1), please see appendix 6.2.
Frequency
range
(Hz)

Trial

Time
range
(ms post
stimulus)

Difference
between
ALS and
controls

13-30

Go

200-500

Less ERD 5.18*10-4
in ALS
Less ERD 9.71*10-4
in ALS

NoGo 200-600
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ANOVA
group
effect p

Electrode AUROC Cohen’s
d

Fz
Pz
Fz
Pz

>0.8
>0.82
>0.8
>0.82

0.97
0.92
0.89
1.12

Figure 6.10. Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve minus 0.5 values
for significant ERSP changes in ALS (versus controls) for (A) Go and (B) NoGo
trials. All significant findings were of increased power (i.e. ERS) in ALS patients relative
to controls. Fz and Pz power (1-β) = 0.32 and 0.31 and Bayesian Posterior probability
(P1) = 0.92 and 0.88 respectively during Go trials and power=0.18/0.27 and P1=0.90/0.88
respectively during NoGo trials. Non-zero values plotted are those deemed significant
based on a 5% false discovery rate by testing the full time-frequency plane using
empirical Bayesian inference. Colour bar illustrates area under the receivership operating
characteristic curve centred around zero (i.e. AUROC-0.5). This figure has been
published in my paper McMackin et al. (In Press) (figure 3), please see appendix 6.2.

6.2.3.4. Correlation with task performance

Correlations between late beta-band ERS in Go (650-850ms post stimulus) and NoGo
(750-850ms post stimulus) trials and task performance measures are summarised in table
6.4. Significant negative correlation was identified between response accuracy and late
beta band ERS in Pz during Go trials (i.e. poorer accuracy with greater beta ERS) for
controls but not patients.
Significant negative correlations between response time and beta-band late ERS in
patients and the overall group (i.e. faster response time with greater beta ERS) across the
electrodes of interest were present in controls alone as a trend but were not significant
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following multiple comparison correction. Theta band ERS in Pz during Go trials showed
significant negative correlation with response time in the total group (p=0.010, rho=-0.34)
with similar trends when patients and controls were considered separately (patients:
p=0.055, rho=-0.39, controls: p=0.052, rho=-0.34). Patient, but not control, response
times also negatively correlated with Cz alpha band ERSP in NoGo trials (i.e. greater
alpha ERD was associated slower response times, p=0.013, rho=-0.5). Patient ECAS
ALS-specific score was correlated with beta ERS (750-850ms post stimulus, p=0.0024,
rho=0.72) over Cz during NoGo trials (i.e. greater executive performance with greater
beta ERS, Fig. 6.11). No significant correlations were identified for other regions of
interest, disease duration or ALSFRS-R or CWIT scores.
Table 6.4. Significant correlations between beta-band (13-30Hz) ERS (%) and
SART performance measures. Negative rho values reflect less ERS with larger
behavioural measure value (longer reaction time or greater accuracy). Go trials time
window - 650-850ms post stimulus, NoGo trials time window - 750-850ms post stimulus.
Uncorrected p-values (p) remained significant when corrected at FDR q = 0.05. This table
has been published in my paper McMackin et al. (In Press) (table 2), please see appendix
6.2.
EEG trial

Channel

Behavioural
measure

Participant

p

Rho

Go

Fz

Response
time

All
Patient
All
Patient
All
Patient
Control

1.18*10-4
1.12*10-4
9.22*10-6
6.19*10-5
9.30*10-4
9.97*10-5
0.011

-0.49
-0.72
-0.56
-0.74
-0.43
-0.72
-0.44

0.008

-0.45

All

0.0036

-0.38

Patient

0.0052

-0.56

Cz
Pz

NoGo

Cz

Total
accuracy
(%)
NoGo
accuracy
(%)
Response
time
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Figure 6.11. Correlations between ECAS ALS-specific score and ERS over Cz in
beta band 750-850ms post stimulus during NoGo trials. P-value (uncorrected) and rho
(ρ) pertains to non-parametric Spearman’s correlation test and was significant at FDR q
= 0.05. This figure has been published in my paper McMackin et al. (In Press) (figure 4),
please see appendix 6.2.
6.2.4. Discussion
We have characterized SART-evoked cortical oscillation changes at sensor level along
the frontoparietal axis and have correlated these with task performance. These oscillations
relate to the speed and accuracy with which a participant performs the task, and are
disrupted in ALS patients.

6.2.4.1. SART related spectral perturbations in controls

Beginning at approximately 150ms post-stimulus, alpha and beta band ERD were
observed during both Go and NoGo trials across the frontoparietal axis, in addition to
theta band ERS over the frontal lobe (in Fz and Cz), which was greater during correct
response withholding. Beta ERD was followed by ERS, which was significantly reduced
during correct response withholding.
Beta oscillations (13-30Hz)
Motor tasks evoke well-characterized movement-related beta desynchronization
(βMRD), beginning in the second before movement onset and peaking during movement
performance, followed by movement-related synchronization (βMRS) during movement
termination632,633. βMRD is associated with motor planning and execution, while βMRS
reflects inhibition of the motor networks to terminate the motor program634. Like SARTrelated beta ERS observed here, βMRS is maximal in Cz and larger in Go trials than
NoGo trials, and reaches significance at approximately 800ms post-stimulus634. Similar
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to the SART, a Go/NoGo task not designed to test sustained attention is also found to
elicit beta ERD/ERS during Go and NoGo trials, with Go trial ERS inversely correlating
with response time 635. These similarities indicate that the SART captures this measure of
motor cortical activation and inactivation in addition to those of attention and response
control.
Alpha oscillations (8-12Hz)
Alpha ERD/ERS did not correlate with control task performance in this study, such that
the ability to determine the role of this ERD in SART performance is limited. Alpha ERD
is associated with thalamocortical network excitation578 and release of the task-engaged
cortical regions from inhibition 636. This measure has been captured during a number of
other attention and memory tasks, and is considered to reflect retrieval of task-relevant
information from one’s “knowledge system”636,637.
Peri-movement alpha ERD is also observed in Go/NoGo tasks not designed to test
attention or memory, and represents a general disinhibition of the motor networks to
facilitate movement. In keeping with our observations, this movement-related alpha band
ERD (αMRD) generally persists for longer than βMRD and does not typically rebound to
synchronization638. However, αMRD is not found to be greater during NoGo trials of
these tasks635,638,639, as we observed here, while cognitive alpha ERD increases with task
complexity. Therefore, this alpha change may not be a purely motor cortical phenomenon
and requires further characterization by larger, source level studies to differentiate
potential cognitive and motor underpinnings.
Theta oscillations (4-7Hz)
Theta band ERS showed significant correlation with SART response time in the overall
group, with similar trends within the individual groups that were probably underpowered
to detect this effect in each single group. An n-back task study, which also identified
frontocentral-predominant theta ERS peaking approximately 250ms after stimulus
delivery, demonstrated association of this ERS with attention allocation, rather than
working memory640. Further, frontal midline theta, a focal increase in theta power
induced by numerous cognitive tasks and localized to the dorsal anterior cingulate and
medial prefrontal cortex641, reflects attentional processing642. This is consistent with the
presence of theta ERS for all trial types, with greater magnitude during NoGo trials.
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6.2.4.2. Increasing SART specificity and understanding the speed-accuracy
trade-off

Utility of the SART as a test of sustained attention has been criticized due to the extent
of performance variation within healthy populations, which has been attributed to the
speed-accuracy trade-off643. Task performance requires sufficient working memory,
attention, response inhibition and motor control, among other functions. Therefore,
differences in performance measures such as response time and accuracy may reflect
normal or abnormal differences in an array of cortical functions. However, this lack of
specificity is advantageous when EEG is recorded simultaneously, as a battery of
measures which individually interrogate each of these functions, differentiated by their
spatial, temporal and frequency characteristics, can be measured from a single paradigm.
We have previously demonstrated how time-domain analysis of SART-EEG provides
individual measures of response control and attention, facilitating identification of
specific cognitive and motor functions affected in ALS478. Here we have extracted nonphase locked cortical oscillatory changes across time and frequency domains, capturing
additional measures of specific network activity and communication that were lost
through averaging in our previous analysis and which are not frequency-domain
reflections of event related potentials. We have demonstrated that individuals who
prioritize speed over accuracy display greater beta ERS during Go trials, potentially
reflecting greater post-movement motor cortical inhibition in these individuals. While the
causative relationship between this measure of motor cortical deactivation and task
approach warrants further investigation, the specificity of this correlation to this WOI
within the time-frequency plane facilitates separation of this variation in speed-accuracy
trade-off observed in healthy cohorts

643

from other, pathological, changes in cortical

networking captured at other times and frequencies, such as those we have identified in
ALS.

6.2.4.3. Dysfunctional network communication in ALS during the SART

ALS patients showed significant reduction in frontal and parietal beta ERD. βMRD
elicited by motor preparation-specific paradigms128 has previously been shown to be
reduced in ALS. This has been proposed to reflect upper motor neuron degeneration,
although motor function of the upper extremities does not correlate with βMRD346,596.
SART-elicited beta ERD similarly did not correlate with task performance, in alignment
with the lack of difference in task response time or accuracy between patients and
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controls. The lack of significant change in Cz beta ERD in ALS patients observed here
also indicates measurement of broader motor network dysfunction beyond the precentral
gyrus, such as in the premotor, supplementary motor and posterior parietal cortices.
Therefore, while the similarity of this ERD to βMRD suggests that they are of similar (or
the same) motor physiological basis, source localisation is required to clarify the specific
generators of these oscillations.
Regardless of its physiological origin, the large effect size (Cohen’s d=1.12) and good
discrimination (AUC=0.82) of ALS patients from controls by beta ERD highlights the
need for further exploration of this promising measure as a biomarker of ALS and ALS
subphenotypes. Further, as the symptoms of neurodegenerative diseases such as ALS can
limit the duration of data collection sessions, the ability of SART to simultaneously elicit
a number of distinct measures of motor, motor preparatory and executive function could
maximise the efficiency with which cognitive and motor networks are interrogated in
both research and clinical settings.

As a group, ALS patients also showed reduced Go trial beta ERS, predominantly over the
prefrontal cortex. While the correlation between Go trial beta ERS and poorer response
accuracy observed in controls was absent, strong correlations were observed between
NoGo trial beta ERS over the motor cortex and executive performance in patients. This
correlation, alongside existing literature (described above), may reflect ALS patients with
sufficient executive function exerting increased prefrontal control over motor cortex
activation to sustain task performance. Patient (but not control) response times were also
longer in those with more central alpha ERD in NoGo trials. Together, these findings
indicate that sustained performance in patients is achieved through balancing pathological
dysfunction with compensatory engagement in cognitive and motor networks. These
findings exemplify the utility of EEG in capturing cortical network (dys)function in
disease with greater sensitivity and source specificity than task performance measures,
which do not emerge until cognitive reserve and alternative neural networks can no longer
compensate644. However, larger dataset collection is now required to perform
comparisons of these measures between clinical, genetic and disease stage ALS
subcohorts and facilitate further interrogation of the relationship between this cortical
pathophysiology and cognitive and motor symptom severity with higher statistical power.
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Further, the pathological or compensatory roles of ERSP in ALS require further
elucidation through longitudinal and source level analyses.
6.2.4.4. Limitations

This analysis focussed on three electrodes of interest across the frontoparietal axis in order
to simultaneously investigate previously unexamined SART-associated cortical
oscillations and perform preliminary screening for potential ALS biomarkers. Spatial
resolution of these findings is poor. Therefore, while they capture the activity of important
generators of SART response across primary motor, pre-motor and supplementary motor
areas (in the motor domain) and prefrontal and parietal generators (in the cognitive
domain), our ability to attribute different ERSP to specific cortical regions is limited.
Source-localised analysis will be needed in a future study to elucidate the sources of
abnormalities in cognitive oscillations across the cortex, informed by a dense electrode
montage, and potentially increase the discriminative ability of these measures in detecting
ALS. Expansion of the datasets shall facilitate further interrogation of the relationships
between these measures of cortical pathophysiology and disease stage, rate of progression
and symptom severity.
6.2.4.5. Conclusion

Our data demonstrate that time-frequency analysis of EEG during SART, in addition to
event related potential analysis, provide measures of cognitive and motor network
function that may not be captured by behavioural performance or by other
neuropsychological testing. These measures help to dissect the summated complex
interactions within and between the cortical networks which regulate task performance,
including speed-accuracy trade-off strategy and compensation for pathology. Moreover,
we demonstrate that cortical oscillation abnormalities not captured by task performance
measures have large effect sizes and show good discrimination between ALS patients and
controls. Such discrete measurements may provide informative, sensitive biomarkers of
disease-related network dysfunction and warrant further investigation.
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7. Results: Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
Results chapter 7 comprises the TMS aspects of this project. An analysis of the collected
data has been presented in section 7.1. Section 7.2 contains an opinion piece submitted to
the editor of Clinical Neurophysiology in October 2020.

7.1.

Cross-sectional analysis

7.1.1. Introduction
TMS has been employed as a tool by which to quantitatively measure ALS-related upper
motor neuron decline in numerous previous studies. However lack of reproducibility
across both single and paired pulse TMS studies of ALS has previously led to this
methodology falling out of favour.
While some of this variation is likely to be due to heterogeneity in ALS motor network
pathology, the use of typically employed “fixed-intensity” paired pulse TMS protocol is
also known to exhibit poor reproducibility within individuals195. In order to improve
paired pulse TMS reproducibility, TT-TMS (also referred to as “threshold-hunting”)
protocols have been developed158. These protocol are based on reversal of the traditional
assignment of input and output variables, such that stimulation intensity is varied in order
to obtain a specified target MEP peak-to-peak amplitude. In these studies, a variation (i.e.
between groups of individuals) or a change (e.g. prior to and following an intervention)
in the state of intracortical circuits with projections on to upper motor neurons (which
could be interpreted as the degree to which these circuits exert a facilitatory or inhibitory
effect) is inferred by comparison of the TS intensities required to obtain the desired MEP
amplitude when preceded by a CS compared to when unconditioned. Comparison of TTTMS to fixed-intensity TMS has demonstrated that threshold tracking-elicited
intracortical inhibition has excellent intraday and adequate-to-excellent interday
reproducibility, while equivalent fixed intensity protocol produce poorly-to-adequately
reproducible intracortical inhibition measures195.
Adoption of TT-TMS in the study of ALS has brought the application of TMS in the
development of ALS biomarkers back into favour. All TT-TMS studies in ALS to date
have been generated from a single laboratory investigating Australian patient cohorts.
Lower SICI in ALS has repeatedly and consistently been reported from TT-TMS studies,
with greater ICF in ALS being intermittently observed194,569,645. The first of these studies
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reported “completely absent” SICI at ISIs ≤ 1ms, with SICI with a 3ms ISI also being
reported as significantly lower than in controls194. Most studies thereafter report averaged
SICI measures across a 1-7ms ISI range when investigating the use of this measure as an
ALS biomarker645, which showed better sensitivity and specificity balance for diagnosing
ALS compared to measures at specific ISIs. An inter-session reliability analysis by this
group also deemed that measurement of averaged SICI reduces variability of individual
measurements646.
These findings warrant replication in another ALS population, which may be
characterised by distinct genetic/environmental ALS risk factors which are known to vary
geographically647. The more general aim is to determine the broader applicability of these
potential biomarkers. As SICI recorded with a 1ms ISI (SICI1ms) is attributed to
GABAergic tone, while SICI recorded with a 3ms ISI (SICI3ms) is attributed to
GABAAergic interneuronal inhibition, investigating averaged SICI only, without
consideration of individual ISI measures could lead to valuable prognostic/subphenotype
biomarkers being missed. Therefore unaveraged measures were investigated here. The
effect of ALS on LICI, SIHI and LIHI have also yet to be reported in ALS using TTTMS, such that their utility for investigating GABABergic interneuronal and corpus
callosal pathophysiology (see section 2.1.2.2) in ALS has yet be to exploited. These
measures now warrant investigation alongside SICI and ICF. Notably, some of these
paired pulse measures can be evoked by the same interstimulus interval, but differ by the
required conditioning stimulus location, for example LICI and LIHI both require a
suprathreshold CS with a 40-50ms, but differ by CS location (the contralateral and
ipsilateral motor hotspot respectively). Therefore, a focal, figure of eight coil must be
used for these measures, as the large circular coil used in previous TT-TMS studies of
ALS can simultaneously activate both motor cortices (and therefore both intracortical and
interhemispheric networks simultaneously100) when positioned over the vertex.
Finally, all studies of SICI in ALS to date have used (typically employed) PA coil
orientation (i.e. that which delivers a magnetic field across the precentral gyrus in a
posterior to anterior direction, see section 2.1.2.2152), which preferentially induce motor
cortical output via early (I1) waves149. However, SICI, LICI and SIHI reduce corticospinal
tract output via indirect, late I waves (I2 and I3-waves)165,170,184,189, which are
preferentially engaged by stimulation with AP coil orientation149 (i.e. that which delivers
a magnetic field across the precentral gyrus in an anterior to posterior direction, see
section 2.1.2.2152). Correspondingly, SICI3ms is found to be of greater magnitude when
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AP coil orientation is used (SICIAP), and the extent of SICIAP-3ms is found to correlate with
the difference between AP and LM-induced MEP latency, a proxy measure of late I wave
engagement. By contrast, SICIPA-3ms is not found to correlate with the difference between
PA and LM-induced MEP latency, a proxy measure of early I wave engagement.
Considering this evidence that late I wave-generating inhibitory interneurons are more
sensitive to stimulation with AP orientation, and that SICIAP relates to the extent of late I
wave engagement, it has been proposed that SICIAP could provide a better measure for
the detection of pathology in such intracortical motor networks, such as in ALS, compared
to SICIPA156.
The aim of this study was to investigate if the previously reported changes in TT-TMS
measures of ICF and SICI in ALS could be replicated in a cohort from the Irish ALS
population, to investigate if SIHI, LIHI and/or LICI are affected by ALS using TT-TMS,
to investigate if TT-TMS measures of specific aspects of intracortical and
interhemispheric motor network function show statistically significant correlations to
ALS motor symptoms and progression, and to investigate if implementing AP coil
orientation with TT-TMS provides greater sensitivity to/more information regarding ALS
pathology.
7.1.2. Methods
7.1.2.1. Ethical Approval

Ethical approval and participant written consent were obtained as described in section
4.6.
7.1.2.2. Inclusion Criteria

All participants were over 18 years of age and able to give informed written or verbal (in
the presence of two witnesses) consent. Patients were diagnosed with Possible, Probable
or Definite ALS in accordance with the El Escorial Revised Diagnostic Criteria.
7.1.2.3. Exclusion Criteria

Participants were prescreened during recruitment according to the 13-question TMS
screening questionnaire of Rossi et al.648 and excluded if any contraindications to TMS
were identified or if they reported currently/in the last month using neuro-modulatory
drugs which affect central nervous system neurotransmission (via GABA, glutamate,
serotonin, dopamine or noradrenaline) with the exception of riluzole, prescribed for ALS
(see section 7.2 for discussion on the effects of riluzole on paired pulse TMS measures,
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which do not mirror those identified in ALS patients here). Prescreening was repeated
and acute screening was also undertaken on the day of TMS recording in advance of
formal written consenting to ensure the participant had reported any potential
contraindications and to ensure the participant had slept “normally” (no more than 2 hours
below average), had eaten that morning and had not taken any illicit drugs or had drunk
alcohol in the 24 hours prior to recording.
7.1.2.4. Demographics

Healthy controls included neurologically normal, age-matched individuals recruited from
an existing cohort of population-based controls. A total of 17 ALS patients and 24 healthy
controls were recruited, following exclusion of those taking neuromodulatory
medications known to influence neurotransmitters which influence the paired-pulse TMS
measures of interest (i.e. baclofen, beta-blockers, SSRIs, benzodiazepines) or who did not
meet the safety criteria outlined by Rossi et al., (2009).
7.1.2.5. Clinical scores

ALSFRS-R score recorded within 90 days of participation and disease duration data were
acquired for each participant as described in section 4.6. In the case of two participants,
last ALSFRS-R available was >90 before recording due to slow disease progression
limiting clinic attendance, however, a representative mean of ALSFRS-R score recorded
over 2.5/3.8 years (within which time both participants experienced a total score decrease
of 2 points) was used.
7.1.2.6. Experimental paradigm

Handedness
Handedness was recorded via the Edinburgh Handedness Scale649. One ALS patient and
two controls were determined to be left handed. Test stimuli of paired pulse TMS protocol
were applied to the hemisphere contralateral to the muscle of the dominant hand.
Electromyography
Participants were seated upright in a sofa-style chair with wide arm rests and asked to sit
with their arms in their lap or on the arm rest in such a way that was most comfortable
and maintained a baseline EMG amplitude below the maximum acceptable limit (root
mean squared amplitude of 10µV). EMG activity was recorded from left and right
abductor pollicis brevis (APB) via pairs of pre-gelled electrode pads connected to clip
leads (see section 4.2 for recording hardware and software details) spaced approximately
2cm apart in a belly-tendon montage (Fig. 7.1).
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Figure 7.1. Belly-tendon montage employed for TMS-associated EMG.

In some early participants (3 ALS patients, 6 controls) where signals were amplified with
1000 gain, amplifier saturation was identified by the tips of the positive/negative
compound muscle action potential (CMAP) peak flat-lining at +/- 5V respectively. In
such cases, peaks were repaired by spline interpolation prior to maximum CMAP peakto-peak amplitude calculation. Following identification of this issue, amplifier gain was
reduced to 500 during CMAP recording to avoid amplifier saturation (at +/- 5V). This
reduction in gain was accounted for by subsequently accounted for by the multiplication
of all CMAP signal amplitudes by two in these individuals. The accuracy of peak-to-peak
amplitude calculation following this repair method was validated using 15 CMAPs where
500 gain was applied and positive or negative peak was greater than 5mV (i.e values
which would have been lost due to amplifier saturation were gain set to 1000). In these
data, peak amplitude values above 5mV were artificially removed and recalculated by
spline interpolation, with the resulting peak-to-peak amplitude being compared to that
calculated from the true signal. Lin’s concordance correlation coefficient was 0.997,
demonstrating almost perfect agreement (>0.99)650 between real signal and interpolationbased signal CMAP amplitude measurements.
Transcranial magnetic stimulation
Participants wore a fitted cloth cap upon which landmarks aligning with markings on the
TMS coils were illustrated to maximise consistency of coil positioning. Monophasic
magnetic stimuli were delivered via a DuoMag MP Dual stimulator (Deymed Diagnostics
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s.r.o., Hronov, Czech Republic), equipped with 50mm mid-diameter figure-of-eight coils.
The non-dominant APB ‘‘hotspot”, the optimal position of stimulation to elicit an MEP
in APB of the non-dominant hand was determined first. The axis of intersection between
the two loops was oriented at 90° to the sagittal to induce LM current flow across M1 of
the hemisphere contralateral to the non-dominant hand. Stimulator output was gradually
increased in 10 percent of maximum stimulator output (% MSO) increments 2cm anterior
and 5cm lateral from the vertex, until an MEP was elicited in the target muscle, or until
70% MSO was reached. Thereafter, the coil was moved in ~1cm increments along either
the anteroposterior or mediolateral axis from this point and the stimulus intensity
increased or reduced until the position which elicited an MEP at lowest stimulation was
identified. This coil position was illustrated on the head by drawing four reference points
to which the coil must be aligned in this position on the cloth cap. Resting motor threshold
(the % MSO at which 50% of stimuli elicit an MEP of 50µV) was then measured. The
hotspotting procedure was then repeated over the hemisphere contralateral to the
dominant hand with the axis of intersection between the two loops of the coil oriented at
45° to the sagittal plane to induce PA current flow across the motor strip of M1.Thereafter
RMT and threshold hunting target (THT, the % MSO at which 50% of stimuli elicit an
MEP of 200µV) were measured using a fully automated PEST protocol (see section
4.2.2.1) with PA current flow, followed by rotation of the coil by 180° to achieve AP
current flow across M1 and remeasurement of the RMT and THT in the same position.
Once RMT and THT values were determined, the following paired pulse protocol were
delivered in random order. In order to limit the session duration to three hours, to avoid
participant fatigue and discomfort, PA coil orientation was used for all paired pulse
measures of interest, while AP coil orientation was only implemented for measures
demonstrated to be significantly different between AP and PA applications using
threshold hunting protocol156,166,472. Additionally, specific ISIs were chosen based on
existing literature. Namely, four ISIs were used to investigate LICI as this measure was
not previously investigated using threshold tracking in ALS and peaks at varied ISIs
between individuals. A single, 10ms ISI was used to measure ICF, based on the ICF ISI
which previously demonstrated maximal difference between ALS patients and controls194,
as previous ICF findings are variable70,194,216,289,334,335 and the physiological
underpinnings of ICF remain uncertain. As SICI is established to peak at 1ms and 3ms
ISIs, and these peaks are attributed to distinct aspects of motor network function, SICI
was measured at 1 and 3ms ISIs. Therefore the protocol measured with a single coil using
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PA orientation were: SICIPA-1ms, SICIPA-3ms, LICI with 50ms, 100ms, 150ms and 200ms
ISIs (LICIPA-50-200ms) and ICF with 10ms ISI (ICF10ms). The protocol measured with a
single coil using AP coil orientation were: SICIAP-3ms, LICI with 150ms and 200ms ISI
(LICIAP-150-200ms). The protocol measured with two coils (the conditioning coil placed over
the ipsilateral hemisphere motor hotspot with LM orientation and the test coil placed over
the contralateral hemisphere motor hotspot) were: IHI with 10ms ISI (SIHIPA), IHI with
40ms ISI (LIHIPA) when the test coil was at PA orientation and IHI with 10ms ISI
(SIHIAP) when the test coil was at AP orientation.
Adaptive threshold hunting
An adaptive threshold hunting protocol was applied to obtain all single-pulse (i.e. RMT
and THT) and paired-pulse measures, using maximum likelihood protocol PEST
(Awiszus and Borckardt, 2011). This procedure utilises a sigmoid-shaped logistic
function to determine the stimulation intensity at which there exists a 50% probability of
eliciting a MEP with the peak-to-peak amplitude that has been defined (i.e. 50µV for
RMT, 200µV for THT and all paired pulse protocols). This function and its
implementation via manual interface with the commonly used MTAT 2.0 programme are
described by Prof. Friedemann Awiszus651. Here and in our previous publication652,
however, we have fully automated the procedure using Signal (CED Ltd., Cambridge
UK) and MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., MA, USA) scripts to reduce probability of human
error (for example by misreading response amplitudes or incorrectly setting the
recommended stimulation intensity), to reduce required experimenter presence and to
facilitate automated baseline amplitude screening and trial rejection. The experimenter
also visually monitored the EMG during data collection to identify where lower motor
neuron-associated EMG abnormalities (e.g. fasciculations, fibrillations) occurred within
the MEP-peak search window and not in the baseline, which could mislead the PEST
algorithm. In such cases the protocol was terminated and restarted. Following collection
of 4 patient and 9 control datasets, the baseline window was expanded from 50ms to
200ms to improve automated detection of these artefacts, however experimenter
monitoring of signal input was maintained.
Maximum compound muscle action potential
Maximum compound muscle action potential in the dominant hand APB was determined
using electrical stimulation via a Digitimer DS7A stimulator (Digitimer Ltd., Welwyn
Garden City, UK) at the elbow over the median nerve. A bar electrode containing two
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steel electrodes (0.8cm diameter) holding saline-soaked felt pads with a fixed distance of
3cm between the cathode and anode was used to deliver stimuli. Stimulation was initiated
at 10mA and increased in 10mA increments until CMAP peak-to-peak amplitude no
longer increased, followed by increase in stimulus amplitude by 20% to ensure
supramaximal threshold stimulation. Maximal electrical stimulator output was 99.99mA.
Participant comfort was continuously monitored between stimuli. Participation in
electrical nerve stimulation was not mandatory for participation in the magnetic
stimulation study. CMAP trials with a 200ms pre-stimulus baseline root mean square
amplitude >50µV were rejected.
7.1.2.7. Data analysis

For all TMS-associated signal analyses, MEP peak to peak amplitudes were measured
within the 15-50ms window following test stimulation.
Mean MEP and CMAP latency
To determine mean AP and PA-orientation associated MEP latencies, EMG data collected
during AP and PA THT measurement by PEST were employed from those from whom
both measures were successfully recorded. Each stimulus trial was baseline corrected
using a baseline window 200ms pre-stimulus. Onset of each MEP was searched for 1550ms post-stimulus. For CMAP data, peaks were evaluated in the 5-30ms post-stimulus
signal. Onset thresholds were defined for each MEP/CMAP as the mean baseline window
amplitude plus/minus two standard deviations of baseline window amplitude. Latency of
the MEP/CMAP was then defined as the first time point at which signal amplitude at this
time and the four following data points crossed one of these onset thresholds. Mean
latency was then calculated across those trials containing MEPs with a peak to peak
amplitude >50uV and root mean square amplitude below 10uV in the baseline window
for AP MEPs, PA MEPs and CMAPs (all EMG data recorded was saved for potential
offline analyses, while EMG frames with noisy baseline data were not passed to the PEST
algorithm during the TMS session).

Paired pulse TMS
Facilitation/inhibition was defined as the percentage change in test stimulator output
necessary to evoke a MEP of target amplitude (200µV) in the presence of the conditioning
stimulus (i.e. the conditioned threshold target, CTT) compared to in its absence (i.e. the
THT) as follows:
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CTT − THT

Inhibition/Facilitation (%) = (

THT

× 100% ) - 100

with positive values indicating inhibition and negative values indicating facilitation of
upper motor neurons via the network components engaged by the conditioning stimulus.
As a proxy measure of the steepness of the stimulus-response curve slope, THT was
compared to RMT for AP and PA coil orientation as follows:
THT − RMT

THT as a % of RMT = (

THT

× 100% ) - 100

This measure was compared between ALS patients and controls alongside paired pulse
measures and RMT values.
7.1.2.8. Statistics

Group differences
Wilcoxon sign rank tests495 were used to compare control values for each paired pulse
measure to zero, to determine if significant facilitation or inhibition was identified in the
control cohort. Two-tailed t-tests were used to compare paired pulse measures,
MEP/CMAP latencies and mCMAP amplitude between ALS patients and controls. Mann
Whitney U tests494 were employed in place of t-tests where values for that measure were
determined to have a non-normal distribution. Data values were deemed to have a normal
distribution based on Shapiro-Wilk653 testing. To account for multiple comparisons, only
those p values with a positive FDR below 5% (determined by the Benjamini Hochberg
method) were considered significant. These FDR were calculated across parameter
families (e.g. across the 13 sign rank test p values for each paired pulse parameter and
across the 17 group comparison-associated p values for each RMT, THT (as a percentage
of RMT) and paired pulse parameter).
Discrimination ability and effect size
In order to quantify the ability of paired pulse TMS measures to discriminate ALS patients
from controls, the AUROC was calculated for each inhibition/facilitation parameter for
each ISI and coil orientation used. AUROC values were used to index how well each of
these paired pulse TMS measures separated patient and control groups501 where if the null
hypothesis of no separation is true, AUROC equals 0.5, and values closer to 0 or 1 indicate
greater separation. Effect size was measured by Cohen’s d, where absolute d>0.2
indicates a small effect size, absolute d>0.5 indicates a medium effect size and absolute
d>0.8 indicates a large effect size630 and sign indicates direction of the effect (positive
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represents larger value in ALS patients, negative represents smaller values in ALS
patients).
Correlations
Spearman’s partial rank correlation542 analysis was used to investigate the relationships
of single and paired pulse TMS and CMAP measures with disease duration and ALSFRSR score while accounting for the effect of age. To account for multiple comparisons across
correlations, only those p values with a positive FDR below 5% (determined by the
Benjamini Hochberg method) were considered significant. These FDR were calculated
across the 17 paired pulse, RMT and THT measures, as described for group difference
analysis.
7.1.3. Results
7.1.3.1. Data collection

Of the 17 ALS patients and 24 healthy controls recruited only 11 ALS patients (2 female,
age median [range]: 69 [41-79]) and 23 healthy controls (5 female, age median [range]:
61 [37-76] years) underwent paired-pulse TMS recording upon session attendance. This
was due to the following unforeseeable factors: One control and two ALS patients were
unable to contribute data as they could not relax the target muscles to below acceptable
baseline EMG amplitude. Four patients could not contribute paired pulse data due to
inability to achieve MEPs of 200µV in the dominant target muscle at maximum stimulator
output, and therefore it was not possible to employ THT. Three patients and three controls
were unable to contribute paired pulse data with AP coil orientation due to inability to
elicit MEPs of 200µV in the dominant target muscle at maximum stimulator output. One
patient and one control were unable to contribute interhemispheric measures due to
inability to elicit MEPs of 200µV in the non-dominant target muscle at maximum
stimulator output. Those patient and control groups who underwent paired-pulse
recording were age (p=0.11) and gender (χ2=0.58, p=0.81) matched.
Maximum CMAP data were collected in 13 ALS patients (4 female, age median [range]:
69 [41-79] years) and 17 controls (4 female, age median [range]: 59 [37-76] years). Those
patient and control groups who underwent CMAP were age (p=0.12) and gender (χ2=0.66,
p=0.20) matched. One patient and one control, who contributed both paired pulse TMS
and CMAP data, were determined to be left handed, the remainder of participants were
right handed. These 20 controls (3 female, median [range] age: 62.5 [34-76]) and 8 ALS
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patients (0 female, median [range] age: 70 [41-79) from whom AP and PA MEP latency
measures were obtained were also age (p=0.15) and gender (χ2=0.13, p=0.25) matched.
7.1.3.2. Differences between ALS patients and controls

Paired pulse TMS
Sign rank test (examining the difference between control values and zero) and group
comparison p values for each inhibition/facilitation parameter measured are reported in
table 7.1. Significant sign rank p values for all measures except for ICF at a 5% FDR
demonstrate that significant inhibition was achieved in controls by all inhibitory protocol,
while ICF was not significant. Differences from zero and differences between ALS
patient and control group values are illustrated in Fig 7.2.
SICI

When PA orientation was implemented, only SICI1ms was found to be of a different
magnitude in ALS patients with respect to controls with less inhibition occurring in ALS.
While trends towards lower SICI3ms in ALS patients were observed, these differences
were not found to be significant in this analysis. When an AP coil orientation was used,
however, SICI3ms was reliably lower in ALS compared to controls.
ICF

Intracortical facilitation was not different in ALS patients and controls.
LICI

Irrespective of coil orientation or ISI, LICI was not found to be significantly different in
ALS patients compared to controls.
IHI

While trends of lower interhemispheric inhibition were observed in ALS patients were
observed, most evident for SIHI with AP test coil orientation, these differences were not
found to be statistically significant at a false discovery rate of 5%.
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Figure 7.2. Bee swarm plots illustrating control (blue) and ALS patient (red) TMS
parameter values. Black lines highlight zero (i.e. where no inhibition/facilitation is observed).
Horizontal coloured lines denote group mean, vertical coloured lines denote 95% confidence
interval of the mean. Threshold hunting target (THT) values are expressed as a percentage of
resting motor threshold (RMT) values (i.e. the percentage difference in intensity required to
achieve 50% of MEP peak to peak amplitudes >200uV vs percentage difference in intensity
required to achieve 50% of MEP peak to peak amplitudes >50uV) PA – Posteroanterior coil test
orientation used. AP – Anteroposterior test coil orientation used. ** - puncorr<0.01 and
statistically significant at a false discovery rate of 5%.
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Table 7.1. Summary of statistics for each paired pulse inhibition/facilitation measure.
Numbers of patient and control datasets recorded are listed under Cn and Pn respectively.
Numbers of patient and control datasets excluded due to CTT>100% MSO are listed under C>100
and P>100 respectively. Tests used to compare controls and ALS patients (MWU – Mann
Whitney-U, TT – two tailed t-test) are listed under “ALS vs. control test”. All p values are listed
are uncorrected. Those coefficient values with corrected p values (at 5% false discovery rate) <
0.05 are emboldened. Ori – Orientation AUROC – Area under the receivership operating
characteristic curve, ISI – Interstimulus interval. PA – Posteroanterior. AP – Anteroposterior,
ppTMS – Paired pulse TMS measure.
Test
coil
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ISI
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n

SICI

PA

1ms

21

2

10

1

0.77

-1.10

3ms

22

1

11

0

0.63

AP

3ms

15

4

6

1

ICF

PA

10ms

23

0

11

LICI

PA
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22

1

100ms
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AP
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test
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vs.
control
p value

6.88*
10-5

TT

0.0077

-0.52

1.19*
10-4

TT

0.17

0.89

-1.60

6.10*
10-5

TT

0.0036

0

0.51

-0.047

0.48

TT

0.90

11

0

0.58

0.20

1.55*
10-4

TT

0.58

0

8

2

0.51

0.059

4.02*
10-5

TT

0.89

22

1

9

2

0.52

-0.075

4.01*
10-5

TT

0.85

200ms

23

0

11

0

0.55

0.24

5.27*
10-5

TT

0.51

150ms

18

2

5

2

0.61

0.43

TT

0.41

200ms

19

0

7

0

0.59

0.33

1.96*
10-4
1.96*
10-4

TT

0.46

10ms

21

0

8

1

0.7

-0.65

0.0012

TT

0.13

40ms

21

0

9

1

0.61

-0.34

0.0095

MWU

0.35

10ms

18

0

6

0

0.81

-1.15

5.99*
10-4

TT

0.024

Single pulse TMS and peripheral nerve stimulation
Single pulse associated MEP- and CMAP- associated statistics are summarised in table
7.2. Recorded values are illustrated in Fig. 7.3. RMT (Fig 7.2) was greater in ALS patients
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where PA coil orientation was applied (Cohen’s d=1.12, t-test p=0.0023), but not where
AP coil orientation was applied (Cohen’s d=0.58, t-test p=0.16).
MEP and CMAP latency

Patients showed significantly shorter MEP latency compared to controls when AP but not
PA coil orientation was used. No significant difference in CMAP latency was observed
between ALS patients and controls.

Figure 7.3. Bee swarm plots illustrating control (blue) and ALS patient (red) MEP and
CMAP latency and CMAP amplitude values. Horizontal coloured lines denote group mean,
vertical coloured lines denote 95% confidence interval of the mean. * - puncorr<0.05 and
statistically significant at a false discovery rate of 5%. PA – Posteroanterior coil orientation
used. AP – Anteroposterior coil orientation used. MEP – Motor evoked potential. CMAP –
Compound muscle action potential.
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Table 7.2. Summary statistics for compound muscle action potential and single pulse TMSassociated motor evoked potential data. All measures were recorded in dominant hand abductor
pollicis brevis. Numbers of patient and control datasets recorded are listed under Cn and Pn
respectively. Mann Whitney U-associated p values are listed under ‘p’ as Shapiro-Wilks testing
rejected the hypothesis of normality for all measures. PA – Posteroanterior. AP – Anteroposterior.
MEP – Motor evoked potential. CMAP – Compound muscle action potential.

Parameter
MEP
CMAP

Summary
TMS coil
value
orientation
Mean latency PA
AP
Maximum
N/A
amplitude
Mean latency N/A

Cn

Pn
8
8
13

Control
mean
23.81 ms
24.64 ms
10.43 mV

Patient
mean
22.67 ms
22.67 ms
9.42 mV

20
20
17
17

p
0.94
0.031
0.24

13

6.20 ms

6.60 ms

0.32

7.1.3.3. Clinical correlations

No correlation associated p values were deemed significant at a FDR of 5%. However a
number of strong (rho>0.6) and very strong (rho>0.7) trends (puncorr<0.05, pcorr>0.05)
were identified. Namely, ALSFRS-R score negatively correlated with RMTPA (p=0.033,
rho=-0.67) and positively correlated with LICI150PA (p=0.040, rho=0.89), SIHI (p=0.035,
rho=0.90) and LIHI (p=0.049, rho=0.81). Further, disease duration negatively correlated
with LICI150PA (p=0.049, rho=-0.63).
7.1.4. Discussion
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, data collection to date has been limited and therefore
some group differences and correlations deemed non-significant at a 5% FDR in this
analysis may be underpowered to detect truly significant differences. As addressed in
section 7.2, a variety of unforeseen and previously unreported challenges in the recording
of paired pulse TMS in ALS patients were encountered, further limiting the patient cohort
suitable for this research study. Additional data collection is required before definitive
conclusion are drawn and published, to ensure the heterogeneity of ALS patients is
captured in these analyses. However, these preliminary results have provided important
findings about ALS effects of large size on motor network function, demonstrated
replicability of previous SICIPA-based findings in ALS and highlighted additional TMS
measures which capture ALS pathology and relate to motor decline. Further, strong/very
strong correlations identified here highlight measures which warrant further examination
upon expansion of the dataset in order to draw more definitive conclusions regarding ALS
pathophysiology and to determine their utility as prognostic biomarkers.
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Replication of previously reported findings in ALS
This study confirms the previously reported findings of reduction in SICIPA, particularly
SICIPA-1ms. While a trend of decrease in SICIPA-3ms was observed, this was not deemed
statistically significant in this analysis, likely due to insufficient statistical power resulting
from recruitment limitations. By contrast, ICF was not found to differ between ALS
patients and controls. Although a facilitatory effect of this paired pulse paradigm in
controls is indicated by mean control group values, ICF values were not deemed
statistically significant. Therefore, ICF10ms appears to be of low effect size, among healthy
individuals. This may explain previous inconsistent findings of ALS-related change in
ICF194,645. As ICF is an inconsistent phenomenon, is established to be confounded by SICI,
and has uncertain physiological underpinnings177,654, this measure is unlikely to provide
clear and consistent insights into ALS pathology or robust biomarkers of the disease.
Previous studies of RMTPA in ALS have reported lower values in ALS in some cases288,289
and higher values in ALS in others328,329. As RMT is influenced by both upper and lower
motor neuron degeneration, it is an imprecise measure of underpinning pathophysiology.
However, as no significant difference in CMAP was identified between the groups
studied here, the greater RMTPA we have observed in ALS is likely to reflect UMN
deterioration not yet evident in those cells preferentially engaged by AP coil orientation
(as RMTAP was not significantly different). As RMT is considered to be lower in early
ALS pathology due to UMN disinhibition288,289, and is shown to increase longitudinally
in ALS328, likely due to declining corticospinal tract function, heterogeneity among
studies may reflect variation in disease progression between study cohorts. This is
supported by the strong negative correlation between RMTPA and ALSFRS-R score (i.e.
those with greater motor impairment had a higher RMTPA). While this correlation was
not deemed significant in this dataset, potentially due to the limited cohort size, it aligns
with previously findings of increase in RMT with ALS progression328,329.
Long intracortical inhibition
This study is the first to employ the more reproducible TT-TMS methodology to measure
the effect of ALS on LICI. Irrespective of coil orientation or ISI, no significant effect of
ALS on LICI was observed. This finding indicates that LICI, and therefore its
underpinning GABABergic interneuronal networks, are not consistently affected early in
ALS, or that such an effect is of very low effect size. However, this finding does not
dismiss the value of future investigation of LICI in ALS, for example, for investigation
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of network disruption-based subphenotypes. Further, the strong negative correlation
between LICIPA150 and disease duration and very strong positive correlation between
LICIPA150 and ALSFRS-R also indicate that LICI (and its generating GABABergic
networks) may be affected later in ALS progression. This correlation and the relationship
between LICI and other disease characteristics require further examination upon
expansion of the dataset, where sufficient statistical power can be achieved.
Interhemispheric inhibition
While no statistically significant group effect on IHI was identified in this analysis, effect
size measures, particularly in the case of SIHIAP (Cohen’s d=-1.15) suggest that the trend
of lower IHI in ALS may be deemed statistically significant when measured in a larger
cohort. Further, the very strong positive correlation between long and short IHIPA and
ALSFRS-R score indicates that progressive corpus callosum malfunction relates to
disease progression, and that such measures of corpus callosum function warrant further
investigation as prognostic biomarkers of ALS.
The value of anteroposterior coil orientation for capturing ALS pathology
Most TMS studies apply stimulation with PA coil orientation as it evokes a response at
lower stimulation intensities than when LM or AP orientation is used. Use of PA
orientation is accordingly recommended for diagnostic TMS applications153. Epidural
studies of the descending volleys in the spinal cord from the motor cortex have, however,
demonstrated that these different orientations preferentially engage different aspects of
motor cortical networks. Namely, lateromedial stimulation preferentially elicits the Dwave, the earliest component of these volleys, which correspond to direct depolarisation
of the upper motor neurons’ initial segment. By contrast, PA stimulation preferentially
engages the first ‘indirect’ I1-wave following the D-wave, attributed to engagement of
axons of more superficial facilitatory cells which monosynaptically engage the upper
motor neurons. Finally, AP stimulation preferentially engages the later indirect I2- and I3waves. These waves have been attributed to engagement of axons which depolarise
excitatory interneurons, which synapse both with the upper motor neurons and
GABAAergic interneurons150.
This differential engagement of D- and early and late I-waves is reflected in the difference
in latency of MEPs evoked by these orientations, with LM orientation evoking MEPs at
shorter latency than PA orientation, which in turn evokes MEPs earlier than AP
orientation. On this basis, PA minus LM and AP minus LM MEP latency values have
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been used as proxy measures of early and late I wave engagement respectively156. In this
study, while LM latency measures were not recorded, we have demonstrated that APinduced MEP latency is significantly lower in ALS, while PA-induced MEP latency is
not significantly different. This may reflect impaired late I wave recruitment in ALS,
however analysis of measures specifically designed to investigate I wave recruitment in
ALS is required going forward to address this hypothesis.
Greater latency of AP-induced MEPs has previously been found to correlate with greater
SICIAP-3ms. In this study ALS was found to have a much larger effect on SICIAP-3ms
(Cohen’s d=-1.60) than SICIPA-3ms (Cohen’s d=-0.52), to the extent that at this preliminary
cohort size, a significant difference in this measure was detected by SICI3ms only when
AP orientation was applied. SIHI is also established to inhibit late I-waves184,189 and to be
greater with AP test stimulation compared to PA stimulation472. Alongside SICI, SIHI
was found to be lower in ALS with greater effect size using AP stimulation (Cohen’s d=1.15) compared to PA stimulation (Cohen’s d=-0.65). These findings support the
inclusion of AP stimulation protocol in further studies of ALS pathology, particularly
small studies, as well in the newly proposed application of TMS in providing supportive
evidence of ALS diagnosis72, as this orientation can provide greater sensitivity to ALS. It
is, however, important to note that as AP stimulation typically requires higher intensity
to evoke MEPs than for PA orientation, AP stimulation may not be possible for some
ALS patients who exhibit high RMTPA due to muscle wasting/cortical inexcitability.
7.1.4.1. Conclusion

These preliminary results have provided important findings about ALS effects of large
size on motor network function and demonstrated replicability of previously reported
effects of ALS on SICI, but not ICF. Additionally, this preliminary analysis has revealed
that the effect of ALS on the GABABergic network function captured by LICI, if any, is
of low power, or occurs later in disease progression. Further, impaired function of callosal
inhibitory motor fibres, captured by IHI, may relate to motor decline in ALS and warrants
further investigation to determine its prognostic and diagnostic utility. Finally, these data
support the use of AP coil orientation for generating diagnostic supportive evidence and
for providing additional and more sensitive insights into ALS motor network pathology
than those measured with typically applied PA test coil orientation.
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7.2.
Opinion piece: Factors that limit the application of transcranial
magnetic stimulation in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis patients
TMS has been identified as a potentially useful method for the objective identification of
upper motor neuron dysfunction in ALS. It has been reported that paired-pulse measures
of upper motor neuron disinhibition and hyperexcitability, such as SICI and ICF recorded using threshold-tracking TMS, offer particular promise in the diagnosis of
ALS71. The use of threshold-tracking methods is viewed as being critical, as it provides
more robust and reliable measurements than traditional assessments of variations in MEP
amplitude195.
We have attempted to replicate recent empirical findings in an independent population of
well-characterized ALS patients. In our pursuit of accurate, reliable measurements, we
were confronted by numerous practical challenges, such that no data or only limited data
could be acquired from 12 of 19 ALS patient volunteers (table 7.3). Although one might
suppose that specific challenges could be circumvented through further refinement of data
collection protocols, our experience illustrates that in the context of ALS, the widespread
clinical deployment of paired-pulse TMS is not yet feasible.
Specifically, while in some cases it has been reported that ALS patients (i.e. as a group)
have lower motor thresholds than controls71, many individuals in our cohort presented
with wasting of the target muscles (abductor pollicis brevis) to the extent that MEPs of
50µV peak-to-peak amplitude could not be obtained. This precluded the designation of a
RMT, even at maximum stimulator output (using a DuoMAG MP-Dual stimulator
(Deymed Diagnostic s.r.o., Hronov, Czech Republic)). In other instances, extremely high
TMS intensities were required to elicit MEPs of an amplitude sufficient to record a RMT
(50µV) or permit threshold tracking (200uV). While this phenomenon may be clinically
informative, it precludes the recording of paired-pulse measures of interhemispheric and
intracortical inhibition or facilitation. This can be due either to failure to elicit an
unconditioned MEP of sufficient amplitude, or an inability to deliver conditioning stimuli
of sufficient intensity to generate the paired-pulse effect under consideration. In the case
of threshold-tracking, if the unconditioned MEP is obtained using an intensity close to
the maximum output of the stimulator, the addition of an inhibitory conditioning stimulus
may lead to responses that cannot be restored to the designated threshold, even by
applying the largest available magnetic field. These issues are most prominent when using
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a coil orientation that induces AP current flow, due to the higher threshold stimulation
intensities required to evoke target MEP amplitudes compared to PA current flow166,652.
We also encountered high levels of background EMG activity “at rest” in some ALS
patients, associated with symptoms of stiffness, cramping or other discomforts11. In spite
of postural support, and extensive efforts to ensure the comfort and relaxation of the
patients, background EMG levels were of higher amplitude than those obtained for
control participants. This was reflected in a significantly greater number of rejected trials
due to excessive prestimulus EMG amplitude (root mean squared >10µV) in ALS patients
compared to controls, even during successful RMT measurement (mean number of
rejected trials in ALS patient=4, in controls=0.52, Mann Whitney U-test p=0.024,
alongside the required 20 accepted trials). The presence of EMG activity indicates that
some spinal motor neurons are discharging action potentials, while others are close to
firing threshold and will thus discharge upon receipt of minimal excitatory input (i.e. the
descending corticospinal volley evoked by TMS). For a descending corticospinal volley
of a given magnitude, the MEP recorded in a target muscle will be larger in the presence
of EMG, than in its absence655. If not accounted for, elevated baseline EMG introduces a
confound when comparing MEP amplitude or threshold measures between ALS patients
and controls.
While the distorting effect of spinal motor neuron excitability on estimates of cortical
states can be dealt with by excluding trials with elevated pre-stimulus EMG, special
consideration must be made in the case of ALS patients displaying fasciculations and/or
fibrillations in the target muscle. These symptoms of lower motor neuron degeneration11
can appear similar to MEPs in EMG records. If they occur during the time window
following TMS in which the evoked responses are resolved, they can result in erroneous
estimates of MEP amplitude. Furthermore, if the time window employed for background
EMG measurement is narrower than the interval between these repetitive spikes, a trial
in which fasciculations and fibrillations begin before the delivery of TMS may go
undetected and contaminate MEP amplitude measurements. Sufficient experience is
required in the rapid identification of these artefacts through inspection of the EMG
recordings during data collection to permit accurate recordings. In the case of threshold
tracking procedures, a wide background EMG estimation window and stringent
amplitude criteria must be employed in order to exclude such erroneous data before it is
entered into the tracking algorithm to minimise potential misdirection of the algorithm652.
For patients who are capable of intermittently achieving an acceptable level of muscle
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relaxation, the consequence of applying this method is prolonged data collection and
increased patient burden. Some ALS patients, however, are simply unable to maintain the
necessary muscle quiescence.
The widespread use of Riluzole for ALS treatment introduces an additional variable in
the comparison of ALS patients and controls. Riluzole has been shown to reduce ICF and,
to a lesser extent, enhance SICI160. While these effects will tend to reduce, rather than to
accentuate the reported differences between ALS patients and controls, the prescription
of this drug should be considered. Additional pharmacological agents are also often
prescribed for the treatment of symptoms and the psychiatric burden caused by the
disease. For example baclofen, used for the treatment of spasms in ALS656, Gabapentin,
prescribed to alleviate muscle cramping656, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors,
prescribed for pseudobulbar affect657,

depression and anxiety658, and some

benzodiazepines, used for the treatment of anxiety and to support initiation of noninvasive ventilation659 can alter single and paired pulse TMS measures of the motor
cortex160,660. These specific medications, which were being taken by patients encountered
during recruitment to our study (table 7.3), represent examples of numerous
neuromodulatory medications prescribed for ALS symptoms which influence pairedpulse TMS measures. Excluding patients on such medications to remove this covariation
imposes further limitations on sample size, and distorts the representation of the ALS
population. The alternative of including the type and dose of medications as covariates
would, in order to be effective, require the recruitment of very large samples.
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Table 7.3. ALS patients excluded from or of limited participation due to clinical
limitations. Patients unsuitable for TMS due to metallic implants, migraines or seizure
disorders were excluded before consideration of these limitations. “Too high” refers to a
resting motor threshold (RMT) > 83% stimulator output, such that suprathreshold (120%
of RMT) conditioning stimuli were unobtainable or test stimulation > 100% of stimulator
output was required. Disease duration is time in months from self-reported first disease
symptom to date of recording or exclusion. The target muscle was abductor pollicis
brevis. *-X to -Y months – These participants had last ALSFRS-R recorded Y months
before recording, due to slow disease progression (2 points decline in 2.5/3.8 years)
limiting clinic attendance, therefore a representative mean of ALSFRS-R score recorded
between -X and -Y months before recording is listed. AP – Using anterior-posterior coil
orientation. M – Male. F – Female. SSRI – Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor.
ALSFRS-R – ALS functional rating scale revised.
Sex

Age
(years)

Disease
duration
(months)

Diagnostic
delay
(months)

ALS
FRSR

Days
from ALS
FRS-R to
recording

Clinical/
pharma
limitation

Missing data

M

76.33

11

5

37

4

SSRI

Excluded

F

72.83

24

10

36

13

MEP response No
data
to PA and AP collected
stimulation
<50uV

M

67.42

8

3

38

35

Upper
stiffness

M

67.75

32

3

N/A

N/A

Baclofen

Excluded

M

61.33

20

3

33

36

GABApentin

Excluded

M

72.08

20

2

40

27

MEP response No
data
to PA and AP collected
stimulation
<50uV

F

72.41

19

5

38

22

Benzodiazepine

M

59.75

33

17

39

13

MEP response No AP data
to
AP collected
stimulation
<50uV

F

75.58

96

80

34.9
2*

-63 to - MEP response No AP data
17
to
AP collected
months
stimulation
<50uV
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arm No
data
collection

Excluded

F

72.83

24

10

36

13

MEP response No pairedto
AP pulse data
stimulation
collected
<50uV,
PA
threshold too
high

F

61.25

91

43

34*

-41 to - AP threshold No AP data
11
too high
collected
months

M

66

29

5

38

37

AP threshold No pairedtoo high
pulse data
collected

In summary, clinical and research protocols must be devised with the impact of these
factors in mind. The diagnostic/prognostic application of TMS is not uniformly practical
in ALS, and the potential impact of pharmacological agents must be considered in patients
for whom it can feasibly be employed. Particular attention should also be given to features
of the EMG that arise from disruption to lower motor neurons, which must be monitored
assiduously

during

data

collection.

Methodologies

such

as

magneto-

or

electroencephalography may, in some cases, facilitate interrogation of the central
neurophysiology of interest with fewer limitations. These practical considerations do not
preclude the use of TMS as a research instrument in the study of neurodegenerative
diseases, nor do they detract from the significance of the TMS-based studies in ALS
conducted to date. They do however impose constraints on realisable sample sizes and
introduce potential sources of bias. Such limitations should be considered carefully in the
design and interpretation of TMS protocols for the clinical assessment of ALS.
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8. Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter an overall summary and interpretation of the project’s results, a discussion
of the relevance of results to understanding and quantifying ALS pathophysiology, a
consideration of the limitations of the project and the future research that is called for are
described. An overall summary of the project results is given in section 8.1. The
advantages of using the employed electrophysiological paradigms for characterising ALS
are described in Section 8.2. The potential impact and clinical applications of this work
are considered in section 8.3 and links between these electrophysiological findings and
genetic and molecular drivers of ALS pathogenesis are considered in section 8.4. The
limitations of this work are summarised in section 8.5. Future work that can build upon
this project to bring these results towards real world applications are described in section
8.6. Finally, section 8.7 contains a brief conclusion with regards to the entire thesis.

8.1.

Summary of results

8.1.1. Auditory oddball-engaged networks
In this project, the time domain ERPs and time-frequency domain ERD/ERS associated
with the ignored auditory oddball paradigm were recorded using high-density EEG. As
abnormalities in the MMN in ALS patients had already been characterised at sensor level
by this team, this project commenced with source analyses of the MMN. Thereafter,
ERD/ERS associated with this paradigm were analysed at sensor and source level.
8.1.1.1. Cortical activation during the mismatch negativity

The ignored auditory oddball task was first used to determine the effects of ALS on the
sources of the MMN, in order to investigate if ALS-related cognitive network impairment
could be detected using a passive task that is well suited to those unable to perform
attended/motor tasks. Using source analyses, we identified that during the MMN, the
activation of the IFG and STG observed in healthy controls here and elsewhere264–266 was
lower in ALS patients, significantly so in both IFG and the left STG. Baseline activity
levels in both STG and IFG were positively correlated with survival times (i.e. those with
lower baseline STG and IFG activity had worse prognoses), while baseline activity in
both IFG correlated with the rate of decline in ALSFRS-R score (i.e. those with lower
baseline IFG activity showed more rapid decline in motor symptoms). This illustrated
that such non-motor pathology in ALS is relevant to disease progression. Activity in the
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IFG and STG underpinning the MMN significantly increased longitudinally within ALS
patients. The left IFG and bilateral STG in ALS patients at later time points in disease
were also found to be hyperactive relative to controls. However, those with greater
baseline left IFG activity showed greater deterioration in inhibition-switching score and
those with greater STG power at baseline showed more rapid deterioration in word
reading score. This indicates that hyperactivation of these non-motor regions are relevant
to cognitive and language decline in ALS.
By contrast, the DLPFCs and left motor and posterior parietal cortices were found to be
hyperactive during MMN at baseline recordings. The activation of the left motor and
dorsolateral prefrontal cortices during the MMN were found to significantly decline over
time in ALS patients, such that they no longer significantly differed from control group
levels of activation at follow up recording sessions. Left DLPFC activity at baseline was
significantly correlated with behavioural and cognitive scores one year after EEG
recording (but not at the time of EEG recording). These findings illustrated that poorer
cognitive and behavioural impairment both relate to dorsolateral prefrontal
pathophysiology, but in distinct ways, highlighting differences in the pathophysiology
driving ALSbi and ALSci. Further, we have demonstrated that such measures can predict
future disease symptoms.
8.1.1.2.

Auditory-associated spectral perturbations

Investigation of the MMN involves investigation of signals that are phase-locked to
performance of the auditory oddball paradigm. We next sought to investigate if ALSrelated network pathology was captured in cortical signals that are not phase-locked to
the stimuli. Such signals are lost through averaging during ERP analysis. We analysed
the changes in non-phase locked cortical oscillations associated with standard and deviant
tones, as well as the difference between deviant and standard tone-related spectral
perturbations. Significant task-related spectral perturbations were then compared between
ALS patients and controls. Both standard and deviant tones evoked significant
synchronisation of alpha band oscillations, observed across the frontoparietal axis and
over the temporal cortices. No significant difference between deviant and standard
evoked oscillatory changes were present in controls or ALS patients. ALS patients
showed greater alpha and beta ERS over the left temporal lobe following deviant, but not
standard, tones. Deviant tone-related alpha ERS over the temporal lobes showed
significant negative correlation to disease duration (i.e. greater alpha ERS was measured
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in those closer to first symptom onset). This correlation, alongside our previous findings
of the primary auditory cortex being underactivated during the MMN early in disease,
supports our hypothesis that this excessive deviant-tone related alpha ERS reflects
excessive thalamocortical suppression.
Source analysis was subsequently employed to determine the sources generating standard
and deviant tone-associated alpha ERS and excess deviant tone-associated alpha and beta
ERS in ALS patients. In keeping with sensor level findings, ALS patients did not show
abnormal standard tone-elicited alpha ERS source activity but did show widespread
significantly greater alpha ERS in both cortical and subcortical regions following deviant
tones compared to controls across, predominant in the bilateral medial and lateral
temporal cortices and right insula. Greater deviant tone-evoked slow beta ERS observed
in ALS patients was predominantly localised to the left medial and lateral posterior
parietal cortex and middle occipital gyrus. This excessive beta ERS is likely to represent
hyperactivity in working memory centres which compare deviant tones to the expected
standard tone template.
In addition to these abnormal cortical oscillations identified across the ALS group
compared to controls, standard tone-related alpha ERS over the sensorimotor cortex
showed significant negative correlation to ECAS total score (i.e. those with greater
cognitive performance had less alpha ERS over the motor cortex after standard tones).
Excess fast beta synchrony in the right DLPFC, while also not significantly different in
ALS, was found to negatively correlate to disease duration. The physiology underpinning
these relationships is unclear, however such correlations to clinical progression
demonstrates that measures which do not significantly differ between ALS patients and
controls overall may still contribute predictive information in the development of
prognostic ALS biomarkers.
8.1.2. SART-engaged networks
Both the time domain ERPs and time-frequency domain ERD/ERS associated with the
sustained attention to response task were recorded using high-density EEG and analysed
separately at sensor and source level.

8.1.2.1. SART related potentials

Previous studies in healthy individuals have characterised the randomised SART-evoked
potentials. The two waveforms typically studied are those associated with correct NoGo
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and Go responses to cues. Two of the peaks in these waveforms were employed to
investigate different aspects of the cortical network pathophysiology. Namely, N2, which
peaks over the motor cortex and is attributed to motor control, and P3, which is most
prevalent over the prefrontal cortex (attributed to orientation to novel stimuli622,661) and
parietal cortex (attribute to working memory and attention control622,623). Both N2 and P3
peaks are larger during NoGo trials than Go trials126.
The SART evoked potentials measured in controls this project were characteristic of those
previously described. Sources underpinning the N2 and P3 peaks in healthy individuals
had not previously been reported, and therefore were investigated as part of this project.
The left primary motor cortex and both DLPFCs and lateral PPCs were identified as
primary mean sources of both Go and NoGo N2, with greater bilateral precuneus
activation during NoGo trials. Mean P3 sources were similar to those of N2 for Go and
NoGo trials, although left insular, PPC and DLPFC activity was lower during NoGo trials
relative to Go trials.
In ALS, a significantly smaller N2 peak was evoked over the frontal lobe during NoGo
trials. Those patients with greater N2 NoGo-Go differences over the sensorimotor cortex
had higher ECAS scores (i.e. those of better cognitive performance, particularly in tasks
of executive function and language, showed greater difference in N2 between correct
withholding and responding trials), indicative that this N2 peak decline relates to impaired
cognitive network function.
At source level, patients conversely showed similar patterns of source activity to controls
during N2, while during P3, ALS patients displayed widespread, significantly increased
activity during NoGo trials relative to Go trials when compared to controls, with the most
discriminant differences being in the left inferior parietal lobule and left insula. Abnormal
precuneus activation was also associated with greater preservation of this executive
function in ALS. These sensor and source level findings highlight the advantage of
employing both sensor and source space analyses, as in some cases differences at source
level are not detected as significant at sensor level. In others, clinically informative
differences in sensor level ERP characteristics may not relate to a significant abnormality
in a single/small number of underpinning sources but represent the summation of broader
pathophysiology.
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8.1.2.2. SART related spectral perturbations

As SART induced spectral perturbations had not previously been reported in the
literature, this analysis was the first to describe the ERD/ERS associated with this task in
healthy individuals, as well as in ALS. During Go trials, theta-band ERS and alpha and
beta band ERD were present across the frontoparietal axis. Beta ERD was followed by
ERS, predominantly recorded over the frontal lobe. Based on comparison to the existing
literature regarding movement related beta desynchronization and synchronization, our
findings indicated that the SART captures these oscillatory indices of motor cortical
activation and inactivation in addition to those of attention and response control. Correct
withholding during NoGo trials induced greater theta band ERS over the frontal lobe, as
well as greater alpha ERD and less beta ERS across the frontoparietal axis compared to
correct responding during Go trials. Theta band ERS was deemed likely to reflect
attention allocation640,642, while the physiological basis of SART-related alpha
desynchronization is potentially underpinned by cognitive and motor components. Based
on correlation analyses, we also identified that these oscillations relate to the speedaccuracy trade-off, with those who prioritized speed over accuracy displaying greater beta
ERS during Go trials. This speed accuracy trade-off introduces variation to behavioural
measures of SART performance in healthy individuals, reducing the ability of these
measures to detect pathological impairments643. These objective and quantitative
measures might therefore help to account for this variation such that disease related
impairments can be deciphered.
ALS patients displayed lower beta-band ERD in over the prefrontal and parietal cortices
during Go and NoGo trials in ALS compared to controls. Go trial-induced beta ERS was
also reduced in ALS, predominantly over the prefrontal cortex.
8.1.2.3. Disrupted correlations between SART-associated EEG measures and
task performance

Some of the correlations between SART-related ERP/ERD/ERS characteristics and task
performance measures identified in controls were not present in ALS patients, while other
significant correlations identified between these measures existed in ALS patients but not
controls. These correlations indicate that the network disruption identified in ALS from
these SART studies is likely to be a combination of both pathophysiological and
compensatory change. Such measures of compensatory activity which sustains
performance in task/functional measures may facilitate detection of presymptomatic ALS
pathology.
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8.1.3. TMS-engaged motor networks
In addition to using EEG to investigate ALS cortical pathology beyond the corticospinal
tract, TMS was employed to interrogate disruption of subcomponents of the cortical
motor networks. In order to investigate the reproducibility of previous TT-TMS study
findings, we measured SICI and ICF in ALS patients and controls. As SICI is known to
include two physiologically distinct measures, peaking at 1 and 3ms ISIs, both measures
were investigated separately.
8.1.3.1. Comparison to previous TT-TMS studies in ALS

In this study, we found no significant ICF in the control cohort. This aligns with previous
reports that ICF is not consistent in healthy young adults, and is absent/overridden by
concurrent SICI in older adults662. We also identified no differences in ICF between ALS
patients and controls. While greater ICF has previously been reported in ALS, this finding
is inconsistent194,645 and is likely to be confounded by SICI changes, and has uncertain
physiological underpinnings177,654. ICF is therefore unlikely to be substantially
informative with respect to ALS pathology or the development of ALS biomarkers
compared to other electrophysiological measures.
When PA coil orientation was implemented, only SICIPA-1ms was found to be of a different
magnitude in ALS patients with respect to controls with less inhibition occurring in ALS.
While trends towards lower SICI3ms in ALS patients were observed, these differences
were not found to be significant in this analysis. These findings are consistent with
previous TT-TMS studies in ALS, where SICIPA-1ms is found to be largely absent in ALS
patients, while SICIPA-3ms has been reported to be lower in ALS compared to controls, but
to a lesser extent than SICIPA-1ms194. The consistently distinct effects of ALS on SICIPA1ms

and SICIPA-3ms indicate that these measures are capturing distinct aspects of ALS

pathophysiology which should be individually considered in future studies designed to
investigate ALS-related cortical dysfunction or ALS subphenotype characterisation.
8.1.3.2. Measures of motor cortical network function previously unexplored by
TT-TMS in ALS

In order to measure the effect of ALS on GABABergic intracortical and motor callosal
tract function in ALS, LICI, SIHI and LIHI were measured in controls and ALS patients.
Irrespective of coil orientation or ISI, LICI was not found to be different in ALS patients
compared to controls, indicative that GABABergic function is not uniformly affected
across time and individuals by ALS. While trends of lower interhemispheric inhibition
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were observed in ALS patients were observed, these were not significant upon multiple
comparison correction. This may be due to insufficient statistical power, as lower SIHI399
and abnormal iSP400,401,453 have previously been reported in ALS, albeit not with TT-TMS
protocol. However, strong correlations between these measures and measures of ALS
progression, albeit not deemed statistically significant in this preliminary cohort, indicate
that these measures warrant further examination upon expansion of this dataset.
8.1.3.3. Novel application of AP coil orientation in ALS

When an AP coil orientation was used, SICIAP-3ms was reliably lower in ALS compared
to controls. Both effect size and AUROC measures demonstrate that SICIAP-3ms is more
sensitive to ALS pathology than SICIPA-3ms. While the lack of statistical significance
pertaining to decreased SICIPA-3ms described here is likely to reflect insufficient statistical
power due to boundaries to patient recruitment, such limitations help to exemplify the
benefit of implementing AP coil orientation when attempting to sensitively quantify ALS
pathophysiology via some SICI in small cohorts/individuals. Similarly, lower SIHI in
ALS compared to controls was more evident when AP stimulation was used versus when
PA stimulation was applied, indicating that this orientation can also provide greater
sensitivity to callosal malfunction in ALS. Further, ALS patients showed significantly
shorter MEP latency compared to controls when AP but not PA coil orientation was used.
This indicated that cortical circuitry impaired by ALS is more sensitively interrogated by
AP stimulation, perhaps due to preferential engagement of circuits affected by ALS.
In some individuals, AP orientation-based TMS measures are inaccessible due to reduced
cortical combined with the higher intensities required to evoke responses with TMS with
AP orientation, compared to PA orientation472. However, these findings indicate that AP
orientation-based TMS should be employed where possible, alongside/in preference to
PA orientation, when gathering TMS-based supportive evidence for ALS diagnosis
(recommended in the most recently published diagnostic criteria for ALS72).

8.2.
Exemplified advantages of electrophysiological measures for
quantifying ALS compared to measures of symptomatic impairment
8.2.1. Network dysfunction preceding symptomatic decline
Throughout this project, a number of measures have been identified which indicate that
ALS pathology can be objectively detected presymptomatically. For example, left
DLPFC hyperactivation during the MMN predicts cognitive decline one year later, but
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does not significantly correlate to simultaneously-measured cognitive performance.
Additionally, those who display greater STG activity during the MMN early in disease
have poorer language prognoses. Furthermore, despite ALS patients showing comparable
accuracy and response time measures in the SART to controls, electrophysiology revealed
hyperactivation of the left PPC and insula and excessive beta oscillation synchronisation
during task performance. Notably, each of these examples (among others listed above)
identify excess motor and/or cognitive cortical network function. Presymptomatic
hyperexcitability of upper motor neurons has previously been identified in ALS via TMS
studies in a small number of pathogenic SOD1 mutation carriers288. This project’s
findings have now demonstrated that over activity also occurs in non-motor networks,
and relates to impairment in their associated cognitive and language functions. Such
measures may, with further refinement, facilitate detection of those who will develop
cognitive and/or behavioural impairment in advance of this decline.
8.2.2. Measuring of compensatory function
Lack of correlation, especially where established to exist for healthy populations, or lesser
symptoms in the presence of abnormal cortical functioning, may reflect capture of
compensatory cortical physiology. Such compensatory function is expected (and
demonstrated663,664) to occur in neurological disease, especially at presymptomatic/early
symptomatic stages, due to the plastic nature of neural networks. Such compensatory
ability forms the basis of many post-stroke rehabilitation strategies665. Further, the reserve
capacity of neuronal networks can sustain function in the context of substantial
neurodegeneration, exemplified in Parkinson’s disease, where at least 40% nigral cell loss
and striatal dopamine depletion occurs in presymptomatically666. A number of the
abnormal SART-associated cortical signals identified in ALS in this project are likely to
be compensatory. This reasoning is based on observed discrepancies between groups in
correlations between task performance and electrophysiological indices. For example, the
significant negative correlation between response accuracy and Go trial-related beta
synchronisation identified in controls was not observed in patients. By contrast, greater
alpha ERD was associated slower response times in patients but not controls.
Additionally, a number of correlations between N2 and P3 peak characteristics in SARTrelated potentials and response time/accuracy performance measures in controls were not
observed in ALS patients. These disrupted correlations were observed in the context of
comparable accuracy and response times between ALS patients and controls. This
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indicates that performance in the SART can be sustained in ALS by a combination of
neural network activity in ALS patients that differs from that which dictates performance
in healthy controls. This highlights the utility of EEG for detecting ALS pathology in
those who do not appear abnormal based on measures of symptomatic impairment.
8.2.3. Sensor space vs. source space EEG measures
With the development of source analysis algorithms for the improvement of M/EEG
spatial resolution, research of sensor space measures might be presumed redundant. The
results of this project have highlighted the advantages and disadvantages of both source
and sensor space measures of pathophysiology. In the case of sensor space measures,
spatial resolution is poor due to conduction of electrical signals to the electrode from both
adjacent and distant cortical sources101. This limits the ability to prescribe detected
abnormalities to specific anatomical regions unless source analysis is performed. For
example, in this project we identified spatially diffuse audition-associated alpha ERS at
sensor level and required source analysis to determine its underpinning sources.
However, the spatial summation of cortical activity which gives rise to ERP peaks may
be advantageous in the quantification or investigation of disease. In this project, for
example, the SART-evoked potential N2 peak, an index of inhibition of the motor
response attributed to prefrontal and motor networks was significantly reduced in ALS.
However, at source level, a specific region within these sources was not deemed to
underpin the abnormality, indicative that a summation of low level disruption across these
sources is responsible. Had sensor level analysis been skipped in this investigation in
favour of source level analysis alone, this diffuse pathophysiology would have remained
undetected due to insufficient statistical power. Such sensor level analysis is relatively
simple to perform alongside source analysis as its most methodologically and
mathematically challenging components (signal preprocessing and noise removal) are
also required in advance of source analysis.
SART-related potential analysis also exemplified the opposing advantage of employing
source analysis, rather than sensor space analysis alone. In the case of the P3 peak, at
sensor level the peak was not detected to differ between ALS patients and controls.
However, a number of cortical regions were identified to be hyperactive in ALS patients
upon source analysis of the P3 signal. This may represent compensatory activity, or may
reflect pathophysiology masked amidst the activity of other sources which contribute to
the P3 peak measured at sensor level. Therefore, it is ideal that event related cortical
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signals be investigated at both source and sensor level both in healthy population studies
and in the investigation of disease-related pathology.

8.3.

Impact and future clinical applications

The significance of this project to the understanding of normal and ALS-related cortical
(dys)function and the potential applications of the findings of this project to the medical
field are summarised in this section.
8.3.1. Novel description of task-related cortical oscillation
(de)synchronisations and their disruption in ALS
While motor task-related changes in cortical oscillations are well established and have
been examined in ALS by many studies, sensation- and cognition-associated cortical
oscillations are less frequently examined in healthy individuals, and, to the best of the
author's knowledge, have not previously been examined in ALS. The time-frequency
analyses of SART-related oscillations as part of this thesis is the first to describe the
synchronization and desynchronization of cortical oscillations associated with SART
performance and their relationship to performance speed and accuracy. Further, the utility
of these measures for capturing and quantifying neurodegenerative disease cognitive
network pathology was exemplified by a comparison of these measures between ALS
patients and controls. Not only has this study (now accepted for publication in Journal of
Neural Engineering) highlighted potential biomarkers of ALSci, but the description of
these measures in healthy individuals will facilitate their application for the investigation
of other neurodegenerative and psychiatric diseases where the cognitive network
disruption underpinning cognitive symptoms remains unclear (such as Huntington’s
disease and multiple sclerosis102). The identified correlations between SART-related
(de)synchronisation and task performance measures also indicates that these measures
can help to explain variation in speed vs. accuracy strategies between individuals.

While time-frequency analyses of auditory oddball task-related spectral perturbations
have previously been reported605,667, such studies included both phase-locked and nonphase locked oscillation changes, and therefore did not specifically report the oscillation
ERD/ERS evoked by the task that are distinct from those captured in time-domain (i.e. as
waveforms) by ERP analyses. Therefore the time-frequency analyses of auditory oddball
task-related oscillations within this thesis is the first to describe the synchronization and
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desynchronization of non-phase locked cortical oscillations associated with auditory
sensation at sensor and source level, as well as the lack of difference between these
oscillations evoked by standard and deviant tones in controls. Additionally, the utility of
these measures to identify thalamocortical pathophysiology in neurodegenerative and
psychiatric disease was exemplified by a comparison of these measures between ALS
patients and controls. Novel identification of disrupted auditory task-associated
oscillation (de)synchronisation in ALS by this component of the project has also unveiled
that excessive bottom-up inhibition by overactive thalamocortical networking is a
potential mechanisms for early hypoactivity preceding hyperactivity in non-motor
cortical regions.
8.3.2. Novel description of the cortical sources engaged by the SART and their
disruption in ALS
While randomised SART-related cortical potentials have previously been described126,
the sources underpinning generation of the N2 and P3 peaks of these waveforms had not.
The source analyses of SART ERPs during this thesis (now published in Cerebral
Cortex478) is the first to describe the location and nature of SART-evoked cortical activity
and the relationship between this activity and task performance measures. This study is
also the first to describe changes in SART ERPs and their underlying cortical activity in
ALS, revealing that electrophysiological measures of movement and attention control are
disrupted in the absence of abnormal speed or accuracy performance measures. Such
findings exemplify the rationale for further investigation of EEG-based measures as
early/presymptomatic biomarkers of cognitive impairment in ALS.
8.3.3. Novel identification of dynamic spatiotemporal patterns of cortical
excitability which relate to ALS symptoms and severity measures
To the best of the author's knowledge, the MMN ERP analyses performed within this
study is the first to identify progressive decline in motor cortical function within
individuals with ALS via direct measurement of neuronal activity. Further, this study has
identified for the first time that this pattern of early hyperactivity followed by progressive
decline also occurs in the DLPFC. Further, correlation analysis with measures of
cognitive and behavioural impairment revealed that levels of DLPFC engagement during
the MMN can predict levels of cognitive and behavioural impairment after one year. This
correlation analysis reveals that DLPFC activity correlates better with future symptoms
associated with this region than concurrent symptoms, and, as these correlations differed
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in direction between behavioural and cognitive impairment measures, that distinct
DLPFC pathophysiology is associated with ALSbi compared to ALSci. Such a distinction
is in keeping with ALSbi and ALSci often clinically presenting independently of one
another570.
This longitudinal analysis has also demonstrate that some cognitive (i.e. the IFG) and
auditory/language (i.e. the STG) network hubs are suppressed early in ALS pathology,
and become progressively hyperactive. This early suppression in non-motor cortical
activity showed strong correlations to shorter survival times and faster decline in
ALSFRS-R score. These correlations indicate that non-motor pathology is pertinent when
accounting for variation in rates of ALS progression, and that measures of cortical
function both inside and outside the primary motor cortex should be considered in the
development of ALS prognostic biomarkers. Finally, this study also highlighted that
greater activity in the STG (which is associated with language function566) during the
MMN at baseline related to poorer performance in the CWIT word reading subscore.
Therefore, MMN-related cortical activity measurements may also be useful in the early
detection of temporal lobe language pathology in ALS.
8.3.4. Replication of some (but not other) previous TT-TMS-based ALS study
findings in the Irish population.
Previous findings of decrease in both SICI1ms and SICI3ms, which is of greater effect size
for SICI1ms (associated with extracellular GABAergic tone164) than for SICI3ms
(associated with GABAAergic interneuronal function160)194,216,288 were replicated in this
study of Irish ALS patient cohorts. However, previous findings of increase in ICF in the
motor cortex of ALS patients70,194,216,289,334,335 were not. Further, ICF values were highly
similar between ALS patients and controls, demonstrating that lack of statistical power
relative to previous studies was not responsible for this difference in findings. These
findings support the use of TT-TMS-measured SICI as a diagnostic biomarker of ALS,
but do not support the use of ICF as a biomarker of ALS. Further, as ICF was not
significant within the control cohort, our findings do not support the measurement of ICF
as a reliable phenomenon of normal network function against which to compare ALS
patients.
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8.3.5. Novel indication that TT-TMS indices of GABABergic interneuronal are
not uniformly affected by ALS, but may, alongside corpus callosum function,
relate to disease progression.
The TT-TMS study of this project is the first to characterise TT-TMS measured LICI,
SIHI and LIHI in ALS. This study has demonstrated that ALS does not homogenously
affect LICI or IHI. This indicates that their underpinning network generators, such as
GABABergic interneurons and the corpus callosum components of cortical motor
networks are not consistently disrupted across ALS patients. Nonetheless, as these measures
were reliably evoked across the control cohort, this measure may be of value in future
research of the motor network dysfunction underpinning ALS symptom heterogeneity
and disease progression. This is indicated by correlations between these measures and
ALSFRS-R scores, although these correlations require confirmation in a larger dataset.
Similarly, while comparisons of SIHI values between ALS patients and controls were not
deemed significant upon correction for multiple comparisons, this may reflect insufficient
statistical power due to limitations to ALS patient recruitment (see sections 7.2 and 8.5.2).
Therefore, these measures should not be discounted in design of future TT-TMS studies
as their utility for quantifying ALS progression warrants further investigation, following
additional data collection.

8.3.6. Novel identification of the utility of AP coil orientation for the detection
of ALS pathology with TT-TMS.
The TT-TMS study of this project is the first to investigate the utility of AP coil
orientation-based TT-TMS measures compared to PA orientation based measures for
measuring ALS pathology. As described in section 8.1.3.3, the findings of this study
indicate that TT-TMS measures of MEP latency, SIHI and SICI are more sensitive to
ALS pathology when AP coil orientation is used than when PA orientation is used.
Therefore, future TT-TMS based research of ALS should incorporate AP coil orientation
and AP orientation-based measures should be considered further in the clinical
development of TT-TMS measures as biomarkers of ALS.
8.3.7. Novel biomarker candidates
8.3.7.1. Diagnostic biomarker candidates

Based on AUROC measures, a number of electrophysiological parameters have been
identified which display excellent discrimination of ALS patients from controls.
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Specifically, SART-related beta ERD, left inferior parietal lobule and insula engagement
during the SART-evoked P3 and SICIAP-3ms showed very good (AUROC=0.8-0.9)
discrimination of these groups. Such measures warrant further investigation as ALS
biomarkers, and should be considered as secondary outcome measures of ALS clinical
trials as they may capture therapeutic effects on ALS pathology undetected by measures
of disease symptoms.
Baseline IFG activity during the MMN, which showed good (AUROC=0.7-0.8)
discrimination of these groups, showed excellent (AUROC>0.9) discrimination of
bulbar-onset and C9orf72+ subcohorts of ALS patients from to controls, in line with these
subgroups being more prone to cognitive impairment45,411. Such elevation of the
discriminative ability in cognitively impaired ALS subcohorts is supportive of the
hypothesis that those diagnosed with ALS include numerous overlapping subphenotypes
which are individually more homogenous317, and therefore, more similar in underpinning
pathophysiology and prognosis.
8.3.7.2. Prognostic biomarker candidates

While a number of cognitive and motor cortical hubs were deemed to be reliably disrupted
across the ALS cohorts studied as a whole, many measures which did not differ
significantly between ALS patients and controls at group level showed significant
correlation to measures of disease progression and/or cognitive, language or motor
symptom severity. Given the extensive variation of symptoms experienced and
progression rate between individual ALS patients, such measures may be highly valuable
for developing prognostic biomarkers of ALS, as well as for stratification of clinical trial
cohorts. Those measures which showed very strong correlation to symptom measures
(absolute rho>0.8, e.g. positive correlation of IHIPA with ALSFRS-R score, negative
correlation of right precuneus power during P3 in SART NoGo relative to Go trials with
behavioural inhibition) represent obvious candidates. However, those which show weaker
correlations, when combined with other electrophysiological/structural/psychological/
functional

measures

into

multidimensional

biomarkers,

may

facilitate

the

subcategorization of ALS patients into network-based subphenotypes for which
prognosis can be more reliably predicted.

8.4.

Links to genetic and molecular drivers of ALS pathogenesis

A core theme across the results of this thesis, and prevalent in the existing ALS literature,
is evidence which supports the presence of hyperactivity and hyperexcitability as well as
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loss of GABAergic inhibition in the motor cortex, with hyperactivity declining
progressively. Building upon the theory of pathogenic motor cortical hyperactivity in
ALS, the findings of this project indicate that such hyperactivity progressively emerges
in non-motor cortical regions and this non-motor dysfunction relates to the heterogeneity
of ALS non-motor symptoms (see sections 5.1-6.2). However, this network-focussed
approach to understanding ALS pathogenesis must be considered in the context of
intracellular level changes relating to ALS onset, including the role of TDP-43
proteinopathies (see section 1.1.3) and underpinning genetic mutations (see section
1.1.2), and prevailing views on how ALS spreads at a cellular level.

8.4.1. Links between TDP-43 inclusions and cellular hyperexcitability and
hyperactivity
Upper motor neuron hyperexcitability in ALS is considered to result from early loss of
vulnerable interneurons which control their responsiveness to excitatory input321,327,668. In
keeping with this theory, ALS patient cohorts studied in this study showed reduced
intracortical inhibition measures attributed to GABAAergic interneurons (see section 7.1),
as well as abnormal activation during non-motor tasks, in the primary motor cortex (see
sections 5.1 and 5.2).
Despite the extensive literature evidencing motor cortical hyperexcitability/hyperactivity
at a network level and at a cellular level, the relationship between motor neuron
excitability and the TDP-43 containing inclusions which are found in almost all ALS
patients has only begun to be probed. A study which used induced pluripotent stem cell
(iPSC)-derived neurons recently found that hyperexcitability (induced by potassium
channel blockade) drives TDP-43 pathology via upregulated transcription of a shortened
form of TDP-43 which is exported from the nucleus. This short isoform forms
cytoplasmic inclusions which sequester full-length TDP-43. In support of a toxic role of
this short isoform, increased expression of shortened TDP-43 was toxic to neurons, and
shortened TDP-43 was found to be accumulated in neurons and glia from ALS patients669.
8.4.2. Links between RNA binding protein mutations and cellular
hyperexcitability and hyperactivity
The above in vitro evidence suggests that hyperexcitability may occur upstream of TDP43 pathology. However, this does not explain the observation of hyperexcitability in
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iPSC-derived cultures of motor neurons derived from C9orf72 and FUS mutation
associated ALS patients670. Reduction in GABAergic interneurons have also been
identified in TDP-43 knock-in mice and prefrontal cortex tissue from C9orf72-ALS671.
These findings suggests that mutated RNA-binding proteins can drive motor neuronal
hyperexcitability.
Hyperexcitability in iPSC-derived cultures of motor neurons derived from ALS patients
carrying ALS-causing TARDBP or C9orf72 mutations is found to progressively decline
to loss of synaptic activity and action potential output672. This is in keeping with the
progressive decline in early motor hyperactivity observed here, and previous TMS-based
evidence of progressively declining UMN hyperexcitability in ALS 328–331. Further, a study
of mouse cortical neurons over-expressing mutant TDP-43A315T (generated by an ALSlinked mutation in TARDBP53) identified reduced dendritic spine density and localisation
of the glutamate AMPA receptor subunit GluR1 to dendritic spines, compared to wildtype cells. Action potential generation was also found to be lower in TDP-43 A315T mouse
pyramidal neurons673. Therefore, mutant RNA-binding proteins may drive initial
hyperexcitability in UMNs via early toxicity to vulnerable interneurons, followed by
hypoexcitability due to disruption of glutamatergic signalling and toxicity to the UMNs
themselves.
8.4.3. Links between progressive cortical dysfunction and propagation of
disease between cells to non-motor cortical areas
The studies discussed in sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 indicate that upper motor neuron
hyperexcitability/hyperactivity and TDP-43 proteinopathy perpetuate one another, with
ultimately toxic effects on the function of neurons which become hypoactive before cell
death. However, this does not explain the heterogeneity of ALS non-motor symptoms and
the dynamic patterns of hypo- and hyperactivation in non-motor networks observed in
this project (see section 5.2).
The mechanism by which ALS pathology spreads between cells (if at all) remains
uncertain, and may vary between subphenotypes based on the characteristics of the
pathogenic protein. Predominant hypotheses which propose independent pathogenesis
within individual cells, rather than spread between them include the multifocal hit
hypothesis and the ubiquitous change hypothesis. The multifocal hit hypothesis proposes
that pathogenic processes occur randomly in each cell and converge to initiate the disease,
while the ubiquitous change hypothesis proposes that molecular abnormalities emerge in
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individual cells, with some cells having no defects674. By contrast, one of the proposed
mechanisms of ALS pathology spread is the release of pathogenic protein oligomers from
cells, which, upon uptake into neighbouring cells, drives nucleation of cytoplasmic
inclusions in the recipient (referred to as “prion-like propagation” 674). This is supported
by presence of TDP-43 oligomers in exosomes675, observed exchange of TDP-43 between
cell somata and uptake of microvesicular TDP-43 into cells where it has toxic effects.
TDP-43 oligomer seeding in cultured primary motor cortical mouse neurons has also been
demonstrated by introduction of TDP-43 containing ALS patient brain lysate676.
Similarly, CSF from ALS patients (but not from controls) into mice expressing human
wild-type TDP-43, developed motor and cognitive impairment alongside TDP-43
proteinopathy677.
Our findings of early hyperactivity in the motor cortex-neighbouring DLPFC and PPC
which progressively declines, contrasted by later progressive hyperactivation of the IFG
and STG (section 5.2), may represent gradual spread of TDP-43 pathology from earlyaffected motor and motor-neighbouring regions to more distal cognitive, sensory and
language-associated regions, where hyperactivity subsequently emerges. In theory,
spread of glutamate induced excitotoxicity along cortical networks678,679 could
alternatively drive spread of upregulation of shortened TDP-43 and toxic TDP-43
nucleation to non-motor cortical network hubs.
Regardless of the specific causative relationship(s) between TDP-43 and neuronal
hyperactivity/hyperexcitability, these studies indicate that hyperexcitability and TDP-43
co-spread across the cortex, driving non-motor ALS symptoms such as cognitive and
language impairment. This hypothesis (illustrated in Fig. 8.1) is supported by our
electrophysiological findings that greater early hyperactivity in the DLPFC predicts
greater cognitive impairment (measured by ECAS total score,) after one year (see section
5.2) and the previously reported association between executive dysfunction (measured by
ECAS executive scores) and TDP-43 pathology in the orbitofrontal cortex ventral anterior
cingulate, DLPFC and medial prefrontal cortex59.
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Figure 8.1. Illustration of the proposed link between hyperexcitability spread
through the cortex and TDP-43 pathology in ALS. Arrows indicate passage of time,
with direction of arrows indicating directionality of the link between proposed steps in
ALS pathology onset and progression. Evidence in support of this hypothesis from this
thesis and existing literature are described in section 8.4. Italicised, non-bolded text refer
to linking mechanisms between proposed key steps in ALS pathology stated in bold text.
Blue coloured text and arrows refer to genetic risk factors, red coloured arrows and text
refer to ALS onset and green text and arrows refers to disease progression. sTDP-43 –
Shortened isoform of TDP-43

8.5.

Limitations

In this section, general limitations which influenced the design of this project or limited
the analyses/interpretation of results within this project are discussed. Limitations
pertaining specifically to each analysis performed within this project are described within
chapters 5-7.
8.5.1. Recruitment
The typically rapid rate of ALS progression2 presented a challenge in the recruitment of
patients to this hospital-based research. Participants had to be sufficiently mobile (at
minimum, by wheelchair) to attend the research facility, and in the case of those no longer
able to take public transport or drive due to decline in motor function, participants needed
to be accompanied by someone who could transport them to and from the research
location. Further, in the case of motor tasks (e.g. button press during the SART),
participants require sufficient motor function to respond.
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Recruitment is further limited by the exclusion criteria of the studies performed here.
Each study required that participants not have any co-morbid neuromuscular or
psychiatric diagnosis which might influence the electrophysiological measures under
investigation, a typical exclusion criteria in such studies108,156,207,680. Participants were
also excluded in some circumstances due to the use of certain medications which
influence the central nervous system or, in the case of TMS research, due to potentially
increased risk of adverse response to the study protocol (see section 7.2).
As 2.1-3.8 people per 100,000 are diagnosed per year in European populations73, and a
portion of these patients are uninterested in, excluded from or at too late a disease stage
to take part in such research, sufficient time windows must be allowed for recruitment
and data collection of ALS patients as they are newly diagnosed. This limitation was
accounted for during the design of this project, and recruitment and data collection was
continuously performed across a window of at least one year in the case of all studies in
this project. Nonetheless, in the case of the TMS arm of this project, unforeseen
limitations to data collection (e.g. inexcitability, noisy baseline EMG data) and the
pausing of data collection during much of 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic, resulted
in further slowing of the participant recruitment rate. Therefore while a preliminary
analysis was performed and described in chapter 7, the current dataset is likely
underpowered to detect some disease-related abnormalities in the investigated
measurements. TMS data collection remains ongoing for further analysis.
8.5.2. Attrition bias
Longitudinal research is advantageous over the correlation of cross-sectional findings to
measures of disease progression, as changes which occur with disease progression can be
definitively demonstrated. However, such studies of ALS can be biased by the drop out
of those more severely affected by disease at earlier time points in the study81,681,682. Such
drop out can inflate representation of those with milder disease at later time points in
longitudinal studies, where dropout is allowed. If only those who contribute to all time
points are examined, this final cohort may not be representative of the full disease
population. In the case of this project, such bias is likely to have influenced comparisons
between time-grouped patient and control data (see section 5.2.3.1). In this analysis, some
later data time groups which represented relatively small proportions of the complete
participant cohort due to drop out between return visits diverged from significant trends
of hyperactivation/reduced activation observed across earlier time points. In order to
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minimise the influence of such bias on this study’s findings, measures of change in
cortical activity were prescribed to each individual, irrespective of number of return visits
or disease duration, based on linear modelling. The potential influence of such bias was
also considered in the discussion of our longitudinal findings.
8.5.3. EEG study design and time domain analysis
The intervals between delivery of stimuli/cues of the auditory oddball paradigm and
SART were based on previous ERP studies, allowing for the complete ERP to be recorded
between each stimulus, in addition to 100/200ms of baseline data for correction of the
oncoming ERP. Following the majority of data collection and completion of ERP
analyses, time-frequency domain analyses were undertaken to maximise the information
which could be derived from the recorded signals. Such analyses were not planned during
study design. While the implemented study designs and collected datasets are suitable for
accurate time-frequency analysis, ERSP at some slow frequencies were not interpreted
where the baseline data windows were shorter than one full cycle of this oscillation. This
limitation has been described in detail in sections 5.3 and 6.2.

8.6.

Future work

8.6.1. Further TMS data collection
As described in sections 7.1 and 8.4, a number of factors slowed and limited the
recruitment of ALS patients to the TMS study within this project. Data collection is
ongoing in order to gain sufficient statistical power to definitively determine if those
trends which did not reach statistical significance here are abnormal in ALS patients.
Additional TT-TMS work is now also starting to be undertaken in ALS patients to
determine if the motor cortex is abnormally regulated by the IFG, premotor and
supplementary motor cortices, wherein abnormal functionality was identified in this
project. This novel study aims to bridge our understanding of the EEG-based cognitive
and TT-TMS-based motor findings regarding ALS pathology gained this project.
8.6.2. Longitudinal SART and TMS studies
As demonstrated by our longitudinal MMN study, longitudinal capture of
electrophysiological measures can provide important insight into the dynamic nature of
network dysfunction in ALS and how this progressive pathology relates to disease
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progression. Such studies are now required to build upon the SART and TMS crosssectional analyses described here, in order to determine if the cortical pathophysiology is
stable or relate to a specific stage of ALS pathology. Collection of this longitudinal data
has been ongoing throughout this project and analysis will be performed in 2021.
8.6.3. Clustering analyses
It is clear from the established array of variably prevalent non-motor symptoms in ALS
patients19,428,566, as well as the correlations between non-motor cortical dysfunction and
non-motor symptoms and survival times identified here, that ALS heterogeneity relates
to the pattern of cortical impairment which occurs within individuals. Therefore, a
combination of the measures identified here (and others) which together predict sensory,
cognitive, behavioural, language and motor impairment in ALS could provide a basis for
objective, quantitative grouping of ALS patients into network-based subphenotypes via
clustering analyses. This additional measure development and clustering analysis is now
being undertaken. Such clusters will be compared to existing criteria for ALS
subcategorization (e.g. genetic risk factors, site of motor symptom onset) in order to
determine the clinical utility of such clusters for improving predictability of individual
patient prognoses.

8.7.

Overall conclusion

This project has uncovered complex spatio-temporal patterns of hypo- and hyper-activity
across the cortex in ALS. Many of these patterns show strong correlations to measures of
concurrent or future cognitive, behavioural and motor symptoms, survival times and
disease progression. These findings definitively demonstrate that ALS pathology does not
solely affect motor-associated cortical regions and does not uniformly influence all areas
of the cortex.
While some of these measures individually demonstrate excellent ability to discriminate
ALS patients from controls, the combined findings of this project, in the context of
existing literature regarding cortical network dysfunction in ALS, indicate that ALS
patients with similar patterns of cortical network disruption will experience more similar
disease symptoms and progression rates.
These patterns can be readily and economically quantified by combination of EEG and
TT-TMS-linked EMG measures which capture different aspects of ALS pathophysiology.
Therefore, going forward, I intend to refine understanding of the impact of ALS on these
measures of motor, cognitive, language and sensory cortical function through longitudinal
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analyses and analyses of larger patient cohorts which capture more of the heterogeneity
present in the ALS population. In addition, measures of cortical regions/connections not
interrogated here (e.g. activity in regions associated with vision, somatosensory and a
number of language functions and connections linking cognitive and motor network hubs)
will also be investigated in ALS. I will then analyse these measures in combination using
clustering analyses to determine if network-based subphenotypes of ALS can facilitate
improved prediction of ALS motor and non-motor prognoses. Such improved
subphenotyping could facilitate improved stratification of patients enrolled to clinical
trials, enabling less restrictive inclusion criteria to be employed and rendering such trials
more accessible to ALS patients eager to participate in such trials. Additionally, measures
of different aspects of ALS pathophysiology will be refined in consultation with the
pharmaceutical industry for use as secondary clinical trial outcome measures in future
ALS clinical trials.
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Appendix 5.1. Supplementary introduction to section 5.2.
Application of TMS over the scalp to engage motor cortical tissue and measurement of the
associated motor evoked potentials in a target muscle can be used to examine changes in motor
cortical excitability, inhibition and facilitation in disease321. Such protocols have demonstrated
early motor cortex hyperexcitability and GABA-ergic interneuron decline in ALS 71. This
methodology is, however, unsuitable for investigating such changes in non-motor regions such as
cognitive networks or in patients lacking target muscle function, due to lack of a quantifiable
stimulus-associated output measure in the absence of EEG recording. Non-motor cortical function
can be interrogated by simultaneous TMS and EEG. However, this methodology presents
numerous mechanistic and analytical challenges, including TMS-related EEG artefacts and
limitations to coil positioning, although methods to overcome these are in development 683,684.
Alternatively, repetitive TMS can be used to evoke persistent changes in cortical function which
can be measured afterward by EEG. This type of TMS is, however, associated with significant
discomfort to participants over cognition-associated scalp areas, such as the prefrontal cortex 685.
By comparison, recording EEG during a task designed to engage cortical networks of interest can
detect any changes in function of both motor and non-motor cortical regions while avoiding
discomfort associated with repetitive stimulation of scalp muscle and nerves overlying the region
of interest 686. Use of dry EEG can also reduce potential discomfort associated with the sensation
of wet conductive gel on the scalp. Recently developed dry EEG electrodes are now rivalling
signal quality to that of wet EEG in some cases687. The unique combination of advantages of
EEG are therefore well suited to the detection of early, motor and non-motor cortical pathology
in neurodegenerative diseases such as ALS with established, spatially distributed cortical
pathology101.
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Appendix 5.2. Discussion on the use of personalised and template MRI scans for head
modelling in EEG source analysis.
While an individual’s MRI scan is optimal for the design of the model of head tissue required for
source localisation, this additional cost can be overcome by the design of head models based on
openly accessible model MRI scans (e.g. Colin27, ICBM152). Such head models are found to
provide comparable localisation accuracy to those based on each individual’s own MRI scans
482,484

.
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Appendix 5.3. Statistically significant changes in bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal and left
motor, posterior parietal, occipital and midcingulate cortical activity in ALS patients at
baseline. Statistically significance (false discovery rate=10%, β=0.13, P1=0.079) increases in
power in ALS patients relative to healthy controls as determined by LCMV are highlighted in red.
No significant decreases in power in ALS were identified. Axial MRI views are from above (i.e.
left is left). Top left panel – Frontal view. Top right panel – Occipital view.
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Appendix 5.4. Mean standard (left) and deviant (right) auditory evoked potential-associated
ERSP (i.e. phase-locked components). Colour bar represents % change in power from baseline.
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Appendix 5.5. Top 5% of significantly active control sources of alpha band event-related
oscillations for each 100ms WOI analysed after standard tones. All sources highlighted show
significant increase in alpha band oscillatory power relative to baseline, determined by sign rank
testing at a false discovery rate of 10%.
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Appendix 5.6. Top 5% of significantly active control sources of alpha band event-related
oscillations for each 100ms WOI analysed after deviant tones. All sources highlighted show
significant increase in alpha band oscillatory power relative to baseline, determined by sign rank
testing at a false discovery rate of 10%.
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Appendix 6.1. McMackin et al., 2020
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Appendix 6.2. McMackin et al., 2021
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